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s. ~wTROOUCTiow

In t975, the Columbus Council of the Navy League
of the United States provided a grant to the Ohio
State University in support of a state survey to
determine the level of understanding of marine
information among the public school children of
Ohio. In addition it supported a summer workshop
in the Humanities of the Seas conducted for teachers
in Ohio schools. Thirty teachers participated from all
over the state. These events marked the beginning of
the program in Marine and Aquatic Education now
conducted through Ohio Sea Grant. They in turn ied
to the development of the Ohio Sea Grant Education
Program. In the process of its development, a
particular organization and philosophy has been
implemented that may be of interest as a model for
other Sea Grant Education programs and indeed for
other programs seeking to improve education in any
area of concern. This monograph has been designed to
provide a detailed explanation of the organization
and philosophy of the program and the rationale used
in each of its elements. In addition a detailed
description of the methods and results of extensive
evaluation efforts are included.

Although there has been some attention to
curriculum development and teacher training in
the national Sea Grant program, funding for Sea
Grant education programs has most often focused on
higher education and vocational and technical
education  Fortner, 19S4!. Few Sea Grant
organizations have targeted K-t2 education as a
priority area for development. Seldom are educators
with training and experience at the elementary and
secondary school levels, in teacher education and
curriculum development, and also in nonformal
public education involved in program development
and supervision. These factors have led by and large
to a lack of program philosophy and direction in Sea
Grant education programs. In many cases this has
resulted in poorly coordinated efforts which led to
duplication and the failure to institutionalize
programs. As a result programs disappear after Sea
Grant funding is terminated. Although there have
been some exceptional efforts in education that are
having and will continue to have an effect upon
elementary, secondary and higher education in
certain states, with proper program organization
and emphasis there could be many more effective
programs. We hope that this monograph will provide

some insight into such effective program formats
and thereby help to improve Sea Grant education
programs in the future

Part of the uniqueness of the Ohio Sea Grant
Education program may lie in the fact that it was the
first component funded in Ohio Sea Grant and led to
the development of the other two components:
Advisory Service and Research. This has given the
education program a certain standing within the Sea
Grant program office Iocaliy and nationally and
therefore a stronger voice in policy and funding
decisions. This is further institutionalized by the
fact that education has been established as a separate
program on equal standing with advisory service and
research  see Figure 1-t!. The education coordina-
tor is a member of the seven person executive
committee of Ohio Sea Grant and therefore shares in

A. Education functions housed within advisory service.

B. Separate and equal component  as in Ohio!.

Ptacement of Education Components in
Two Different Models of Sea Grant Orgariization.

the responsibility for developing and irnplernenting
overall program policies. Even this would not ensure
the effective organization of the education program
except for the fact that trained and respected science
educators, Dr. Victor J. Mayer and Dr. Rosanne W.



Fortner, have functioned as the education coordina-
tors. Their backgrounds have provided a basis in
experience and creativity that has produced programs
attuned to the needs and organization of Ohio schools
and adaptive to opportunities in nonformal
educational institutions and the mass media. For
formal education, close relationships have been
established between the education program office, the
Ohio Department of Education, the Environmental
Education Office of the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources and local school systems. In addition
communication has been established with other Sea
Grant educators in the Great Lakes Region. Only the
lack of funding has prohibited the further develop-
ment of productive channels of cooperation through
a Great I akes Education Network. Nonforrnal thrusts
have introduced educational ventures with central
Ohio radio stations, interactive cable television
 Warner QUBE!, the Cousteau Society, Old Woman
Creek Natioanl Estuarine Research Reserve and
Columbus' Center of Science and Industry. Expansion
of these relationships promises opportunity for
additional public education activities.

ESTABLISHMENT OF EDUCATION PROGRAM
PRIORITIES

ln establishing program priorities a basic
question was asked to guide priority identification.
With limited resources, what type of education
program would have the greatest impact on the
largest number of Ohio citizens? The institutions
with the most prolonged contact with the largest
number of families in any state are the pre-college
schools. Through them an effective program would
not only contact the students, but the adults in their
families as well. A program focused on the schools
would also impact every county in the state and not be
restricted to those served by advisory service
offices which are located only along the Lake Erie
coast. Once schools are adequately served with
appropriate marine and aquatic education programs a
base of .support will have been established for
movement into other levels and kinds of education.
Following the rationale of serving the largest
citizenry possible with initial efforts, the program
could expand to serve the informal education
institutions, such as museums, and explore uses of
the mass media for public awareness.

While these first-served organizations can
function to build aquatic awareness among Ohio
citizens as a priority within Sea Grant, it was not
forgotten that there also needed to be a career
component to the program, What needs exist for
training programs focused on careers in marine
science for Ohio citizens'? This was a difficult
question to answer, and one which still has not been
resolved. This was clearly a second order priority,
however, In other Sea Grant programs by contrast
career training was and is the major focus of Sea
Grant Education efforts. Because of Ohio's inland
location, the strength of existing limnology and
fishery programs in higher education and the
availability of marine career programs at other Sea
Grant institutions, the major focus of Ohio Sea Grant
was and probably will remain on aquatic awareness
programs.

INITIATION OF EFFORTS

With the schools identified as the first priority
for a Sea Grant education program, the next
question was how to effectively incorporate
information of interest to Sea Grant into school
curricula. Work with the Humanities of the Seas
programs in 1976 through 1978 revealed few
curriculum materials available for teaching marine
and aquatic concepts to inland schools. These
Humanities programs were teacher education
workshops. Without teaching materials to present
to the teachers, however, the effectiveness of the
workshops, as indicated by the inclusion of new
concepts into the teacher participants curricula,
was minimal. Experience with these and other
programs indicated that teachers simply do not
have the time, nor in many cases the ability, to
develop their own teaching materials in fields that
are new to them, Therefore it was felt that the first
step in a broad awareness program for Ohio was to
develop teaching materials that could be used in
the state. The OEAGLS project  Oceanic Education
Activities for Great Lakes Schools! was initiated
with Sea Grant funding in f977 as the first project
of Ohio Sea Grant.

Decisions were made on the grade level and
format for the materials based on information
generated through studies sponsored by the National
Science Foundation  NSF! and from experience
with previous curriculum development efforts, such



as the Crustal Evolution Education Project  CEEP!,
a program conducted through the National Association
cf Geology Teachers  Mayer and Stoever, 1978!
for developing supplemental curriculum materials
for earth science classes. Studies indicated a dramatic
drop-off of interest in science among children,
especially among girls and minorities, during the
middle school years. This decline in interest was of
concern for the directorate of the NSF. As a result,
most of their education efforts in the mid and late
1970s were directed at improving teaching materials
and teacher backgrounds at the middle school level.
The OEAGLS project was likewise focused on grades
5 through 9 to assist Ohio schools in improving
curricula used during those critical years.

new curriculum, or even for major new units to
teach. The concept of infusion therefore was adapted
from efforts of the Crustal Evolution Education
project as a guiding theme for the development of
OEAGLS materials. Instead of producing units, self-
contained, short and supplementary modules were
designed. These focused on concepts already taught
in the curriculum, but imbedded them in a marine
and Lake Erie, or Great Lakes, context. A module
on shipping, for example, uses data from the Port of
Toledo to develop ideas related to the worldwide
involvement of Ohio in commerce, "Pollution in
Lake Erie uses articles from 1970 and 1980 for
two language arts activities-reading in the science
content area and critical reading.

Since marine and aquatic education involves
content from a variety of scientific fields, the
humanities and the social sciences, its successful
implementation into the school curriculum needed to
be accomplished within an interdisciplinary
framework. In the middle school years students are
becoming old enough to handle more sophisticated
information, yet most school programs are organized
in such a way that teachers can easily teachin an
interdisciplinary format. For example, many middle
schools use a "house" approach where four academic
teachers have the same group of children. The
teachers meet periodically to determine the class
schedule for thosestudents and what is to be taught
during a given period of time. Such joint planning
facilitates the use of team teaching and the
development of interdisciplinary courses. This was
another reason for choosing the middle school years
as a focus for Ohio Sea Grant efforts. Also,
following 8th or 9th grade, the curriculum begins
to diverge, with course options being offered to
students. The rniddle school therefore is the last
time to have all students enrolled in a given course as
a "captive audience" for marine education facts and
concepts.

Experience with the implementation of new"
curricula during the advent of the National Science
Foundation sponsored curriculum development
efforts, and subsequent experience with schools,
indicated the difficulty of inserting new materials
into existing curricula  Helgeson, et al., 1978!.
Teachers by and large are satisfied with what they
are doing in the classroom. They are not looking for a

Each module was designed to take only a few days
of class time. A combination therefore of familiar

Fifth graders study a "plankton sample'
during OEAGLS estuary activity.

concepts and the short time necessary for the fuii
treatment of each topic facilitates the use of the
materials and their incorporation into existing
curricula. To further faciHtate use of the materials
teachers need to have information beyond what is
normally included in a student guide. Therefore a
fully detailed teacher guide was developed for each
activity. The guides included descriptions of the
necessary materials and where they could be
obtained, answers to questions in the student guide
and background information necessary for the
teacher to understand the topic. Such fully detailed
guides also decrease the necessity for teacher
training in the use of the activities. A project
incorporating these concepts was prepared and
submitted with the 1977 Ohio Sea Grant proposal.



2. THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

I!

of the grant an advisory committee was named to
assist in overseeing the praject. The primary
functions of the committee were to establish

priorities for topics of the activities, to help in
identifying resource persons, and to review the
content of the activities for accuracy, relevance
and appropriateness. Individuals on the committee
represented the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources, the Ohio Department of Education, the
Navy League of the United States, the Departments af
Geography and Naval Science of the university and
the Center for Lake Erie Area Research. The

committee had several meetings ta discuss general
palicy, but its primary mode of operation was for
its members to serve in individual consulting roles
with the principal investigatar in deciding poHcy
issues as they arase and in identifying individuals
to aid in the development of certain topics and ta
review materials as they were develaped,

The development process
was initiated with the identification of broad topic
areas. This was done on a tentative basis in the
proposal based upon the principal investigator's
knowledge of the school curricula, experience with
teacher workshops, and knowledge of research being
conducted on the Great Lakes. These topics were
reviewed and modified at the first advisory board
meeting and then ranked by the members in order
of priority for development. Subsequently the
principal investigator and his two project assistants
"brain stormed" mare specific subjects within those
braad topics that the board ranked as being most
important. These more specific topics then became
the bases for the development of activities during the
first year of the project and provided guidance for
the identification of activity topics in subsequent
years as well.

Once topics were identified,
several different processes were used for the initial
development of an activity. One such process started
with activities that had been developed by teachers as
course projects for the three Humanities of the Seas
workshaps conducted with Navy League sponsorship.
Another process used during the first year involved a
teacher seminar on OEAGLS development. Eight
teachers were enrolled for three hours of graduate

credit. They met once a week during the University's
Winter Quarter, 1978. Each meeting included a
presentation on a priority development topic by a
content expert. The experts included, among others,
a geologist with the Ohio Department af Natural
Resaurces who discussed his studies of beach erosion
along the lake, a meteoralogist from the Cleveland
weather station of NOAA who discussed the weather
and climate effects of the lake, and a geographer from
the university who discussed the effect of waterways
on the settlement of Ohio. Each of the teachers

identified a topic area and designed an activity
relating to that topic using the resources of the
developing Marine and Aquatic Education Resource
Center as a support library. Eleven of the activities
were started in one af these two ways.

Curricuim development sentlnar produced some activities.

Beginning the second year greater initiative
for activity development occurred within the
project staff itself. This was in a large part due to
the arrival on the staff of a professional qualified
in Marine Education, Dr. Fortner. This change in
procedures was also in part a response to the need to
develop topics on emerging issues such as the PCB
problem in the lakes. A fourth process used in three
cases was the designation of either a teacher or a
researcher on lake problems to initially develop an
activity.

The original draft of any activity idea was
submitted to a second and often a third person for
revision and editing. If initially developed by a
teacher, then one of the project staff completed



this second step, If started by a member of the
project staff, then usually a teacher was asked to
review the activity.

Teacher Dorothy Brfss orfginated
'We Have Met the Enemy for OEAOLS.

At various stages in the writing, content experts
were consulted for additional information, for
references to research that could assist in developing
the content of the activity, and for opinions on the
appropriateness of information.

When reviews by critic
teachers were completed a different teacher was
identified and asked to use the activity with his/her
classes. The teacher was identified by the
principal investigator, based on his experience with
le ache rs in local schools and through
recornrnendations by his colleagues at the university
and in the local school systems. An important
criterion used in selection of teachers was the
teacher's ability to identify strong and weak points
in instructional programs.

Each activity was systematically evaluated through
its use in the selected teacher's classes. Multiple
choice items were developed to assess whether the
objectives of the activity were met  Appendix A!.
These items were given to the students prior to the
use of the activity and then again following its
completion. The results were analyzed to identify
any areas of low achievemenl. if such areas were
found, the related objectives were examined and the
sections of the activity relating to those objectives
were analyzed for problems.

Students tested OEAGLS before final drafts were prepared.

In addition, students in the pilot classes responded
to three attitude items. Their responses were
analyzed to determine the interest level, difficult
and clarity of the activity. If problems were
Indicated. the activily was examined for ways in
which it could be made more appealing or clearer to
students. In addition to evaluation through test data,
the teacher was asked to critique the activity and its
various components using a standard form provided
by the project  Appendix EI!.

Perhaps the most useful component of the
evaluation process was the visits to the pilot classes
by one of the two principal investigators. They were
able to observe student reactions to the activity,
interview selected students and discuss the activity
personally with the teacher,

All of the information from the evaluation process
was then usecl to rewrite the activity. If very
extensive rewriting was necessary then the activity
was retested in another classroom. The final stage
In evaluation was lhe submission of the activity to
a content expert who provided a final review of the
accuracy of the subject matter, After adjustments
made necessary by the content review were
completed, the activity was then ready for
distribution to teachers.

For many of the activities there continues to be
an ongoing formative evaluation process. As activities
are used in workshops, teachers note ways in which
they can be improved. When the supply of an activity
is exhausted, it is revised before reprinting lo take
into account suggestions by teachers.



The extensive and many faceted formative
evaluation system used for OEAQLS has been more
completely documented in a case study of the program
written by Gregory Rhodes as a portion of his
doctoral dissertation at Indiana University  Rhodes,
1983, Appendix C!.



3. DISSEMINATION PROGRAMS

When the OEAGLS project was first proposed it
was realized that there had to be a dissemination
process to follow the development program. Since
the format of the materials and the philosophy
behind their development precluded publication by a
commercial publisher, some mechanism had to be

provided to make the materials known to Ohio
teachers and to get them into their hands for use. This
dissemination program took the form of a planned
and coordinated series of workshops conducted over
the three year period immediatefy following the
completion of the OEAGLS Project in 1980.

ACTIVITIES DURING DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Actually dissemination started as a part of the
development process since educators were made
aware of the availability of materials through a
newsletter started during the second year of the
project  Appendix D!. Its publication continued
uninterrupted until budgetary cuts required its
curtailment in 1986, Entitled /~i 5', it reached
at its peak a quarterly distribution of about 2000
copies primarily in Ohio. Each of the OEAGLS was
described in the newsletter upon its completion.
Periodically selected activities were further
described as they may have related to a feature
article in the newsletter, Early in the project
Midi~It~ ~m was a primary means of making teachers
aware of their availability, and each issue
resulted in a flurry of orders for new activities.
After all activities were completed a catalog was
written that included activity descriptions, a
description of the development process and lists of
authors and project personnel, In 1985, this catalog
was superseded by an informational brochure and
order blank published by the Ohio Sea Grant central
office  Appendix E!.

As materials became available, interest in their
use was generated along Lake Erie through the work
of the Ohio Sea Grant advisory agent. Many activities
were disseminated through that office and through
workshops organized by the agent. The principal
investigators also accepted any opportunity to make
presentations at teachers' meetings anywhere in the
state. OEAGLS were invariably used in the workshops
and presentations. Programs are given at school
system inservice days, regional meetings of the Ohio

Education Association, and annual meetings of state
science and social studies organizations. In addition,
presentations have been made by the principal
investigators at national and regional meetings of the
National Science Teachers Association and national
meetings of the National Marine Educators
Association, the North American Association for
Environmental Education and the American
Educational Research Association. Such presentations
continue through the present �987!. During the
latter two years of the development project, these
measures resulted in the distribution of several
thousand copies of the OEAGLS materials.

Advisory agent Fred Snyder working with
students at Old Woman Creek estuary.

As another element of the dissemination process,
activities are published in a form that readily
facilitates their inexpensive use by teachers. Only
single copies are provided to teachers, who are then
encouraged to have as many copies reproduced as
necessary. To facilitate this all materials are printed
in high contrast black and white, Illustrations are
line drawings with occasional black and white
photos and art work. This type of publication also
facilitates a second method of dissemination through
national microfiche based information dissemination
networks. Alt activities have been included in both
the Educational Resources Information Center  ERIC!
and the Marine Educa'ion Materials System  MEMS!,
Both systems provide computer searches for
materials, The ERIC system also publishes abstracts
of the materials in a monthly publication ~i�-i~i~

i~i~. Most colleges and universities maintain
ERIC microfiche collections as do state departments
of education. Through these dissemination methods



the materials are made available throughout the
country at no cost lo the project, From 1985
through 1988 atl activities are being reprinted using
desk-top publishing techniques. Based upon
comments by teachers, answer sheets have been
developed so that a teacher needs to reproduce only
one classroom set of the activity books, which can be
used by several sets of students, each having their
own answer sheets.

The objectives of the aware~ass component as
stated in the proposal were to:

a. Create an awareness of marine and aquatic
education among school adrninstrators,
supervisors, and teachers.

b. Disseminate examples of curriculum materials
available in marine and aquatic education.

INFLJSION PROGRAM

Enough experience has been gained with
curricuiurn development projects, especially those
funded by the National Science Foundation through
the 1960's and '70's, to demonstrate the
necessity of well planned and executed dissemination
programs. This was realized from the inception of
the OEAGLS development project and led to the
early design and proposal for a dissemination
program later referred to as the Infusion Program.
This program was conceived as a three year cycle
to promote awareness of the materials throughout the
State of Ohio. lt was designed to systematically
introduce the materials to every section of the state
through a series of awareness workshops and to
develop a cadre of well trained teachers centered
in the major metropolitan areas of the state
through a series of implementation workshops. The
program was designed with the cooperation of the
Ohio Department of Education. The co-principal
investigator on the project during its first year and
one-half was Dr. John Hug, Coordinator of
Environmental Education for the Department.

The two components of the program were
designated the awareness component and the
implementation component. The first was intended to
develop broad awareness among teachers and
administrators across the State of Ohio regarding the
objectives of marine and aquatic education and a
knowledge of the materials available for use in
teaching toward those objectives, especially the
OEAGLS materials. The implementation component
was intended for in depth training of teachers to
provide them with information and resources to
implement marine and aquatic education in their
classrooms. Many of these teachers could then
serveas members of a trained cadre who could be
called upon to assist others in such an effort.

c. Create an awareness of marine and aquatic
education among selected educators in Ohio
colleges and universities.

These objectives were to be reached through several
program elements:

a. The establishment of a marine and aquatic
education awareness program through the Ohio
Department of Education.

b. The planning and implementation of a statewide
awareness program for local school
administrators and faculty of colleges of
education

c. Conducting a marine and aquatic education
awareness program for Ohio teachers.

These objectives and program elements were
characterized as the awareness component of the
program and were led by the project's co-principal
investigator, Or. Hug, during the first year of the
project, and by Dr. Fortner during the remainder of
the program.

The implementation component led by Dr. Mayer
had another set of objectives, to:

a. Assist teachers to effectively use available
curriculum materials and methods.

b. Help teachers acquire appropriate background
information in marine and aquatic topics.

c. Provide teachers with marine and aquatic
experiences through field trips.

d. Assist administrators and teachers in
redesigning curricula to infuse marine and
aquatic education.



a, Coordination of implementation activities by
Ohio Sea Grant through the Ohio Department of
Education.

b. Provision of inservice and summer seminars

and workshops in marine an aquatic education
through The Ohio State University.

c. Establishment of similar courses at other
universities in Ohio.

d. Provision of an educational specialist to work
through the Ohio Department of Education in
assisting teachers in implementing marine and
aquatic education.

e. Loaning marine and aquatic education materials
from three resource centers.

f. Publishing a quarterly bulletin in marine and
aquatic education for Ohio teachers.

AWARENESS PROGRAM

This component had three major tasks: the further
identification and organization of marine and aquatic
education resources, the development of the
capability to deliver services to educators in Ohio
schools, and the planning and initiation of an
awareness program for Ohio educators,

added to the Oceanic Education Resource Center. This
resource center located at Ohio State began as an
adjunct to the OEAGLS development project providing
source materials for the development staff. its
resources had been expanded in support of early
marine education workshops through funding by the
Columbus Council of the Navy League of the United
States. Additional books, curricular materials, slide-
tape sets, laboratory and demonstration materials
were added during the infusion program.

Also during the first year two additional resource
centers were instituted, one at Bowling Green Slate
University in the northern part of the state and the
other at the University of Cincinnati. The holdings of
the Columbus resource center were evaluated and
those materials judged most useful were purchased
for the two new centers. These satellite centers have
been used in support of both awareness and
implementation workshops held in those areas. Their
major use, however, has been by local teachers and
students at the two universities.

Personnel resources were also identified during
the first year. Over 50 teachers had been involved
in Oceanic Education programs conducted at The Ohio
State University with support from the Navy League.
Exceptional teacher leaders were identified from
this group. The State Department of Education
identified additional administrators, supervisors and
faculty in institutions of higher education. A state-
wide meeting of individuals selected from those
groups was held in Columbus. At this meeting
guidelines were developed for the conduct of the
awareness program. This group, although its
membership has changed a bit as the program has
evolved, has continued to serve in an advisory
capacity, reacting to ideas of the project staff and in
some cases initiating programs in marine and
aquatic education in colleges and universities in their
areas of the state. Because of funding restrictions,
meetings of this coordinating group ended in 1984.

Oceanic Education Resource Center at The OhiO State UniVeraity

During the first year the emphasis was upon the

s
first two tasks. Lists of materials available through
ERIC and MEMS were updated and microfiche copies

To assist in disseminating an awareness of marine
education throughout the state and defining the
importance and scope of marine and aquatic education
in Ohio, a position paper was developed with the
Ohio Department of Education. "Occasional Paper ¹6:
Marine and Aquatic Education" has been distributed to
Department personnel and to educators contacted by
the Sea Grant Education Program  Appendix F! The
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document serves to introduce the subject, the
program and the personal, geographic and educational
resources of the state.

perhaps the major task during the first year was
to develop a format for the awareness workshops.
These were to offer one quarter hour of graduate
university credit. This fact resulted in two
requirements, first that they involve a minimum of
f 0 clock hours of instruction, and second that each
participant write a paper, The format developed
during this first year was piloted in two workshops,
one held in Columbus and the other on Lake Erie at
Ottawa National Wildlife Refuge. During the second
year this program was modified to take into account
recommendations by participants.

To meet the goals of the Education Program certain
guidelines were followed in designing the final format
for awareness workshops. First, a major portion of
the time was devoted to active teacher involvement
with OEAGl S activities. Accordingly, one introductory
session with all workshop participants provided
background on how OEAGLS were developed and
involved teachers in the playing of a board game
aboutfactors influencing the yellow perch population
of Lake Erie. This activity introduced teacher to the
style and intent of the OEAGLS materials. Three sets
of concurrenl sessions conducted the following day
presented up to nine additional modules. Since all
OEAGLS are clesigned for in-class use, no outdoor
activities were planned as a regular component of the
wor'k shops.

Dr, FOrtner directing teaCherS in the uae Of OEAGLS.

Second among the program goals was that teachers
be provided with background knowledge about the
characteristics of Lake Erie. This was achfeved

through two lecture presentations, one on the geology

of the lake and another on the characteristics of the
lakes's water. The lectures were carefully developed,
refined to include the most important material and
extensively illustrated in the form of slides or
overhead visuals.

A third major goal was for teachers to develop an
understanding of the breadth and scope of marine
and aquatic education. The workshop itself helped to
provide this, but an introductory lecture "Why
Marine Education" provided an overview of the
sources of the marine and aquatic education movement
and its interdisciplinary nature,

Finally, it was expected that the workshops would
provide teachers with opportunities to become
familiar with a wide variety of activities and
curriculum materials. Two sessions were held to
accomplish this: one during the first evening in
which participants could informally participate in
a variety of activities set up as learning stations,
and one the following day where teachers were given
the opportunity of perusing the best of curriculum
materials from other marine and aquatic education
programs around the country.

During the two years that comprised the major
thrust of the awareness workshop program, the
authors served as the only continuing staff members.
For each workshop local teachers were recruited as
assistants for presenting concurrent sessions, and
when available an Advisory Agent or administrator of
Ohio Sea Grant was invited to provide an overview
of Sea Grant research programs. A sample workshop
schedule appears as Figure 3-1. The success of the
format is such that it has continued to be used each
year through 1987.

Dr. Mayer assisting participants in food pyramid garne.



SCHEDVLE

Fe~bruar 11

6:30 p.m.

Fe~bruar 12

9:00 a.m.
9:30

10:30
10:45
11: 15

12:15 p.m.
1:15
1:45
2:15

Great Lakes Filmstrip
Workshop wrap-up
Adjourn

3:15
3:45
4:00

Figure 2
Awareness Workshop Schedule

7:00
7:10
7:45
8:00
8:30
8:45
9:05
9:15
9:30

Marine and Aquatic Education Workshop
Niamisburg, February 11-12, 1983

Individual participation in marine and aquatic education
activities

Welcome and workshop overview - Rosanne Fortner
Overview of Narine and Aquatic Education � Vic Mayer
Break
Yellow Perch in Lake Erie - Rosanne
The development of the OEAGLS materials - Vic
Programs and services of Ohio Sea Grant - Rosanne
Briefing on tomorrow's activities
Registration for credit
Have a safe trip homel

Formation of Lake Erie - Vic Nayer
Concurrent sessions: Erosion Along Lake Erie � Carol Winhusen

Ohio Canals - Jane Muhlencamp
PCBs in Fish - Roberta Rupert

Break
Characteristics of Lake Erie � Rosanne Fortner
Concurrent sessions: Getting to Know Your Local Fish - Roberta

How to Protect a River - Vic
It's Everyone's Sea: Or Is It? - Jane

Lunch

View and browse displayed curriculum materials
Local resources for marine and aquatic education - Bob Karl
Concurrent sessions: The Great Lakes Triangle - Carol

Estuary: A Special Place - Rosanne
We Have Met the Enemy � Vic
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NSF Warkshop partidpanta Studied on
the lake shore as well as in classes,

To ssist in conducting these workshops it was
initially envisioned that 10 leadership teams wou/d
be trained. Each team would then conduct a workshop
under the supervision of the Sea Grant staff. This
training program was initiated in the summer of
1980 under a grant from the National Science
Foundation. Nine administrator-teacher teams were
invited to a six-day workshop at the University's
Stone Lab facilities on South Bass Island in Lake Erie.
Participants in this workshop ranged from a team
consisting of an assistant principal with a fifth and a
sixth grade teacher to one having a curriculum
supervisor with junior high school science and social
studies teachers. Though attempts were made to gain
participation from a wide geographic area in order
to have a statewide leadership cadre, applicants were
largely from the iake shore areas.

The six-day program consisted of lectures on
interdisciplinary topics in social studies, science and
the arts, followed by OEAGLS sessions to illustrate
methods of presenting those topics in middle schools.
Field trips to island sites such as Perry's Victory
and International Peace Memorial ~ and mainland
features such as the Port of Toledo and the Kishman
Fish Company reinforced class concepts and
emphasized the irnporlance of the take to the state.
Presentations by the Director of Ohio Sea Grant and
by curriculum developers from Michigan Sea Grant
helped to broaden the experience.

Although the program was a success in terms of
participant enthusiasm, it subsequently became clear
that very few of the teams were adequately prepared

to deliver the intense, high quality type of workshop
envisioned by the Sea Grant staff. Instead a decision
was made to reduce the number of workshops offered
to six per year, and to have them staffed by the
principal investigators of the program, both of
whom were also graduate faculty at the university.
Assisting the lead staff would be several local
teachers. These individuals would conduct many of
the OEAGI S activities presented at the workshops.
They were selected from participants in previous
workshops, such as the NSF supported program held
in 1980.

A critical element in theplanning and conduct of
the one day workshops was evolved between the
second and third year of the program. Prior to the
second year, a team consisting of Dr. Hug and a
graduate assistant working in the program visited
each site that was to host a workshop. Their
primary purpose was to review the facilities to
be used and to renew contacts with local
environmental educators who, it was thought, could
assist in the presentation of the workshop and in
recruitment of teachers. These visits were
reasonably successful in accomplishing their
purposes. At one location the beat contact person was
an assistant superintendent of the county school
system. He was extremely effective in coordinating
local arrangements for the workshop and in
advertising it among the teachers in his county school
system. Using that experience as a cue, prior to the
third year of the program the two principal
investigators visited each of the six localities
chosen for the workshop and met with administrators
from the city and county school syslems. In all but
two cases they were able to secure excellent
cooperation from the administration, who agreed to
inform school principals regarding the nature and
objectives of the program, and to distribute
information about the program to teachers through
the school courier service,

An important factor in the success of the
awareness workshops was the continued attention of
the project staff to workshop evaluations. Two types
of evaluations were done for each program. First,
a three item evaluation was completed by
participants following each major presentation and
each concurrent session  see Figure 3-2!. The



Name of Presentation

1. The presentation was 1. very interesting
2. interesting
3. somewhat interesting
4. not very interesting
5. boring

2 My knowledge level
1. increased greatly 3. didnotchange2. increased somewhat

3. I  circle! will / will not use the material presented

COMMENTS:

Figure 3-2
Session Evaluation Form
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items indicated interest in the session, the irnpor-
tance of the material and whether the participant
planned to use the information presented. When all
forms were collected for any one session, the
presenter of that session was able to gain immediate
feedback on its effects. The project staff was also
able to perceive immediate needs of the total group
and make adjustments in approach or scheduling lo
meet those needs. The short forms therefore served
as a formative evaluation and to identify problem
areas that might affect responses on the secondtype
of evaluation. An analysis of data collected from
these questionnaires was performed. Figure 3-3
contains a summary of the data for each of the
sequence of twelve awareness workshops. Graph A is a
summary of responses to the "interest" item. It can
be seen tha although there was variation between
workshops on the degree of interest participants
found, the mean response always ranged between
interesting and very interesting.

The participants' perceptions of the knowledge
levets gained from the workshops  Graph B! also
were high throughout the workshops with the mean
response ranging from increased somewhat �! to
increased greatly �!. Teachers also indicated that
they would use the materials  Graph C! with the
mean response focussing on the "yes' �! end of the
scale.

There does not seem to be a change in quality of
the workshops with time. It was anticipated that
there should be some type of improvement with
experience. The lack of such a trend in the data can
be explained in several ways. First there was not a

great deal of room for improvement on participant
responses. Even the first workshops were very
highly rated. Therefore any upward trend in the data
would be difficult to obtain. There also may be a
"fatigue factor; that is the first several workshops
were a new experience and so the presenters put
extra effort and enthusiasm into them, Therefore,
even though there may have been rough spots, this
enthusiasm carried the participants over them.
Later, and there does seem to be some type of sag in
the data on the 5th through 8th workshop. This
enthusiasm may have waned a bit, with experience
and the now polished nature of the workshops
influencing the data from workshop 9 on. Regardless,
these data do show that the workshops were well
received by the participants. It was a very successful
program.

At the end of each awareness workshop all
participants cornpteted an open-ended questionnaire
in which they expressed their attitudes about the
atmosphere of the workshop, its value to their
teaching, and changes that might be made to improve
future workshops. Participants in inland workshops
were also asked whether they felt that Lake Erie
was important to teach about in their geographic area.
This summative evaluation provided an overall
indication of the workshops' impacts. The long
evaluation forms are Included as Appendix G. Records
of the Education Program contain synopses of all the
awareness workshop evaluations, from which it is
possible to chart the continued growth and respon-
siveness that contributed to the Infusion Program's
success. The results of these open ended evaluation
forms support the conclusions above, that the



workshops were very successful in accomplishing
their objectives, They were received with a great
deal of enthusiasm by the participants. Their success
indicates in part the value of the consistent and
thorough formative evaluation techniques used. The
workshop organizers were able to spot any problem
areas and correct them during the workshop or by the
time of the subsequent workshop thus leading to a
consistently high quality program.

During the second and third years of the infusion
program t2 workshops were conducted over the State
of Ohio Figure 3-4 includes maps of Ohio showing the
locations of each year's workshops and the areas from
which participants were drawn. Over 600 teachers
and administrators were enrolled and some 4000
OEAGLS activities distributed through the program.
The effectiveness of these workshops in dissemination
and use of materials was documented in a research
project carried on in 1983-84. A surnrnary and
interpretation of the results is included in the
chapter on summative evatuation,

Qi~~i~JJgg

Another awareness task of the Infusion Project
was to continue publication of h~jfL '~. This
newsletter had become recognized as one of the best of
its kind in marine and aquatic education. With
the initiation of the infusion program, however, its
focus changed from emphasis on new OEAGLS
activities to one of broader service to teachers. Each
issue included a feature article dealing with
information on Lake Erie of use to teachers, a
classroom activity, reviews of teaching materials or
publications and announcements of events of interest
fo teachers. The variety of Q~jf $~ articles
reemphasized the interdisciplinary nature of marine
and aquatic education and highlighted the workshops,
publications and plans of the Sea Grant program
 Appendix D!. This proved to be an excellent
vehicle for keeping in contact with teachers who
participated in the workshops. It served as a
reminder of the avaifability of activities and
materials in marine and aquatic education, and of the
interest of the Sea Grant staff in the activities of the

teachers it has served.

The tasks of this component as specifiedin the
proposal were to extend opportunities to Ohio

teachers for obtaining in-depth background in
knowledge and curricular materials related to
marine and aquatic education, and to provide
continuing assistance to Ohio educators.

The implementation component was founded on two
types of courses. The first was the Humanities of the
Seas series of three summer workshops beginning in
f 976. These were supported by the Columbus Council
of the Navy League of the United States. The second
was an inservice seminar in Marine and Aquatic
Education piloted in the spring of 1979 in Mansfield,
Ohio. The summer workshop was relatively expensive
because it included an extended field trip along the
Lake Erie shore. As Navy League funding was
exhaustedthesecosts had to be borne by the teacher
participants. Also, tuition had to be charged. When
field trip expenses plus tuition had to be paid by
participants the cost became prohibitive. In the
summer of 1978, with partial funding from the Navy
League, only seven teachers took the workshop. The
original rationale then was to bring both programs
under Sea Grant, allowing the university to waive
tuition and to provide funds to defray the expenses
of the field trip. Under those conditions the courses
would be accessible to a much larger number of

teachers. A Coast Guard cutter was induded iri a tour
by Navy League workshop participants,

The inservice program was scheduled for ten 2,5-
hour evening sessions and one all day field trip. The
surnrner workshops met for one-half day every day
for two weeks and included one all-day field trip, In
addition the summer program included optional
activities offered by the institution in which the
sessions were being held. For example the staff of the
Cincinnati Zoo conducted sessions on marine and

aquatic reptiles, endangered species and several other
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topics. These sessions included tours of the
appropriate sections of the zoo. Both summer and
inservice programs focus on use of OEAGLS materials
in presenting information regarding the Great Lakes
and the Oceans. A sample syllabus is included as
Appendix H.

In-depth exploration of aolivites was possible
in implementation sessions

The content of both types of programs is similar.
Lake Erie and the Great Lakes are used as a focus for

teaching content information about the world's large
bodies of water. Implications of a concept for the
oceans and lakes are drawn through the discussions,
lectures, activities and visual aids. Content from all
relevant disciplines is presented. In addition to the
science related content usually associated with
courses about water, significant time is devoted the
visual arts, music, literature and crafts. Concepts in
history, economics and transportation are presented.
Each topic is developed through an activity. Most are
the OEAGLS activities, but others are drawn from
the Crustal Evolution Education Project, Project
COAST, and Ocean Related Curriculum Activities
 ORCA!. Each activity used becomes a basis for
discussing the concept in greater depth, providing
teachers with the confidence necessary to adequately
teach the concept in their own classes. This type of
approach requires a great deal of instructor time for
dealing with the many personal interactions that
result. Therefore either two faculty or one faculty
and one graduate assistant have staffed each of the
courses. This type of staffing seems adequate for
class sizes up to about 40. At least one session of this
course was offered each year through 1985 when
funding levels became insufficient to continue them
on a fee waiver basis. An adaptation was offered
during the summer of 1987 at the University's field
station on Lake Erie on a pay as you go basis.

Teaohera fer SOuthweSt City Schools had a
sailing lesson as part of theiir course.

Field experiences have been incorporated into each
of the implementation workshops. These normally
consist of a one day field trip adapted to the locality.
For example, in Cincinnati, along the Ohio River, the
class visited a marina and docking facilities, and also
a vocational program that trained workers for the
river transportation industry. Since Cincinnati is a
world famous collecting locality for Ordovician
fossils, a lunch stop was planned so that teachers
could observe and collect a variety of fossils. The
Cleveland workshop included a trip along the lake
shore to study erosional and depositional features,
and visits to a marina, factory sites and a small
marine museum. Field experiences are designed to
reflect the interdisciplinary nature of marine and
aquatic education, therefore not only science
localities are visited but also those of economic and

historic significance. The maps in Figure 3.3 indicate
the locations of implementation workshops and field
experiences for each year of the project.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR INSERVICE TEACHER

EDUCATION

The infusion program was terminated in August of
'f983 as a focused effort of the Ohio Sea Grant
Education Program. Experiences with the NSF science
curriculum development projects and other
innovative efforts in curriculum change have
demonstrated that unless continuing assistance is
provided to schools such new efforts ultimately are
replaced by other curriculum developments or
teachers revert to the older, more comfortable
materials used prior to the irnplernentation program.
To avoid this, the Infusion Program as originally
conceived proposed the eventual establishment of a
marine and aquatic education specialist to work
through a Sea Grant education office in cooperation



A. Pre-infusion Activities

1976-79

B. Infusion, Year 1

D. Infusion, Year 3C. Infusion, Year 2

Figure 4.

Activity Sites with Attendance Areas, 1976-83
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with the Ohio Department of Education. Because of
cutbacks in funding and changing priorities of the
national Office of Sea Grant, such a position has not
been possible. Instead other ways needed to be found
tc insure that the efforts started with the OEAGLS and

Infusion Programs were sustained. A course was
designed and implemented caf led Marine and Aquatic
Education. It has been offered at least once each year
for graduate credit. Its average enrollment is now
about 20, mostly inservice teachers. A second course
has now been approved by the university, a
Workshop in Great Lakes Education. These courses
are now being offered on a regular basis through the
university. In addition, Drs. Fortner and Mayer and
many of their graduate students have continued the
practice of presentations at state and national teacher
meetings on Sea Grant related information and
activities. Through these mechanisms, Marine and
Aquatic Education has become a part of the continuing
inservice program of The Ohio State University.

EFFORTS IN PRESERVICE PREPARATION OF TEACHERS

Several of the OEAGLS activities have been used In

the preservice programs for the preparation of
science teachers at the University. A particular
effort is made during the first quarter of the
Senior year, in which The Great Lakes Triangle is
used in a unit on the Nature of Science, Its Everyone' s
Sea: or Is It? in a unit on Global Education, and Yellow
Perch ln Lake Erie in a session on the use of garnes
and simulations. A session is also devoted to the
nature of Marine and Aquatic Education and a review
of teaching materials developed for infusing it into
middle school and high school curricula. In addition,
several other QEAGLS activities are used in the
special methods component of that course, for earth
science teachers and for biology teachers. About 40
students per year take this course.

It appears that the College of Education of The Ohio
State University will adopt the Holmes Group
proposals for teacher education. A proposal was
developed for Sea Grant to design a teacher education
model based on our Sea Grant Education program
�987!. Through such a mechanism, preservice
teachers woufd be trained in the procedures for
developing activities based on aquatic information,
taking advantage of the systems developed over the 10
years of the very successful Ohio State Grant
Education Program. Changes in federal funding
priorities prevented irnplernentaion of this
proproposal in 1987, but this could very welt
provide a national Sea Grant model for teacher
education for the future.



4. SUMMATIVE EVALUATION OF OEAGLS AND INFUSION PROGRAMS

1. Effectiveness of components: EFFECTIVENESS OF AN OEAGLS UNIT

a. Does a four week unit comprised of OEAGLS
materials improve knowledge of Lake Erie and
the world's oceans?

b. Do extended workshops increase the probability
of sustained use of OEAGLS materials
preferentially as compared to the one-day
workshops?

c. Do workshops increase the probability of
sustained use of OEAGLS materials over
volunteer orders and distribution of activities
through the Lake Erie program of the Center of
Science and Industry  COSI!?

2. Overall effectiveness of the model: hLiMmi

a. Have student knowledge and attitudes regarding
Lake Erie and the oceans improved over the
interval in which OEAGLS materials were
being actively disseminated through the
Infusion program?

b, Have student perceptions of their sources of
knowledge regarding marine and aquatic
education changed during this interval?

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH
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The major thrust of the Ohio Sea Grant Education
Program has been at the middle school level and
consists of the OEAGLS project and the Infusion
project, A unique summative evaluation was planned
and conducted for this entire program.

A variety of data sources were used to examine
questions related to the effectiveness of the overall
middle school program and its two components: the
OEAGLS curriculum development effort and the
Infusion program. The following questions have been
examined:

The evaluation program had three components,
each with a different focus and methodology. The first
component was designed to answer question 1a, above

it consisted of the evaluation of a four-week long
earth science unit comprised of OEAGLS activities,
using a unique time-series design for data collection.
The second, designed to answer questions 1b and 1c,
was a questionnaire survey of participants from four
different dissemination programs. The last, designed
to answer question 2a and 2b, was a survey of Ohio
5th and 9th graders to determine their level of
knowledge of Great Lakes and ocean information and
their attitudes toward Lake Erie and the oceans. The
evaluation program was supported in part by a grant
from the Sea Grant program and another from the
Seed Grant Program of the Graduate School of The
Ohio State University.

composed entirely of OEAGLS activities. In the
formative evaluation, the OEAGLS materials had been
evaluated individually using pre-post testing
procedures with the classes of a single teacher.
Although adequate for the purposes of the development
process, this procedure did not provide the type of
data that would permit an assessment of the overall
effectiveness of the materials in changing student
understanding of aquatic and oceanic information.
This type of assessment can only be made when
students have had sufficien time of exposure to such
materials, more than the one or two days that a single
OEAGLS activity typically takes.

An earth science unit of four weeks duration was
designed entirely from OEAGLS activities. This unit
was used in a central Ohio junior high school with all
of the students of an earth science teacher: six eighth
grade classes totalling 105 students. These classes
served as the pilot group. One other teacher was
identified from the same school as the pilot teacher.
His eighth grade earth science classes served as a
comparison group numbering 35 students.

Data were collected regarding the pilot group's
knowledge of the content of the unit through use of a
unique daily testing system using six personal
computers  see appendix J for a complete description
of this system!. Each student responded to a different
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multiple choice item each day, beginning eleven days
before the start of the unit and continuing for eight
days beyond the end of the unit  Mayer and
Raudabaugh, <967!. End of unit knowledge was
assessed through the use of a multiple choice posttest.
items developed for use in the formative evaluation
of the OEAGLS activities were used as the basis for
both testing systems. A few additional items were
developed and piloted prior to their use in the study.
The same posttest was used with the pilot and
comparison groups. The introduction of the OEAGLS
unit was expected to positively affect the slope of
the curve plotted from the data generated by the daily
assessment of knowledge. A daily log of the classroom
activities was also kept by the teacher to assist in
the interpretation of the data.

Figure 4-i displays the data accumulated
concerning student knowledge of the unit objectives
as reflected by performance on the multiple-choice
items taken every day over the 44 days of the study,
The first 11 days of the data are referred to as the
baseline. They precede the introduction of the unit,
The data exhibit a pattern of decreasing performance.
This has been found in each of the studies using this
unique data collection system. It appears that students
begin to resent having to respond to questions on
information that they have not been taught. As a
result, they tire of trying to answer the questions
correctly, and thus their performance falls. The
positive influence of the unit on student knowledge
is apparent from the gradual rise of the curve during
the next phase of the data collection, the intervention
phase  when the unit was being used!. It is apparent
that student knowledge increased gradually as the unit
progressed. The highest class average was on day
36 �3.7 percent correct!, the day that the unit
posttest was given following the end of the unit. The
mean percent correct on the unit posttest was 68.4
percent for the pilot group and 35 percent for the
comparison group. Averaging the percent correct
across the i1 days prior to the beginning of the
unit, the baseline phase of the data collection period,
yielded 42 percent. The pilot and comparison
g ro ups we re similar in g en e ral acade mic
achievement. It is therefore evident that the unit
was indeed successful in raising student knowledge
about Great Lakes and oceans by a significant amount.

The OEAGLS activities therefore seem to be
effectively designed for facilitating student learning
of information about the Great Lakes and oceans.

EVALUATING MODES OF DISSEMINATION

Four different procedures were used for
disseminating OEAGLS activities. A research study,

1984 to determine the relative effectiveness of the
procedures in terms of the degree of usage of the
materials by recipients  Mayer 8 Fortner, in
press!.

The four means of dissemination were as follows:

Awareness workshops. These were short 1 1/2
day workshops conducted for large groups of
teachers in 14 different locations around the
state of Ohio. Two university professors organized
and conducted the workshops which consisted of
several short lectures and a series of concurrent
sessions using the OEAGLS materials. Many of the
concurrent sessions were conducted by local
teachers. Participants had the option of
obtaining one quarter hour of graduate credit at
no cost, however a small materials fee was
charged. About 600 teachers enroiled in these
programs.

2. Irnplernentation workshops. These were the longer
programs conducted every day for two weeks
during the summer, or on a one-day a week basis
for ten weeks during the regular academic year.
Instruction was by the same two university
professors and used the OEAGLS activities as a
basis for communicating information about
marine and aquatic topics and appropriate
methods for teaching those topics. Participants
received 3 to 4 quarter hours of graduate credit
at no cost other than a small materials fee.
About 180 teachers were enrolled in the 6
programs in this category.

3. Mail orders. Over a two year period of time, some
200individuals ordered OEAGLS activities as a
result of their being advertised in the project
newsletter or in other sources. There was a
nominal charge for the activities



days

Figure 4-1. Trend of student knowledge during
evaluation of the OEAGLS unit.

Figure 4-2. KNOWLEDGE/ATTlTUDE CHANGES
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4. Museum student program. A program on Lake
Erie was offered by the Center of Science and
Industry  COSI! in Columbus during the f982-
83 school year. About 400 teachers who brought
their students to the program were given an
OEAGLS activity of their choice.

A questionnaire consisting of 20 items in an
objective response format was developed to determine
the relative effectiveness of the different modes of
dissemination, and to obtain information on teacher
background characteristics. The instrument was
refined through its use by science education students
enrolled in a first year doctoral seminar at The Ohio
State University.

A 30% random sample was drawn from the
awareness workshop, implementation workshop and
mail order populations and a 20% random sample
from the museum student program population. The
questionnaire was mailed to the individuals drawn in
the samples. A combination of follow-up techniques
resulted in the following response rates: awareness
78%, implementation 76%, mail orders 61%, and
museum 48%. A telephone survey of a 20% random
sample of the non-respondents was conducted to
determine the equivalence of the respondents and
non-respondents on certain variables. The actual
number contacted in each group was too small to do
statistical comparisons, however it appeared that
there were no differences between non-respondents
andrespondents on use of OEAGLS activities and on
other items chosen from the questionnaire. Therefore
the responses obtained can be considered
representative of each of the populations.

if they had introduced them to other teachers in their
school, and to teachers in other schools. Responses
are included in Table 4-5,

A one-way analysis of variance was performed on
the use variable between the five groups. The between
group differences were significant at the 0.001 level,
Therefore the various modes of dissemination were
distinctly different in their effectiveness in terms of
the subsequent use of the materials by Ihe recipients.
To determine which methods were most effective

additional ANOVAs were run; between the awareness
group, the implementation group, and the combined
awareness-implementation group, and between the
awareness and implementation groups. The results
of the first were significant at the 0,08 level and the
second at the 0.03 level. It therefore appears that
the differences between the awareness and

implementation groups on use of the OEAGLS
activities are significant.

It is surprising to note that those teachers
enrolled in the short awareness workshops had a
significantly higher rate of usage, and also the
highest rate of introduction of materials to other
teachers in their schools. This is the reverse of what

might be expected. In justifying the offering of the
longer workshops it was believed that the longer
time would permit greater depth ol instruction
resulting in more confidence with using the materials
and thus higher usage. The relatively high usage by
the mail order group was not expected since there
was no direct contact nor teacher training. On the
other hand it is not totally surprising, since these
people had enough knowledge and interest in the
activities to go to the trouble of ordering and paying
for them. It is reasonable to assume that they would
have the incentive to actually use them in the
CI ass I'oofn.

A preliminary analysis was performed through
the generation and examination of two-way tables
using the groups as one of the variables. An
intersection between awareness and implementation
workshop groups occurred with a sizeable number
of teachers having participated in both activities.
Their data were separated out to form a fifth group.

Three usage variables were examined. In the first
teachers were asked whether they were using the
instructional materials during the current school
year. Those who answered positively were then asked

Of further interest is the lack of usage among those
teachers who were simply given an activity in the
museum program without any formal workshop
experience. The program was expected to raise
interest in the subject matter to the point where
teaching about it was stimulated. From these results
it might be suspected that other short exposures on
subject rnatter and materials, such as those offered at
state or national convention, may have similar low
levels of impact on teachers.

21



TABLE 4.1

Use of Instructional Materials By Type of Dissemination Effort

Group

Nl PercentPercentPercent

102 7473 168278

32 33156319

171821 18 7281

1426 50582254

25

1N = Number of respondents on item

22

Awareness

Implementation

Awareness and

Implementation

Mail Order

Museum

Use by
Teacher

Introduced

To Other Teacher

Introduced

To Other School
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Why the difference between the awareness and
implementation groups? AII workshops were
conducted by the same people and followed similar
philosophies using similar materials. Formative
evaluations of the workshops indicate that the short
and long ones were at least equally effective in
training teachers. This leads to the conclusion that
there must be differences in the teachers who elected

to attend the two types of workshops.

Responses to items on the questionnaire permitted
an examination of certain teacher background
characteristics. A discriminant analysis program
was run to determine which teacher background
characteristics discriminated among the three
workshop groups. Six characteristics  Table 4-2!
were weighted on two functions with a Wilkes Lambda
of 0.88 �2 df! significant at the 0.075 level for
function 1 and a Wilkes Lambda of 0.094 � df!
significant at the 0.095 level for function 2.

Background characteristics which were important
in discriminating among groups were semester hours
in education courses, number of years teaching,
completion of Master's degree, number of education
association meetings attended, and service on
curriculum or textbook adoption committees.

The teachers selecting the short awareness
workshops  Table 4-3! were less likely to have a
Master's degree, more likely to attend professional
education meetings and more likely to participate
in curriculum and textbook adoption committees. It
appears therefore that they are the type who are
more interested in the professional benefits derived
from such participation than in the academic credit
given since it is greater in the longer programs.
Those teachers taking the implementation workshops
maybe more concerned aboutgaining hours toward
the Master's degree or toward the next level of their
districts' salary scale. This is supported by the fact
that teachers taking both workshops  hence
accumulating the maximum amount of credit
available! had the most education courses, were most
likely to have a Master's degree and had been in the
teaching profession the shortest time

The results of this study provide some intriguing
insights into the relative effectiveness of common
dissemination modes. Simply giving an activity to a
teacher is worthless. It won't be used. Those

individuals who order activities by mail will
probably use them. What is surprising is that
longer workshops do not lead to greater usage. This
seems to be related to the type of individual attracted
into each of the two types of workshops. Although
similar in Ihe usual teacher background
characteristics, there seems to be a difference in
several characteristics that together may imply a
professional orientation that motivates the choices
of workshops made by teachers.

For materials disseminators it is apparent that
money is better spent on short workshops. They tend
to attract those teachers who are more likely to use
the materials presented. And obviously more
workshops reaching more teachers can be offered for
the money available.

EVALUATION OF STUDENT KNOVILECGE AND

ATTITUDES

up survey of knowledge and attitudes of Ohio children
regarding the Great Lakes and the oceans  Fortner &
Mayer, 1988!. The Fortner and Mayer survey
conducted in 1979  Appendix I! provides baseline
data for this research project.

In 1979 the Ohio Sea Grant Education Program
conducted a baseline study to determine the knowledge
and attitudes of Ohio students about the oceans and
Great Lakes  Fortner 8 Mayer, 1983!. The study
revealed a low level of knowledge, with fifth graders
answering 37.6'yo and ninth graders 8.3'Yo of
questions correctly. Attitudes about the oceans and
Great Lakes were related to knowledge, with high
scorers having more positive attitudes. Students
indicated that most of their Information on the
subjects was obtained through movies and televisian.

Results of that study were used to structure a
program of curriculum development and
dissemination. The Oceanic Education Activities for
Great Lakes Schools  OEAGLS! were developed for
infusion into the curriculum of grades 5-9, in part
to address information needs identified through the
1979 survey. Dissemination of these materials
through teacher training was done statewide, since
Lake Erie is a statewide resource and regional
differences in knowledge were identified in the study.



TABLE 4.2

Standardized Canonical Discrirninant

Function Coefficients

El5GIIQ52

0.264Education Courses

Masters Degree

Years Teaching

Education Magazines

Education Meetings

Committee Memberships

0.893

-0.036

-0.620

0.471

-0.373

-0.381

-0,414

0.369

-0.049

-0.248 0.693

3.79 3.69 3.76
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In 1983 a second survey was conducted  Fortner
and Mayer, 1988!, offering a longitudinal study of
awareness changes among Ohio students with regard
lo major water resources. Questions fram the
original test were administered in fifth and ninth
grades, and a new body of information about Great
Lakes concepts was also tested at both levels. The
new knowledge items were drawn specifically from
OEAGLS, providing a test of the materials themselves
and developing a new baseline for future studies.

This study was designed to answer the following
questions:

�! How had Ohiohtudents' knowledge about the
oceans and Great Lakes changed over the
previous four years?

�! Mow had the attitudes of Ohio students toward
the oceans and Great Lakes changed over the
previous four years?

�! What did Ohio students know about specific
Great Lakes topics being presented in new
curriculum materials?

�! Mad the perceived source of student knowl-
edge about aquatic topics changed since the
baseline study?

Miaihz1'L

The survey instrument
consisted of the original 1979 instrument with some
modifications. The final instrument contained the
following:

�! a test of knowledge--25 multiple choice
questions on each of three test forms. Six items
common to all forms served as a means of assessing
equivalence of groups responding to the forms. Other
items were classified as either science, social studies
or humanities, and were equally divided among the
three forms.

�! an attitude, assessment--2 sets, of 10
semantic differential items with adjectival pairs
describing the dimensions of potency, evaluation and
activity of two referents, The Ocean" and "Lake
Erie," This portion was the same for all test forms,

�! one item identifying the media source from
which information was obtained relating to the
content measured on the test of knowledge.

�! test of knowledge from OEAGI S-
multiple choice items specific to the content of
OEAGLS, items which sought information about
important economic, scientific, historic and
geographic aspects of Lake Erie and the Great Lakes.
The items were distributed ten to a test form, with
science, social studies and humanities represented
equally across forms.

with a comparison group. Students in Grade 5,
f979, and Grade 9, 1983, were the same cohort
whose knowledge and attitudes over the period were
subject to maturational and historical influences,
possibly including exposure to the first Sea Grant
curriculum materials for teaching about the Great
Lakes. Students in Grade 9, 1979, served as a
comparison group to determine if knowlege and
attitude changes that appear among the age cohort
reflected changes in general awareness or were
related to specific happenings within the four year
period. Finally, scores of students in both grades in
1983 provided a new baseline for future studies.

Information about the participating schools'
economic and geographic settings and about the
classes' characteristics was obtained through a
questionnaire sent to the cooperating teachers, These
data were used for comparison of respondents in the
two surveys, and to ascertain whether instructions
were followed in the selection of classes for survey
participation. Teachers also indicated whether they
had participated in an Ohio Sea Grant workshop and
whether they were using OEAGLS in their teaching.

into Lake, Central and River regions as in the 1979
survey, since results in that project indicated that
proximity to Lake Erie was related to higher
knowledge scores  Fortner 8 Mayer, f983!, Schools
listed in the Oirectory of Education for Ohio were
numbered sequentially in two sets, one having schools
that included grade five and the other that included
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ninth grade. A computer program randomly selected
the numbers of schools that would be invited to

participate in the study, 5% of the fifth grade schools
and 10% of the ninth grade schools. The principal of
each school identified a cooperating teacher by a
specified randomizing technique, and the teacher was
asked to present the survey to the class that he or
she taught during the last period of the day.

Seventy-two fifth grade schools and 69 ninth
grade schools returned usable answer sheets, a 64'Yo
and 62% response rate, respectively. A total of
1753 fifth graders and 1591 ninth graders
participated in the study. A comparison of
demographics for these students and the 1979 sample
indicates no significant differences between the
students sampled in the different years  Table 4-4!

Among the teachers whose classes answered the
survey, 8% indicated that they had participated in a
Sea Grant workshop � fifth grade teachers and 5
ninth!. Eight percent also reported that OEAGLS were
currently being used in their classrooms � fifth, 7
ninth!.

An item analysis of each form of the knowledge test
for each grade provided individual item frequencies
and total test statistics, The KR-20 reliabilitles for
the fifth grade on the three test forms ranged from
0.38 to 0.51. Because of the low rellabilitles, no
analyses were attempted for the fifth grade data
beyond the determination of summary statistics. For
the ninth grade, KR-20 ranged from 0.56 to 0.72. A
chi-square comparison of responses across forms for
ihe six common items on the knowledge test revealed
no significant difference  p <.05! between the groups
that responded to test forms A, B and C, For summary
analysis of this portion of the survey, therefore,
responses to all test forms are averaged to determine
a single knowledge score.

For analyses done as comparisons with the1979
data, the knowledge test is divided into baseline
knowledge, or that tested in the originat 1979 test,
and OEAGLS knowledge, the ten items per test form
that were added in 1983. Another breakdown of
knowlege items classified each as being related to
science, social studies or humanities. Separate scores

for subtests of these subjects were generated for
comparison with the baseline. Analysis of the attitude
semantic differential portion of the instrument was
based on the original 1979 instrument, for which a
panel of experts identified the response that was most
positive for each set of adjectives presented.
Response frequencies were tabulated and summary
statistics by grade level were prepared for each
referent.

The single experience item, source of information
about the oceans and Great Lakes, was analyzed for
frequency of the responses and compared to knowlege
and attitude scores. This was done to determine

whether certain types of media use were related to
knowledge and attitudes or whether respondents
simply perceived media to be related.

Other comparisons between variables consisted of
analysis of variance of knowledge scores in relation
to sex, race and region of residence. These factors
were related to oceanic knowledge in earlier studies
 Fortner 8 Teates 1980, Fortner & Mayer 1983!.
Pearson's product-moment correlations were used to
identify relationships between knowledge and
attitudes for all students, and separately for high
scorers  X > 6T%%d! and low scorers  X < 33%!.

In the 1983 survey fifth graders answered 38.6/o
of the original questions about the oceans and Great
Lakes correctly, and ninth graders answered 48%%d
correctly  Table 4-6!. These figures are essentially
the same as those for 1979 �7.6/o and 48.3%
respectively!. The percentages of correct responses
for individual questions likewise remained the same
for the 1983 survey, with a few exceptions. Scores
of the 1979 fifth graders increased markedly over
the four year period preceding 1983, culminating in
a ninth grade cohort score of 48'/o correct.

Scores on the new items specihc to OEAGLS were
28.2A in the fifth grade and 34.6' the ninth.
Highesl individual item scores were on social studies
concepts, notably canals, why they were built and
why they declined �0 and 61'% correct among ninth
graders!, and the concept of cost efficiency in lake
transport of cargo �1%!. Lowest item scores were
on items related to the lake effect �1'Yo!, type of



TABLE 4.4 Demographics of 1979 and 1983 Survey Respondents

Characteristic 5th 1979 9th 1979 5th 1983 9th 1983

Sex: Female

Male
50.5%

49.5

51.0%

49.0

49.1%

50.9

52.7%

47.3

Race: Nonwhite

White
17.6

82.4
9.9

90.1

10.8

88.2
7.6%

92.4

Region: Lake counties
Central counties

Ohio River counties

Number of students responding

Number of schools

15791887 1750 1944

697279 68

TABLE 4.5 Knowledge Scores by Content Area

5th 1979 9th 1979 5th 1983 9th 1983Content

48.0%38.6%48.3%37.6LBaseline items total

49.940.550.641.0

50.640.550.036.8

39.827.440.731.8

34.628.2

27

Social Studies

Humanities

OEAGLS items total

30

22

27

28

17

23

31

14

27

30

20

20



goods shipped from the Port of Toledo �0%! and
phosph ales' responsibility for water quality
problems in Lake Erie  8/o correct!.

Knowledge scores on baseline items were
significantly related to attitudes  P < 0.001!  Table
4-6!. High scorers had more positive attitudes than
low scorers. As in 1979, the students' attifudes
toward the ocean were more positive that those
toward Lake Erie, and attitudes did not improve
between fifth and ninth grades for the cohorts
 Figure 4-2!.

Certain demographic variables were related to
knowledge scores. Analysis of variance indicated main
effects of race in grade 5, with white students
outscoring nonwhites. Main effecls of region and race
were noted in grade 9, with higher scores in the
coastal area and among white students. A sex-race
interaction was also detected in the ninth grade, white
males scoring higher.

Perhaps the most important difference between
the responses to the 1979 and 1983 surveys Iles in
the students' responses to the question, "Which of the
following was the most important ln teaching you
about the oceans and Great Lakes?" In1979,28%
of the fifth graders and 37% of the ninth graders
perceived movies and television to be the greatest
influence. This media category outranked all others
including classes in school, reading outside of school,
coastal activities, and public nonformal education
such as in aquaria and rnuseums. Respondents to the
1983 survey, however, credited school classes as
their major information source  Figure 4-3!, while
moviesand television ranked fourth and secondfor
the fifth and ninth graders, respectively. Choice of
information source was not significantly  p c .05!
reiated to students' sex, race or region of residence.
ln the ninth grade, however, those 1983 students
who identified classes in school or reading
newspapers and magazines as information sources
scored 49% or higher on the original items, while
those selecting television, coastal activities and
nonformal education institutions scored 47.6, 47.2
and 45.4% respectively.

Over a four year period Ohio students in the age
cohort beginning as fifth graders in 1979 and ending
as ninth graders in 1983 exhibited an increase in
knowledge about the oceans and Great Lakes, scoring
almost 10% more on an interdisciplinary lest in
1983 than on the same test in 1979. More
information was gained in social studies than in
science or humanities related to the aquatic
environment. However, ninth grade scores in 1979
were almost identical to those in 1983, an indication
that no progress was made during the period in
increasing general awareness of the oceans and Great
Lakee. Attitudee lcward Lake Erie and the CCeanS,
while remaining slightly positive, did not change
commensurate with knowledge.

Immediate interpretation of these results would
indicate that the leacher training efforts of the Ohio
Sea Grant Education Program were not successful in
reaching the target students, those who were fifth
graders in 1979 and would be ninth graders in the
follow-up of 1983. This may indeed be the case.
However, several aspects of the study need to be
considered before conclusions are drawn.

First, the magnitude of the Sea Grant effort, while
great in terms of the outreach per dollar, was still
small in relation to the size of the population,
reaching only 8% of the state's teachers. Changes in
the knowledge and attitudes of those teachers classes
would not be likely to affect state averages markedly.
Such changes should be docurnentable, however, in a
subsample consisting of only the responses of classes
in which the teacher had been in a workshop of was
using OEAGLS. Those subsamples in1983 were not
large enough to use as a basis for Judgement.

This leads to a second aspect of the study that
warrants consideration in interpreting the results.
The only demographic characteristics examined in
the survey were race, sex, region of residence
 proximity to bodies of water!, and some macro-
demographics of entire schools. In 1983 there
were more non-white students respondents than in
1979, and the fact that non-while students scored
lower as a group may have influenced the averages.
It is likely, however, that there are other
unmeasured demographic variables that could account
for a lack of change over the period, For example, a
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TABLE 4.6 Relationship of Aquatic Knowledge and Attitudes.
Attitude Means by Knowledge Level.

Group All Students Low Scorers
 X   33a!

High Scores
 X > 67%!

5th 1979 3.76

N 1887

3.73

N~688

4.01

N 20

9th 1 979 3.97

N=1786

4.15
N%207

3.75

N 289

5th 1983 3.72

N 1753

3.82

N~1 591

3 94

N 15

3.65

N-595

3056

N-269

9th 1983 3.94

N 153

5th 1 979 3.76

N-20

9th 1979 3.34

N 207

5th 1 983 3.92

M+1 5

3.60

N 153
9th 1983

29

3.49

N~1 887

3.29

N~1 786

3.49

N-1887

3.45

N 1590

'Maximum positive attitude - 5.00

3.49

N-688

3.20

N 289

3.45

N 595

' 3.28

Na269
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1982 study of ninth grade knowledge of marine
mammals  Fortner, 1 985! indicated a relationship
of this attribute to language lQ. The potential
threat to privacy that is involved with collection of
such data as IQ scores makes their use in a statewide

sunrey unmanageable. yet such characteristics may
indeed be the limiting factor in assessing the
success of teacher training efforts by this repeated
survey method. Teachers themselves acknowledge
notable differences in ability between entire classes
of students that they teach from year to year. lf
1983 was a "low" for ninth graders, this alone
could cancel the effects of additional training in
marine and aquatic topics for that group.

The main self-reported source of student
information about the oceans and Great Lakes changed
during the interim between tests, so that in 1983
the students were relying more on the classroom than
on mass media sources, Changes in both classrooms
and the media may be responsible for this. New
curriculum materials for marine and aquatic
education, such as OEAGLS, have become available,
and teacher interest in inservice training programs
is high. At the same time, the number of natural
history programs on television has declined and
fewer new programs are being developed  Steinhart,
1980!. Tho popularity of media information sources
will be an important factor to monitor in future
administrations of this survey, as it will help
aquatic educators target their efforts effectively.

The new items relating to the Great Lakes on the
1983 survey have established an additional baseline
against which to compare the effects of educational
programs over the next few years. Low numbers of
correct answers on some very basic questions
regarding Lake Erie provide an impetus for increased
efforts in this direction. The nlnth graders of 1983
are the voters of 1987 and beyond, and if only 8%
know that phosphates have been responsible for Lake
Erie's historic water quality problems, it is unlikely
that they are well prepared for making responsible
decisions about the future of our water resources.

This study has served the Ohio Sea Grant Education
Program as a means of drawing attention to the need
for aquatic education in the state. The student survey
mechanism has indicated a need for further
curriculum development in current topics related to
Lake Erie and the oceans, and it has established
classrooms as a recognized source for information on
these topics. The expanded survey can be
administered in future years, continuing a
longitudinal study unique to marine and aquatic
education in North America.
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Because of the prospect of limited funding and the
relative adequacy of university programs in
limnology, fisheries and other aquatic degree oriented
programs, the focus for the Ohio Sea Grant Education
program has remained at the pre-college level,
However, early in Ohio Sea Grant history, there were
two major efforts focused at higher education The
first was a project at Bowling Green State University
to develop a curriculum in marine technology. This
began as an effort to be funded jointly by industries
in the northern Ohio area, interested in obtaining
well qualified personnel for employment in the
building trades to work with construction problems
along the lake shore, Because of the characteristics
of materials and processes occurring along the lake
shore, the unique problems associated with the
construction of structures such as piers, break-
water, groins, and building foundations, required the
specialized training of foremen and construction
engineers. Unfortunately, reorganization problems at
Bowling Green delayed the initiation of this program.
Although a curricutum was prepared. the program
was never fully implemented.

With the major objectives of the pre-college
program within sight of being firmly established, a
decision was made in t981 to conduct a needs
assessment of courses and programs in higher
education in the State of Ohio. It was felt that it was
impossible to plan for the development of such
programs without knowledge of what currently
existed throughout the state. As a result a small grant
was made available from Sea Grant discretionary
funds to provide time for a graduate assistant to
examine the catalogs of all higher education
institutions in the state, At the same time key
administrators of each institution were asked to
identify an individual who had responsibility for
coordinating their marine and/or aquatic programs.
The list of courses compiled from the catalogs was
sent to this individual who was asked to verify its
content as accurately representing that institution's
course offerings. Over 500 courses were found that
dealt with marine and/or aquatic topics as the major
focus of the course. There were offerings by over 50
institutions. It was found that there were many
courses dealing with biological and geological aspects
of the marine and aquatic environments, but few if
any were available in the arts, humanities or social
sciences.

The results of this survey have been assembled
into a Directory available from the Ohio Sea Grant
communications office. It was sent to individuals in
each college and university in the state identified
as program leaders in marine anc} aquatic programs
in the survey. One function of the Directory is to
assist individuals in identifying courses available at
other institutions, allowing students to develop a
more specialized background without having to offer
such courses at each university. In addition it serves
as a guide to counselors in the state in advising high
schoot students of programs at the various state
institutions. It has also been used by the Ohio Sea
Grant staff in determining needs for new courses and
programs in marine and aquatic topics in the state,
thus serving as a guide for higher education efforts
of the education program.

Several other developments sponsored by Sea
Grant have occurred at The Ohio State University. A
coastal engineering graduate program and a zoology
course in oceanography have been developed with
Sea Grant support. A cross-listed course and a
workshop in marine and aquatic education have
been established in Ohio State's College of Education
and School of Natural Resources. These courses
responds to the demand for more content-oriented
material usable by format and nonforrnal educators.

A recent �987! effort is in response to the
national demand for improvement of education
programs. The College of Education at Ohio State has
decided to join the Holmes Group, a group of 94
research oriented institutions of higher education
who have agreed to make their teacher education
programs into post-baccalaureate programs. Because
of the success of the Ohio Sea Grant Education
program locally and nationally, it was seen by college
administrators as the basis for an innovative teacher
education program. Accordingly a proposal was
submitted as a component of the Ohio Sea Grant
Program to secure planning time for the
incorporation of the Ohio Sea Grant Education model
into a graduate program for preparing biology
and earth science teachers. A complete description
of the proposed program is included as Appendix K,
The proposal was not funded in 1987 because of
changing emphases in education on a national ievel.
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With an informed citizenry as a goal, Sea Grant
programs frequently prepare news releases and
informational media programming for general adult
audiences. Such efforts typically originate within
advisory service and are done mostly as current
events reporting or as announcements of advisory
programs. A few resource organizations such as
Wisconsin Sea Grant and the Ohio Department of
Natural Resources have approached media program-
ming on a regular basis as an educational tool,

As a research project within Ohio Sea Grant,
many of the major concepts from OEAGLS were put
into the form of one-minute radio programs
developed by environmental communications
students. These programs were aired on central Ohio
Radio stations over a one-month period and a
telephone survey conducted to assess the effectiveness
and the size of the general adult audience that was
reached. The survey indicated iow levels of knowledge
about Lake Erie within the target group, but a desire
to learn more  Fortner, 1981!. Though the short
broadcast period did not allow for high levels of
measurable impact of the programs, the radio scripts
and supporting literature have been used by advisory
agents in subsequent program development. The level
of audience interest encourages the belief that the
general public as well as pre-college teachers and
students may be receptive to Lake Erie information
presented in short, attention-getting formats.

, Columbus' Center of Science
and Industry  CQSI! relies upon short, high-interest
activities to provide educational experiences for its
300,000 visitors each year, During the surnrner of

1982, William C. Schmitt and his COSI Educational
Department used some Sea Grant funds and the content
assistance of the Ohio Sea Grant Education Program
staff to produce "The Great Lake Erie Treasure Hunt.
The program consisted of six demonstration shows
plus hands-on exhibits to inform audiences about the
historic, scientific and recreational importance of
Lake Erie as well as its geology, climate effects and
wildlife.

COSI judged the program to be the best summer
show ever produced there, and visitor surveys done
to evaluate the program's impact indicated significant
increases in lake knowledge amonm the 46,000
summer visitors, Because of this success the
program was modified specifically for school
audiences and continued to be offered until 1985
 Fortner, 1986!. During the first year of this
program the OEAGLS modules most closely related to
the program topics were distributed to teachers who
brought classes to COSI to attend the program, This
mechanism was expected to extend the use of OEAGLS
and to increase the awareness of teachers and the
general public of the importance of Lake Erie and the
education role of Ohio Sea Grant. The subsequent
evaluation, however, reported in the chapter on
Summative Evaluation, indicated that the program
was ineffective in encouraging teacher use of OEAGLS
materials.

Visitors try water sampling at "The Great Lake Erie.'

~rjjii~. An imporlant finding of the baseline
study conducted in 1979-80 was how students think
they are getting their information about the oceans
and Great Lakes. Movies and television are the most
frequently reported information source  Fortner and
Mayer, 1983!.
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The single experience shown to be most closely
related to high knowledge scores was the number of
Cousteau programs seen on television. When the
Cousteau Society learned of this it agreed to cooperate
in a research project testing the actual effectiveness
of a televis'on documentary in changing knowledge
and attitudes on a marine topic.

With funding from The Ohio State University
Small Grants Program and the Spencer Foundation,
Or. Fortner and a graduate student previewed an
untelevised Cousteau Odyssey program, "Mammals of
the Deep: The Warm Blooded Sea,' and developed
knowledge and attitude questions based on its content
 Fortner and Lyon, f985!.

The questions were presented to two audiences,
ninth graders at a suburban high school  Fortner,
1984! and adult cable television viewers, as a
pretest, immediate posttest and delayed posttesl AII
the ninth graders responded interactively to televised
tests using their home computer consoles from
Warner Amex OUBE. Comparison groups in the school
and a control group with QUBE took the test but did
not watch fhe documentary.

School testing provided information on tafevlafon'a
effeobvenesa for marine education.

Scores of the test groups Indicated significant
gains in knowledge, with most ol' the Information
retained on the two-week delayed posttest. Attitudes
on marine mammal issues were posithre before the
program and temporarily shifled to a more strongly
positive postion following the broadcast. It was also
found that a teacher could produce lhe same kinds of
effects in a standard classroom situation by teaching
from the script of the boradcast. The television
documentary, then, was an effective information
source, but so was a skillful and well-informed
teacher.
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APPENDiX A

Sample Pretest

Used in OEAGLS Development
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OCEANIC EDUCATION ACTIVITIES FOR GREAT LAKES STATES

PRETEST � Investigation t 24

~estions 1 through 3 contain words which could be used to describe
the work which you do in class. Choose the number which best represents
how you feel about the work that you have been doing. Record the number
on thh answer sheet.

l. Easy ~1: ~2: ~3: ~4: ~5: Hard

2. Boring ~l: ~2: ~3: ~4: ~5: Interesting

3. Clear ~ l: ~2: ~3: ~4: ~5: Conf using

The remaining questions in this test are about Ohio and/or Lake
Erie. They deal with ideas that you will be discussing in class during
the next few days. Since you probably have not covered this material,
you are not expected to know all the answers. Ve want to find out how
much you already know about these topics before you do the work in class.
Please read each question carefully and decide which is the one best answer.
Hark your answer on the separate sheet. If you do not know an answer, you
may guess.

Questions 4-6 refer to the box above; turn the page to find the questions.
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4. The

Using the information in the box, you can

The

Dorsal fins are found on a fish's7.

8. A lateral line is a

9. About how many families of fish live in Lake Erie?

10. A parasitic fish found in Lake Erie is the

ll. An adipose fin is

38

a.
b.
C.
d.

a.
b.
Ci
d.

a.
b.
C.
d.

a.

b.
C.
d.

a.
b.
C.
c ~

a.
b.
C.
d.

a.
b,
C.
d.

a.
b.
c ~
d.

material inside the box is called a

crosslisting guide.
dichotomous key.
fish test.
category chart.

identify the fi.sh pictured.
find out some characteristics of the fish pictured.
find out some characteristics of all the fish named,
do all of the above.

name of the fish pictured in the box is

Sunfish.
Sculpin.
Burbot.
Yellow Perch.

underside.
back.
sides.
ventral side.

row of sense organs along the si.des of some fish.
dark stripe running all the way around a fish.
line in a fin that helps make the fin stiff.
mark that shows where the gills are located.

Thousands
Hundreds
50
25-30

sucker.
lamprey.
livebearer.
sculpin.

the ventral fin nearest a fish's tail.
an extra fatty fin on the back of some fish.
another name for the tail fin.
the thick flap that covers the gills.



12. Barbels are sometimes found on a fish's

a. head.
b. tail.

c. sides.
d. back.

13. Which family of Lake Erie fish does not provide food for humans?

a. Temperate Basses
b. Trout/Salmon
c. Herring
d. Killifish

14. Which family of Lake Erie fish is not commonly used as bait?

15. The common name of a fish may be based on
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a ~

C ~
d.

a
b.
c ~
d.

Sunfish
Silversides

Sculpin
Mudminnow

what it looks like.

where it lives.
a sound it makes.
any of the above.
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Attitude study for pilot testing
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Appendix 8: Attitude
Attitudes were assessed through the use of an

innovative intensive time series design developed at
Ohio State  Mayer and Monk, 1983!. Items
originally used in the baseline study  Fortner and
Mayer,1983, Appendix I! were adapted for use.
'.hase are of the semantic differential format and

focus on attitudes children hold toward Lake Erie and

the ocean. Additional items from ongoing studies
using the intensive time series design were also used
to assessattitudes towardthe class and teacher. One
item was randomly selected from each of the four
types of items for each student for each day.
Therefore each student in a given class had a different
test and no student received the same test a second
time until all items had been used. A computer
program has been developed for selecting items and
printing student test forms. Data are collected
according to the following design:

Pilot group

OJ Og,...OK~,tOJJ, tOK39,033, 0~

Comparison groups

03�02,...OKiQ,Olj ..OKgj},0~...~

0 Observation  Attitude assesment!
K-Knowledge assessment
I Treatment or unit

The numbers are class days. Daily means will be
computed for each pilot group and for each
comparison group. Data from the items focusing on
Lake Erie and the oceans will be considered dependent
variables. Those relating to teacher and class will be
considered environmental variables. Analyses used
will be time series analyses programs, Regression
between environmental and dependent variables will
be factored into the analysis programs to compensate
for variances instroduced into attitudes from those

two sources.

study for pilot testing



APPENDIX C

"Water Education Curriculum"

 Description of OEAGLS Evaluation!



CHAPTER SIX

THE WATER EDUCATION PROJECT

Ori inal Pro osal and First Year

In the mid-l970s, Richard Henry, a professor of science education at
Middle University, completed his association with the Earth Science Project
 ESP!, a program designed to write supplementary materials for middle school
science classes. Henry felt the type of materials produced by ESP, short
modules consisting of two to three lessons organized around a common theme,
were very appropriate for subject matter not typically a part of the middle
science curriculum. Henry believed such an instructional design would also be
pertinent for marine education materials, another curriculum area usually
neglected in middle schools. Henry prepared a proposal for Sea Grant, a
research and educational agency of the U.S. Oepartment of Commerce that
supported pre-collegiate curriculum development in marine education. Sea
Grant approved the project and Henry began work on the Water Education Project
 WEP! in 1977.  Interview notes!

The main purpose of Henry's project was "to improve student understanding
of important concepts related to oceanic study that would be appropriate to
interior regions of the United States." In the proposal, he wrote topics
would "relate to water bodies such as the Great Lakes and the larger river
systems," and be "appropriate for students in the middle school years." Henry
listed fourteen broad type areas that would be covered in the project's
materials:

1! Water recreation
2! Shipping and shipbuilding i ndustri es
3! Uses of water and the effect of water use
4! History of water transportation
5! Food resources of lakes and rivers
6! Evolution of lakes and rivers
7! Ecosystems of lakes and rivers
8! Lakes and rivers as political boundaries
9! l.akes and rivers as energy sources

N! Aesthetic and cultural resources of lakes and rivers
11! Mineral resources of lakes and rivers
12! Land and water management of lakes and rivers
13! Lakes and rivers as wilderness areas
14! Human geography of lakes and rivers

Each topic would be the focus in one or more activity packages consisting of
one to three days of instruction for students. The activities would be usable
by teachers "with a minimum of inservice preparation" and use equipment and
materials that were "currently available to most teachers." A teacher guide
would accompany each activity.  Project document!

Henry proposed that each topic would be developed by a three-person team,
consisting of the principal investigator  Henry!, a government, university or
industrial expert on the topic, and a middle school teacher. The principal
investigator and the middle school teacher would be responsible for the
"development and informal classroom teaching of each activity  formative
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evaluation! and the 'topic expert' will check the accuracy of the material in
the activity."  Project document!

Henry described the formative evaluation stage as "necessarily informal,
using perhaps as many as three different classes chosen by the development
team as being representative of the intended consumers of the activity. " He
listed three sources of evaluation information:

l. Pre- and post-tests of the cognitive objectives of
the activity. These will be of the multiple-choice
format. Item analysis information will be collected
and items revised and improved and pre- and post-test
forms developed. These items will ultimately be used
in the summative evaluation.

2. Teacher-user feedback. This will take several forms:
a! Marginal notes and comments of student and

teacher materials.
b! Completion of a 'Teacher Feedback' form.
c! An audio-tape prepared by the teacher of his

reactions and suggestions.

3. Observations of project personnel during trials of
the materials.

4. Student feedback. This would consist of a standard
form to which all students would respond with respect
to interest level generated, difficulty of the activity,
etc.

Revisions based on these data would be performed "as often as necessary unti 1
the development team is satisfied that the materials are effective for
teachi ng the objectives i ntended." Henry envisioned producing 20 activities
during the first year of the project and a total of 80 by the end of the
proposed three-year development cycle.  Project document!

During the first year of the project, Henry organized an advisory panel
to help generate specific activity topics from his general list and react to
other ideas from Henry or cooperating classroom teachers. Henry selected
teachers based on their work with him in previous projects and identified
others from a series of workshops he was presenting on marine education,
Development work was begun on six topics, most involving the geography,
hydrology, and meteorology of the Great Lakes.  Interview notes; Project
publication!

During this period, the development and evaluation procedures that Henry
authored in his proposal were implemented and only slightly modified. The
formative evaluation instruments proved useful. The team approach to the
development and testing of the materials worked well, although the subject
matter expert did not participate unti 1 after the activity had been written
and tested. However, rather than describing these first-year activities in
detai 1 when Henry served as the sole director of the project, the narrative
will instead focus on the period 1978 to 1980 when Henry was joined by Marilyn
Simpson as co-director. The development routine Henry established during the
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first year remained intact in later years and development activities after
Simpson arrived differed only in that Henry now had a permanent associate to
share ideas and critique lessons. Other reasons for concentrating on this
later period include the fact that nearly 75% of the activities were completed
after Simpson arrived, and both developers considered the Water Education
project a team venture.

Buildin a Workin Relationshi

Simpson's faculty assignment at Middle University was to split her time
50-50 between teaching education courses and writing for the Water Education
Project. Her previous development experience was limited to some work she had
done for her own junior high teaching and school districts in another state.
None had involved systematic field-testing or formative evaluation, and she
judged WEP to be "considerably more sophisticated" than her earlier work.
  Interview notes!

Simpson clearly looked to Henry to provide the direction on the team. He
was a full professor with considerable experience in curriculum development
and evaluation had designed this project, and already had one year of experience
in preparing the materials. Henry remembered that, if anything, Simpson was
too deferential. "The first year she was less critical and tended to take my
suggestions as requi rements. But then she learned better," Henry said. As
Simpson became fami liar with the project's routine and gained experience i n
writing materials and organizi ng field-tests, their relationship evolved i nto
more of an equal partnership.  Interview notes!

Each took full responsibility for certain topics and guided the development
of the lesson activities. Simpson noted that each activity listed one of them
as an author, but the other "passed clearance" on all content. "We brought
different skills into the project. I have a way of writing that is very
precise and clear in the form of giving instructions. Dick's strength is in
the pedagogical model; he is very creative, very open to new things." The two
worked in offices directly across a hallway and met informally nearly every
day to discuss new ideas, report on classroom observations, and react to
earlier lessons.

Acti vities were either developed from the ideas of Henry and Simpson or
were based on teacher-developed lessons. The activities begun by the co-
directors came from Henry's original list of topics in the proposal,
suggestions from the advisory committee, or ideas in books, articles, or
scientific reports. Simpson's idea for the first lesson she developed came
from a popular song, "The Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald," about a shipwreck
on the Great Lakes. She had always liked the song  " From the first time I
heard it, I thought this was a teachable moment"!, and the content focus of
the project allowed her to develop her interest into a full-blown instructional
activity on the "Great Lakes Triangle", an area with supposedly mysterious
forces, a la the "Bermuda Triangle."  Interview notes!

They also developed an initial list of objectives to guide their f~rst
draft based on the answers to the questions of "What do we want to teach?" and
"What do we want kids to learn?" Henry didn't find strict behavioral
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objectives useful  " Their value doesn't outweigh the amount of sweat it takes
to write them"!, and usually found it difficult "to identify objectives when
we wrote them in the cycle at an early spot." But Henry felt that objectives
helped identify "really vital, crucial learning points," and listing them gave
the writing specific direction and provided the basis for the pre- and post-
tests that accompanied each set of activities. "By the time you finsihed a
first draft, you'd have the objectives. There were some minor changes in them
after the pilot so they could be more precise and better reflect the nature of
the acti vity. "  Intervi ew notes!

After completing the first draft, the author would submit it to the other
co-director for review. Simpson said she critiqued these early drafts on the
"basis of experience and background." She would estimate the length of time
required for the activity to determine if it was too long for middle school
students. Another concern for both Henry and Simpson was that activities not
demand special classroom equipment or requi re logistical arrangements  such as
field trips! that would make them difficult to implement.  Interview notes!

If an activity was to undergo major changes duri ng its development, those
changes were li kely to come during these initial brainstorming and review
sessions. Simpson believed, "Our internal collaboration was responsible for
the most substantial changes. After we got into the field, the changes were
mostly format changes or logistic changes. We couldn't anticipate timing and
logistical problems in the review process. Dick and I tried, but we couldn' t
always do that, but classroom observation helped us there." Oespite these
limitations, Simpson estimated that most of the "substantive" changes occurred
during the internal review sessions before the materials went to the field
trial,  Interview notes!

Henry agreed. "Once we developed an activity, the basic structure stayed
pretty much the same. I don' t reminder that we ever threw an idea out. We
made minor changes explicating the activity better." Henry felt part of the
reason for this was due to the fairly fast, consistent pace of development.
He and Simpson typically had three or four modules in development at one time
at di fferent poi nts i n the cycle. The time restrictions and the modest funding
for the project meant that once the general outline of an activity was set,
the authors did not have the opportunities for large-scale revisions. Henry
described these restrictions on the scope of revisions as "blinders." "You
devel op blinders in a sense, but that' s OK. Brainstorming, rev iewi ng,
reworking is expensive. By and large, I don't think that's effective. What
we' ve done on a modest scale is every bit as effective We produced as much
with this project as did ESP  the Earth Science Project! with ten times more
money. Blinders can be helpful, economical, keep you on track. "  Interview
notes!

When the activity reached a poi nt where the content was well-established,
the primary author would arrange with a middle school teacher to serve as
co-developer and pilot-teacher of the module. The teacher often began the
process of preparing items for the pre- and post-tests. However, both Henry
and Simpson would review these questions and usually wri te several items
themselves.   Interview notes}

A second approach to the preparation of an activity began wi th an idea
developed by a teacher. The co-di rector identified these teachers through



their masters-level courses at the university, inservice workshops, and Henry' s
contacts with teachers in the public schools. Teachers wrote up their ideas
and submitted them to Henry or Simpson. Some teachers remained involved in
the development process as Henry or Simpson reworked the original idea. Other
teachers were not asked to participate in the revision process or chose not to
be involved.  Interview notes!

Henry and Simpson approached the teacher-developed activities with the
same criteria they used to judge their own lessons. In addition, they were
concerned with revisi ng lessons to make them usable for other teachers. In
many cases, the original lesson was too narrowly written and not generali zable
beyond the teacher-author's classroom. Lessons also had to be reduced in
length and updated to account for recent research fi ndings.  Interview notes!

Typically, Simpson and Henry did not use the original author as the
pilot-teacher of the lessons, They believed it was essential to test the
activities in another setting in order to determine their success. Simpson
said, "The materials were wri tten to stand alone and by testing them in the
author' s classroom, we wouldn' t fi nd that out. " These pilot-teachers, however,
were not considered co-authors.   Interview notes!

Field Tests

In his original proposal, Henry anticipated involving "as many as three
di fferent classes" representative of the intended users of the acti vities in
the field-tests. In practice, the developers did use three to four classrooms,
but typically they were all taught by the same teacher in the same school.
Thus, each activity was tested by 100 students or more.  Project document;
Interview notes!

Pilot teachers received a pre- and post-test assessing the content of the
activities. Each test contained approximataly 10 multiple choice items, and
unless an item-analysis of the pre-test indicated major problems with an item,
the pre- and post-tests were identical, These tests also contained three
Likert scale items measuring students' opinion of the material's difficulty,
clarity, and interest.  See Figure 7! Teachers also received an "Activity
Evaluation Form," which asked them to rate the material's difficulty and
interest, and the clarity of the teacher's guide.  See Figure 8! In addition
to the data collected from the forms, Henry or Simpson observed each pi lot-
teacher on at least one occasion. Thus, the data collected from each field
test included pre- and post-tests, questionnai res, and observations  Project
document; Interview notes!

The developers felt each of these data sources provided useful information.
But the glue holding the data together cane from their participation with the
complete evaluation process, especially their first-hand contact with the
pilot classrooms.  Interview notes!

Simpson was fi rm in her belief that developers also had to be evaluators:

I would always do evaluations myself. You do
curriculum development not just as a function to
produce a product. You do development because you
believe something needs to be taught. Developers
have to ascertain personally that they do that.
They see the light in the kids' eyes.



The project never considered an outside evaluator, but Simpson would have
vetoed the idea anyway. An outside evaluator would not have shared their
"commitment" or "zeal" and would not have been as aware of critical facets of
the program as were she and Henry. Simpson argued,

Even though somebody else would have been objective and
gone through the evaluation steps one-two-three-four,
the thought processes and background and sense of urgency
of getti ng the job done right would not have been there.
I have a feeling--no, I know--you learn better by
experience, and if I were to hear a report or see a
written report, it wouldn' t do the same thing for me.
Knowing the kinds of affective results we were looking
for, I can see more observing the classroom process
directly.  Interview notes!

Henry shared Simpson's commitment to the "developer-evaluator" role and
the need to be immersed in classroom activities. He compared the field-testing
procedures in the Water Education Project with the larger Earth Science Project
 ESP!.

ESP was a nati onwide expensive test. Pilot-teachers
were representative, but the feedback we got from our
own small group was no different in terms of quality or
being useful. I lost confidence in the need for
large-scale field tests. You must have a developer-
evaluator who works in schools in a daily, regular
basis. We know teachers; we supervise student teachers;
we' re out in the field a lot, and we know what kids can
do. Some of these activities we did the piloting
ourselves. If you have that characteristic, knowledge
of a classroom, a developer can select teachers who can
help you and develop the activity to generalize it. It
also gives you the confidence to write good materials
and make changes.

Henry's and Simpson's reliance on personal knowledge of the evaluation
procedures and classrooms to help understand and interpret field-test results
should not mask their use of the other data they collected. Simpson thought
the test items were most useful in a confi rming role, "assuri ng us the content
was coming through " Henry found the test scores "sensitized" him to problem
areas, especially in terms of content acquisition. However, the test results
didn' t necessarily explain why the problem was there. Once the item analysis
gave him confidence in the item, Henry would next "relate the test items to
objectives" and look generally at the materials to see if he could uncover a
weakness in the instruction aimed at teaching that particular objective.
Henry explained," Maybe the reading level is too high. Maybe the activity
didn' t focus on the objecti ve, it just missed the mar k. You look at the
teacher's guide. Maybe this is where the change has got to be made. You rely
on observations. Classroom visits can flush out things not on the test.
Somehow or another you ask does the activi ty handle the objective?"
 Interview notes!
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The teacher forms and comments were also valuable for Henry, especially
in making procedures more generalizable. Teachers asked for "more information
and better, clearer directions," Simpson recalled that teachers provided
useful information about the extent of student involvement across an entire
class. They also reported on the availability of the materials and the ease
of implementing the activities. Simpson recal'Ied making changes in some
lessons based on teacher comments that procedures or logistics were cumbersome.
 Interview notes!

Having just one pilot-teacher per activity did pose some data inter-
pretation problems for Henry and Simpson. Henry recalled the pilot of a
weather activity occurred in a "rather chaotic classroom, and so we weren' t
really sure how well the activity was doing." Simpson felt that in several
trial classrooms the pilot-teacher represented, to some extent, an optimum
user and not a typical teacher. But Simpson continually compared the
performance of the pilot-teacher to her knowledge of other teachers and her
own teaching experience in order to judge whether the materials would work in
different settings. She did not expect the materials to be suitable for all
teachers. "You know intuitively there are teachers who wi 11 never use these
materials. The only thing that will change their routine is a school as-
sembly." But the reliance on her experience and contact with teachers in 'krEP
workshop settings helped convince Simpson that the materials could be used
successfully beyond the pilot classrooms.

Post-Pilot Revisions

Generally, the activities did not undergo major changes after the pilot-
testi ng. Henry remembered that by thi s time "the basic sequence of the activity
was set." A pilot-teacher and co-author of an activity, Elaine Bright, agreed
with Henry's assessment. "The pilot versions and final copy of the activities
I participated in were basically the same." Bright saw more substantive
changes between her original lesson  that she submitted for a Henry workshop!
and the pilot version produced by Henry than between the pilot and the final
copy.   Interview notes!

Simpson recalled revisions that provided more explanation and background
for teachers and, in some instances, furnished additional content information
for students.  uestion sequences in the student booklets were revised, teacher
guide instructions improved, and in a few activities, entire lessons were
"scrapped."  Interview notes!

Simpson's changes in her "Great Lakes Triangle" activity were typical of
the scope of revisions and illustrated how evaluation data contributed to the
process. In the original lesson students had to complete three activities,
including designi ng a Great Lakes ship, forecasting and tracking storms, and
mapping characteristics of lake bottoms. During the field test, Simpson
observed that these three activities took too long and that the students
finished at different times. She revised the activities to make them equal in
length and rewrote the teacher' s gui de instructions to create three groups of
students, each required to complete only one of the activi ties.  Interview
notes; Project publication!

A second problem involved an activity in which students plotted the
location of nearly 50 ship and plane disappearances in the Creat Lakes area.
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Simpson's observations of the field-test showed that this activity also took
too much time and was too difficult. "Either the kids couldn't do it, or do
it quickly enough. Watching them struggle with it, I knew it wasn't going to
work." In the final version, the disappearances were printed on the map.
 Interview notes; Project publication!

Henry and Simpson worked separately on thei r own topics, but they
continued to exchange information and ideas. They each did the final editing
of the other' s materials. The teacher-author typically was not involved in
the revision process.  Interview notes!

The revision process involved sifti ng through a considerable pile of
data. Student workbooks were collected after each field test to assess the
reading level. Students had been asked to circle each word they didn' t
understand. The student test pages and teacher questionnaire forms provided
cues for certain changes. "One hundred forms," remembered Simpson, "and we
went through every one of them trying to see where kids broke down. But we
couldn't have figured it out if we hadn't been there."  Interview notes!

Some data they ignored. Simpson recalled this happened infrequently, but
in a few activities when the teacher comments or the student data indicated a
problem with something "crucial to the rest of the lesson," it was retained in
spite of the results. Henry remembered that if there was a conflict between
what he and a pilot teacher thought was appropriate, he placed his emphasis on
his own experience and judgment. In a simulation game on the War of 1812
origi nally developed by a teacher-author, Henry felt the activity was too
complex. He cut one-half the role cards and changed some of the game mechanics
to shorten the teaching time. But, "the teacher wanted more role cards. It
took her three weeks to do the lesson. I couldn' t see other teachers taking
that long." Henry wanted to do further revisions, but "it was good enough as
it was, and needed to get out." {Interview notes!

After the instructional sequence was settled and content finalized, the
final step in the revision process involved content reviewers. Henry generally
selected reviewers from the university community who had worked with him on
previous projects. As it turned out, the main contribution of the reviewers
was to confirm the accuracy of the content, rather than suggest major changes.
"We never had any major problems i n terms of rewriting," said Henry. He
modified a geography acti vity based on outside reviews, a sentence here, a
sentence there." Other suggestions included specifying more recent data or
different graphics.  Interview notes!

Each final activity included a student booklet and a teacher's guide.
The materials were published by the Sea Grant Office of Middle University and
generally distributed to teachers at workshops. As new activities were written,
they were placed in publication. By 1980, the final year of development, 23
activities had been completed.  See Figure 9! "Not every activity is exciting,
innovative and dynamic," said Henry. "Some we didn't like very well, and some
we didn't get wildly enthusiastic reviews on, but all of them are good.
Teachers are using them because they are better than anything else."  In-
terview notes!

This assessment was not a criticism of the evaluation methods the project
employed. Both Henry and Simpson felt their use of different data sources was
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a valuable decision. Henry said, "You have to do different kinds of review.
You have to have feedback from kids. I would like to have had more pilot-
teachers, but I doubt it would have changed the results much." Simpson would
design a similar formative evaluation component for her next project. "It was
very valuable. Very time-consuming. I tell my students now what all we did,
and they can't believe it. They say they' ll never get done on time. I tell
them 'you' ll never get a good product if you don' t.'"
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FIGURE 9

Final List of Pro]ect Activities

l. The Effect of Lake Erie on Ohio's Temperature
2. The Effect of Lake Erie on Climate
3. Ancient Shores of Lake Erie
4. How to Protect a River
5, Lake Erie and Changi.ng Lake Levels
6, Erosion Along Lake Erie
7. Coastal Processes and Erosion
8. Pollution in Lake Erie: An Introduction
9. Yellow Perch in Lake Erie

10. Evidence of Ancient Seas in Ohio
11. To Harvest a Walleye
12, Oil Spill.'
13. Shipping on the Great Lakes
14, Geography of the Great Lakes
15. Ohio Canals

16. The Estuary: A Special Place
17. The Great Lakes Triangle
18. Knowing the Ropes
19. Getting to Know Your Local Fish
20. Shipping: The World Connection
21. We Have Net the Enemy
22. It's Everyone's Sea: Or Is It2
23. PCBs in Fish: A Problems
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SEA GRANT INFORMATION FOR OHIO EDUCATORS

Vpl. 8, Np.1Auturttn 1985

The Great Lake Ede

"Lake Surrenar" ey Frerrtrkn ennnorren, 1Me

by the Chin See Grant EduCatiOn prOqrem end The Ohtn Stein ~'e Sotrere Ot Neturet ReeaurCm end ~ Oi Eduoatrnn

g6

One of the lesser known Great Lakes resources is
the art of the region. From the engravings of R. S.
GIfford to the ship paintings of Sprague to the work
of the Canadian "Group of Seven," Great Lakes arl
depicts the beauty and importance of these resources
in a way that words cannot.

Those whose hands are skilled in interpreting such
wonders to others have an immense gift. In our schools
art teachers are training hands to portray what eyes
have seen or hearts have felt, and the Great Lakes
offer subject rnatter to these novices as well. Ohio
Sea Grant wants to encourage this expression through
a special program for 1986.

To assist schools in presenting the topic of "The
Great Lake Erie" in their classes, we have assembled
a list of books containing Great Lakes Art  see Water-
works page!, and a brief slide-tape program that can
be obtained on free loan from our office,

Encourage your art teacher to participate in this
important event. Through the eyes of Ohio's children
we can show the beauty and importance of Lake
Erie,

"The Great Lake Erie" is the theme for an art
exhibition that will focus on two-dimensional media
produced by Ohio students in grades 5-6 and 7-9.
The work must portray Lake Erie's importance cr
beauty, or both, and be submitted by February t5
for judging by the Art Education department of Ohio
State University.

The best art submitted will be featured on a poster
to be distributed to schools and businesses. This and
other winning art works will tour the state from April
through August and be highlighted at the 1986 Con-
vention of the National Marine Education Association
in Cleveland. The artists and their teachers will be
taken on a VIP tour of the Lake Erie shore, and the
art programs submitting winners will receive copies
of Goldstein's Let's Get Lost in a Paintirtg: Wi'nslow
Homer � The Gulf Stream.

Details of the exhibition have been sent to art
educators in most schools of the state, If your school
did not receive information but would like to partici ~
pate, please contact us for details on preparing and
submitting entries.



Waterworks

8ooks on Greet Lakes Art

Art education student Martha Mercer worked this summer to compile a collection of the range of Great Lakes
art. She discovered some exciting art reference materials that may be available in your public library. Those
marked ' are available on loan from our office.

The Grcup Of SeVen, by Peter Mellen, McClelland and Stewart Limited, 1970.

The Group of Seven consisted of seven Canadian landscape artists active during the first part of
this century. Mellen describes their influences and history in this weN illustrated book.

American Marine Painting, by Frederick R. Brandt, Virginia Museum, 1976,

An exhibit catalog for the Virginia Museum and the Mariners' Museum, It depicts themes relating to
the sea, such as danger and tragedy, man's insignificance in relation to the sea, the sea's beauty, its
coastline, harbors, canals, and ships.

Great Lakes Marine Painting of the Nineteenth Century, by J. Gray Sweeney, The Muskegon Museum
of Art, 1983.

The themes of this exhibit catalog include a chronological art historical survey of vessels on the
Great Lakes, as well as harbor views and landscapes.

George Caleb Bingham: Frontier Painter of Missouri, by Albert Christ-Janer, Marry N. Abrams, Inc�f 975.

Christ-Janer gives an art historical view of George Bingharn's paintings of everyday life on the Missouri
River during the nineteenth century.

The MCMichael Canadian CollectiOn, The McMichael Canadian Collection, 1983.'

This exhibit cataiog includes the work and biographies of many Canadian artists. The collection,
housed just north of Toronto, Ontario, contains the largest selection of Group of Seven paintings
displayed anywhere.  See above.!

The Canadian Earth, Roger Boulet, Prentice Hall, 1982,'

A collection of Group of Seven paintings, the majority of work in this book has never been reproduced
before. Boulet's biographies of these Canadian artists accompany examples of their finest paintings.

Canada illustrated, by Albert Moritz, Dreadnaught, 1982.'

This book presents the art of nineteenth-century engraving as a fine art form, The intricate ilfustrabons
include brief descriptions of the scenes portrayed by the artist.
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THE GREAT LAKE ERIE

Att COITIPetitiOn eitd EXhibitiOn

sponsored by
The Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

The Great Lake Ene quenches the thirSt Of 11 rnilliOn people, barbara 3'4 of all ShipS paSSing thrOugh the Great Lakea, prOvides 41 malipn
gallons of water per day for growing crops, and produces more fish for human consumption than all the other Great Lakes combined
Erie has helped make Ohio great

In celebration of the Great i ake Erie, the Ohio Sea Grant Education Program is sponsoring a competition in two-dimensional art forms wh,ch
will be displayed in a statewide tour during 1986 The art should focus on the beauty of Lake Ene, its opportunities for recreation and
economic development: its importance in history, culture or commerce, or its link to our Canadian neighbors

ELIGIBILITY; Ohio students in grades 59

MEOIUM: Two-dimensional media, including drawings, painlings, prints, collages and computer graphics

FORMAT: Maximum size 18 x 24 inches, minimum 8 tr2 x 11 inches, on material durable enough for a travekng display

RECOGNITION;
~ One first place winner Work will be made into a poster for national distribution Winner with teacher wili spend a day on a special

tour of Lake Erie's shore A news release recognizing the winner will be sent to his or her local newspaper, and the art work will
be included in rhe traveling display.

~ Nine second place winners Shoreline tour with teacher, news release, and traveling display
~ Forty showcase winners, along wdh first and second places above. will have their artwork on a tour of selected sites around Ohio

from May-August, 1986
~ All entrants will receive certificates of participation
~ Each art teacher with a first or second place winner, or with three or more showcase winners, will be recognized with a plaque

as having an Outatanding Art program in AquaiiC SubleCta The teaCher wil! reCeive a cOpy of Goldatein'S Let'S Get LOS1 in a
Paintin Winalcw Hpmer � The Gulf Stream The bOOk iS part Of a ndted Senea fpr art appreCiatiOn and diacuaaiO~ Of ~OrkS of
arl in the classroom The leacher may ChOOSe tO reCeive twc Other titleS in the Senes, or the equivalent in other art bOOka

JUDGES: Faculty and graduate students of the Art Education Department, The Ohio State Lfniversrty

CRITERIA: Approach to the theme, use of media, originality and design qualities

OEAOLINE: Postmark February 15, 1986. Winners will be notified by March 15, 1986

Plan now to include this opportundy m your art educahon program for the coming year. Encourage your students to show for othe sthers what
Lake Ene means lo Ohio

Atte~d our workshop at the GAEA convention in November or contact us for entry forms as your school year begins. Visual aidsids will be

available to assist your students with their protects Ohio Sos Grant Education Program
069 Rarnseyer itsII
29 W. Woottruft Ave.
Columbus, Ohio entg
�t4! 422-t079
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ln keeping with the art theme of this ~ssue, we offer the following idea for a Lake Erie art activity for primary
grades. It was developed by Maureen Canning and Margie Dunlevy of Lakewood.

lE.
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Spotl/ght on OEAGLS

Middle Sea was developed in 1979 as a means of announcing new Oceanic Education Activities for Great
Lakes Schools  OEAGLS! as they became available. We' ve come a long way in the scope and mission of the
Ohio Sea Grant Education Program, but OEAGLS are still the backbone of the effort,

The 23 OEAGLS inanuals encompass a total of 58 classroom activities. Do some of them fit into the subjects
you teach? Order a copy at only $1.00 per manual, then make as many copies as you need for your classes.

Coastal Processes and Erosion

A. What causes the shoreline to erode away?
B, Can erosion be stopped?

The Effect of Lake Erie on Ohio's Tern erature

Erosion Alon Lake Erie

A. How fast can a shoreline change?
B. How much land has been lost?

Geo ra h of the Great Lakes
The Estua: A S ecial Place

A. What is the rote of plants in an estuary?
B. How does the estuary serve as a nursery?

The Great Lakes Erian le

Pollution in Lake Erie: An Introduction

A, How skillfully can you read a science article?
B. How can you become a critical reader?

Ancient Shores of Lake Erie

C. What happened aboard the Edmund Fitz erald?

YelIow Perch in Lake Erie

Lake Erie and Chan in Lake Levels
A. What can happen to a growing perch?
B. How can the perch fishery be managed?

It's Eve one's Sea: Or ls It?

Gettin to Know our Local Fish

Evidence of Ancient Seas in Ohio

A. How were Ohio's minerals formed?
B. What do Ohio's minerals tell about its history?We Have Met The Enem

PCBs tn Fish. A Problem?
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Ohio Canals
A. How were canal routes determined?
B, How did canals affect Ohio?

A. What are heat sources and heat sinks?
B. How do Lake Erie and the oceans affect climate?
C, Can you make a general climate prediction?

A, What is the geography of the Great Lakes Area?
B. What is the St. Lawrence Seaway?
C. What are the surface dimensions of Lake Erie?
D. How can we find the volume of a lake or other

container?

A. What evidence is there that the level of Lake
Erie has changed?

B, How have people used beach ridges?

A. Does the level of Lake Erie change?
B. What would be the result of regulating the level

of lake Erie?

A. How does a dichotomous key work?
B, What are the characteristics of some Lake Erie

fish?
C. How do fish get their names?

A, Where did the important battles i in the War of
1812! take place?

B. Why did we fight?
C. Why did we win?

A. What is the Great Lakes Triangle?
B. How can disappearances within the triangle be

explained?

1. Great Lakes bulk carrier design
2. Storm tracking
3. Lake bottom characteristics

A. What is the shape of the Atlantic Ocean basin?
B. Who owns the sea?
C. How are boundaries over water determined?

A, What are PCBs?
B. How can the public health be protected?

 oorttiitued



How To Protect A River

Knownq The~Ra es

0~IS ill!

To Harvest a Walleye

A What are some of the characteristics of the
Olentangy River~

B How does a river qualify as a "scenic river"?

A. How is a rope put together?
B How do sailors use ropes'z
C HOw have rOpeS, Shipa and sailOrS influenCed

our language~

A Where does oil pollution come from?
B. How can an oil spill be cleaned upz
C How does an oil spill affect living things?

A Who can harvest a Walleyes
B What does a biomass pyramid tell us?
C What is a food web?

Sh~iin~on the Great I akes

A What products are carried on the lakes?
B What is the most economical form of

transportation~
C, Which trartsportatton method uses the least

energyr

S~ht pin~ The World Connection

A "Where go the boats~"
B How do locks work~
C Can you use your shipping knowledge~

The Effect of Lake Erie on Climate

A What causes the land-sea breezes
B How does Lake Erie influence the climate of

nearby land areas i
C Can you make a general climate prediction?

New OEAGLS are now being developed and pilot

tested Titles that should be available by spnrn
inClude Six aCtivity bOOks far primary rJradec innlil
ng Lake Erie � I ak~ Row, The Giver and Taker
and Build a Fish to Scale New titles for middf<
school grades will be A Great Lake Vacation
'i>torm Surges on Lake Erie, Waves,and an activity
based on marina operations

Aquatic Science Projects Recognired

Scientific thought, exploratory protects and inves-
tigative presentations resonated throughout Ohio
Wesleyan Cotlege as Ohio's young scientists partic-
ipated in Ihe State Science Fair on the 27th of April
CAMEO  Consortium of Aquatic and Marine Educators
of Ohio! sponsored a special awards category which
recognized individuals whose protects were aquati-
cally related This year, 21 entries were fudged by
CAMEO and Ohio Sea Grant representatives, Linda
and Tony Badzioch, Marylin Lisowski, Sarah Schult,
Karen Scranton and Laurie Usher

Three outstanding profects were recognized. The
young scientists were awarded certificates and also
subscriptions to Nautica, a student oceanographic
journal The teachers of the awardees were honored
with a complementary CAMEO membership. Recipi-
ents of the l985 CAMEO award were Doug A. Wade,
a 7th grader from Hastings Middle School who probed
the question, "How Do Phosphates Affect Algae
Growthz" Investigative techniques were employed by
9th grader Jessica Evans from Stow High School with
her project entitled "Can Tetiacycline Be Traced
Through the Aquatic Food Chainr" The potential of
desalination was explored in the project "Freshwater
From the Sea' by Susie Flannery from Steven Vaile
Middle School of Middleton

These winners were invited to submit their prplects
for 'lurther fudging for the National Youth World of
Water Awards, which is sponsored by the National
Manne E ducat ion Association, Nat ion at Marine F i shing
Service, Sea Grant College Program and Sea Grant
Association Selected winners would receive an ex-
pense paid trip to San Diego in November for the
NMEA Youth Conference on Marine and Aquatic Sci-
ence at the Oceans '85 Conference and Exposition.

� kiiery vari f.rsowski
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Marietta Summer Workshop

History and the Ohio River were ma!or emphases
of this summer's two-week long Marine and Aquatic
Education workshop held in Ohio's first city, Marietta
Twenty-four teachers from Marietta City, Washington
County and Muskingum County Schools met at the
Washington County Joint Vocational School mornings
from June 17 to 27 Highlights of the workshop in-
cluded a program at Campus Martius and the Riv-
erboat Museum on the history of the Marietta Region.
An all day field trip started at the Willow Island Locks
where participants observed two tow-trains lock
through and received information on the operation of
the locks and dam. Other highlights included a tour
of a power plant, observation of unloading operation
at an oil barge terminal, and several local geology
stops

This was a highly productive group of teachers.
The bases for at least two or three future DEAGLS
activities were developed as protects, as well as two
computer programs one on the Ohio River and the
operation of its locks, and the other a hsh identification
program Both will be made available to other teachers
through the Ohio Sea Grant Program.

It is unlikely that a similar workshop will be offered
next summer because of the instructors'  Fortner and
Mayer! involvement in the National NMEA convention
to be held in Cleveland. However, look for offering
of the workshop during the summer of 1987. If you
want it to be in your area, let us know.

CAMEO Annual Meetthg

Fourteen CAMEO members met Saturday, Septern-
ber 21, at Stone Lab on Gibraltar Island. Despite last
minute changes in the ferry schedule and threatening
skies, fourteen people managed to arrive safe and
sound on Gibralter Island to begin a day full of activities

The occasion for the meeting was two fold it marked
the First Annual Conference for the Consortium of
Aquatic and Marine Educators of Ohio, and a malor
planning session for the National Manne Education
Association  NMEA! conference was held

Whenever marine educators get together, some-
thing aquatic must happen, and so it was at Stone
Lab Early morning participants were exposed to Lake
Erie science and lore via a cruise on the R.V Biolab.
Scientific sampling methods for water depth and sed-
iment compositions were first demonstrated and then
practiced by enthusiastic CAMEO members

After lunch the planning committee for the 1986
NMEA conference met Dr Rosanne W Fortner, Co-
chair of the conference and coordinator of the Ohio
Sea Grant Education Progam showed a slide-tape
program advertising next summer's event, which will
be held in Cleveland August 4-9 Rosanne and Pam
Sears, Education Director of Sea World, described
the multiplicity of tasks that await us in CAMEO in
planning the conference

The participants in this meeting were dynamic,
enthusiastic, eager and quite creative, massive brain-
storming was a malar eventi More volunteers are
welcome - please contact Dr Fortner or Dr. Mayer
at �14! 422-1078 for details

� Ciaucia fvreiear and Margie press



Dabbling and Oiving Oggkg

When taking a field frip to the rnarshes of western
Lake Erie, waterfowl will be a common sight Ohio's
western Lake Erie shore is edged by 30,000 acres
of marshland This area provides a variety of habitats
including open ponds, cattail and reed beds, the tops
of dikes, shrub and sapling thickets. and swamp forest
remnants. Waterfowl are attracted to the wetlands in
great numbers during migration, since both the Mis-
sissippi and Atlantic Flyways pass through the west
end of Lake Erie

Ducks, geese, and swans are collectively called
waterfowl. There is a wide range of sizes within this
group of birds For example, a Blue-winged Teal weighs
less than one pound while a Canada Goose may
weigh up to 24 pounds. All waterfowl have charac-
teristics related to an aquatic lifestyle. Webbed feet
help propel these swimming birds. Each foot has three
webbed front toes and a smaller, free hind toe. The
neck is somewhat long and the bill is flattened, often
with a rounded tip.

Ducks can be a challenge to identify due to their
many different appearances By learning the behavior
of the two largest groups of ducks. duckwatchers
can begin to distinguish one species from another.

The surface-feeding, or dabbling ducks, are the
best known group in the duck family. Dabblers are
typically found on fresh, shallow rnarshes and nvers.
The nickname 'puddle" ducks seems to fit when they
are viewed while feeding The ducks tip, rather than
submerge, and grab aquatic plants growing lust below
the surface while their tails bob above the water The
legs of dabbling ducks are attached near the center
of the body and because the legs are short they walk
with a waddle The ponds they live on are often
bordered by trees or cattails, making open water
limited With a wide wing area to body weight ratio,
the puddle ducks can spring almost verticalty into the
air upon take off When landing, they drop more slowly
info the exact area in which they want to swim. The
diet is mostly vegetable, making dabblers a favorite
target for duck hunters

Common dabbling ducks in the Lake Erie region
inclde the Mallard, Black Duck, Pintail, American Wid-
geon, Shoveler, Blue-winged Teal, and Green-winged
Teal. These species all belong to the tribe Anatini.
The male plummage is bright and elaborate. Most
dabbling ducks have an iridescent patch of color,
known as the speculum, on the wings of both sexes
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The second major group of ducks is called diving
ducks. bay, or sea ducks A diving duck dives for
aquatic insects, plants, and mollusks, often to depths
of 20 feet. Deep diving enables these ducks to utikze
the larger deeper bodies of water. To aid the diving
ducks in underwater swimming, divers have large
webbed feet with a flap, or paddle. on the hind toe
The legs are set near the rear of the body, which
makes them awkward on land. When divers float on
the surface of the water the tail is usually held close
to the water. Dabbling ducks hold their tails clear of
the water Divers have a small wing area to body
weight ratio. This type of wing helps them fly swiftly,
but makes take offs and landings more difficult. Using
the open waters to their advantage, divers run, or
"patter", along the surface for some distance while
beating their wings before lifting off into the air The
large paddle feet of diving ducks may be used as
rudders in flight and are ofen visible on flying birds.
When la~ding, the feet are used like skis to slow the
bird to a stop

Ohio's common diving ducks belong to the tribe
Aythyini. They are the Redhead, Canvasback, Ring-
necked Duck, Greater Scaup, and Lesser Scaup.
Divers lack the bright speculum of the dabbling ducks.
The plummage of a male diving duck is not as col-
orfully patterned as a dabbler.

These tribes ol ducks utilize the Lake Erie marsh-
land either as a stopover on migration, wintering
grounds, or for year round residence This 30,000
acre Ohio marshland is now only one tenth of the
original area once covering the western shore of the
lake. The habitat that remains was purchased by
pnvate sportsmen while the rest of the area was
drained or filled by f951. Today several of the choice
tracts are ownecl publically and administrated by the
Ohio Department of htaturat Resources Division of
Wildlife or the U S Department of Interior. Ohio's
Division of Wildlife operates Crane Creek Wildlife Ex-
perirnent Station on the Magee Marsh Wildlife Area
in Lucas and Ottawa counties. The U.S. Department
of Interior manages Ottawa National Wildlife Refuge
within the same counties.

As a result of the vision of the early marshland
preservers, management for waterfowl has been very
successful in this area of Ohio. These wetlands are
more productive of wildlife than any other type of
habitat in the Buckeye State

In the spring and fall great concentrations of wa-
terfowl will give a new duckwatcher numerous op-
portunities for study, practice using the characteristics
of divers and dabblers to make a trip to the marsh
a rewarding experience.

� Mary Anne siriarl~od
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Cruising High Street � Just in case you think that Columbus, Ohio is an unlikely place for a Sea Grant headquarters, take a look at our local
"aquatic environment ' These pictures, taken by Vic Payer on North High Street between 9th and 12th Avenues, show how we are surrounded
by the influence of waier If we'd waited unhl Saturday night to take the pictures, we could probably have found a few rnannated students
tooi
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The New Crew

auric piess

Deudia l4elear

Pegye FennerSvo FlsfNf
6S

Claudia Melear brought her warm, sunny personality
from Atlanta, Georgia, in September to enter the Ph.D.
program in Science Education at The Ohio State
University. Her experience has been extensive in the
science education field, she has taught high school
biology for four years and science for gifted students
for three years Throughout this time, Claudia has
taken every opportunity to become invo'Ived with ma.
rine science education Georgia's Barrier Islands, many
of which are quite pristine, were visited at least twice
a year by Claudia and her students for coastal field
trips

Claudia is the type of person who can manage to
do inany things all at once - and do them wel! too,
She was a state recipient of the Presidential Award
for excellence in Science Teaching in 1984, and has
managed to raise two children who are now college
students themselves. Her goal is to become a pre-
college teacher educator.

Claudia's interests and hobbies include aquatic mi-
crobiology, bird watching, photography, shell collect-
ing, and aquatic activities. She's already experienced
Lake Erie's islands and dubs them "SUPER!" - a real
compliment from this salty import to Ohio.

Margie Pleas, a Master' s/certification student in Nat.
ural ReSOurceS and Science EduCatiOn, jOined the
Sea Grant Education staff in September Margie has
a B.A in Biology from the University of Pennsy'Ivania
and expenence as a natural~st for the National Park
Service, with assignments at Channel Islands, CA,
and Cape Hatteras, North Carolina. She also has bio-
technical experience with the U S. EPA and the Army
Corps of Engineers. In addition, Margie was an in-
structor at the Newfound Harbor Marine Institute on
Big Pine Key, Florida.

Margie's long-term goal is to be the Director of
Education at a nature center or aquarium. Her goal
will be enhanced by practical classroom experience
which she plans first Margie's hobbies include playing
inusical instruments as well as all types of outdoor
activities: hiking, biking, swimming. ice-skating, ex-
ploring and building sand castles.

In September, Ohio Sea Grant took aboard a new
secretary, who helps keep the place shipshape. Sue
Fisher, a senior in Environmental Cornrnunications,
spends many hours at the coinputer doing filing and
word processing Her creativity and organizational
skills are readily put to use in the off~ca. Sue's home
base is Cleveland, Ohio Her hobbies include pho-
tography, hiking, bicycling, and she also enjoys spend-
ing lazy summer afternoons at "the lake" with friends.
After graduation Sue plans to marry an adventurous
man and travel around the world in a sailboat.

Peggy Fenner is a junior in Math Education who
keeps busy at OSG by typing, answering the many
phone calls and organizing pamphlets and brochures
for workshops and meetings. In her spare time, she
enjoys participating in basketball and softball and
playing saxaphone She is expecting her first child in
December. Peggy's plan for the future is to teach
high school geometry.



August 4 - 9, 1986

John Carroll University, Cleveland, Ohio

The Jesuits called them I'eau douce, sweet water. The diaries of the explorers extolled them,
and Herman Melville compared them with the majesties of the oceans. The Great Lakes. Once
mourned for the treatment they received from the cities and industries they supported, the Great
Lakes are now praised for their beauty, honored for their place in our history, and sought for
their precious water.

The Consortium of Aquatic and Marine Educators of Ohio  CAMEO! and the Ohio Sea Grant
Education Program invite you to discover THOSE MAGNIFICENT SWEETWATER SEAS in Cleve-
land, their renaissance city

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

For more information see a CAMEO rnernber or contact:

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program
The Ohio State University
059 Ramseyer Hall
Columbus, Ohio 432t0
�14! 422-1078.
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AikGNIFICENT
SWEETWATER SFAS

Marinated Micros software review

Sea Grant Curriculum Fair
State of the Lakes Symposium
Island Cruise

The Great Lake Erie children's art exhibit

1986 Annual Conference

of the

NATIONAL MARINE
EDUCATION

ASSOCIATION

Sea 8 Swap
Bilateral Issues Symposium
Luau at Sea World

Perch and Pike Picnic

Songs of the Seas/Lakes



Ohio Sea Grani Education
The Ohio State University
059 Aamseyer Hall
29 W Woodruff Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210
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Beautiful and historic Williamsburg, VA, was host
to the f985 NatiOnal Marine EduCatiOn ASSOCiatian
Conference The weather was ho'I and muggy, but
that clidn t deter noarly 500 conferees from sampkng
ihe aqiiatic reSOiirCeS Ol the CheSapeake Bay area
this was by far the most successful NMEA conference
ever F-rom the keynote address by Virginia Governor
Chailes f-fOhh Ori Ihe firSt day, tO the buSineSS meeting
oii the last with a slide tape presentation on the 1966
Cleveland NMEA conference, attendees were able to
participate in highly professional and useful achvities
TheSe included wOrkshopS On teaChing rnaterialS, in.
formation about the history and environmental changes
in the Bay and tield trips to a variety Of placeS Such
as a river trip on a ti>gboat to the largest paper mill
on the Bay Sue Gamrnisch, conference coordinator.
did an excellent fOb Of pulling tagether human, finan-
cial and material resources. setting a high standard
for us in Ohio lo meet or surpass for next year' s
meeting in Cleveland lf any of you are interested in
helping with the meeting, contact Fortner or Mayer,
the conference coordinators

Wlrtter Graduete Course

The course entitled Marine and Aquatic Education
 ED/NR 614! will be offered again Winter Quarter on
the Columbus campus of Ohio State. It will meet at
a somewhat later time than in the past to accom-
modate teachers who may want to drive in from
surrounding areas to take the course The course
meets from 6:30-900 p m, and it offers 3 quarter
hours of graduate credit It introduces a wide range
of information concerning the oceans and Great Lakes,
touching on art, history, sh~pping, physicaf and living
resources and the evolution of oceans and lake bas-
ins A wide range of audiovisual materials and labo-
ratory activities is used. The highlight is a one day
field excursion to Lake Erie to study operation of a
marina and a gypsum quarry and to study the life
and geology of the lake area

As an added benefit for course participants this
year, those who enroll in 6t4 will be eligible for tuition
waivers for a Spnng Quarter course in marine and
aquatic education curnculum development. Those in-
terested in the courses should contact the Ohio Sea
Grant Education office for further information.
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FOREWORD

Marine and aquatic education has been a part of the curriculum in

Ohio elementary and secondary schools for many years. Teachers and

students have investigated ponds and streams, read about the early

world explorers, studied the complexities of world trade and have been

tuned in to such contemporary maritime happenings as the sinking of

the Edmond ~Fitz erald or the wreck of the oil tanker ~1orre ~Can on.

This occasional paper is offered to Ohio educators to stimulate

creative activities and thereby provide students an even deeper

understanding and appreciation of the world of water.

The Ohio Department of Education is pleased to be cooperating with

Ohio Sea Grant to bring to elementary and secondary students an increased

awareness and understanding of marine and aquatic education.

The 0 f f i ce o f En v i ronmenta 1 Edu cat i on i nv i tes a nd encourages comments

on this paper.



WATER IN THE WORLD

Few of us realize to what extent we depend on the world of water

in our daily lives. Every time we bite into a cream-filled cupcake,

eat an ice cream cone, paint a wall or brush our teeth we are using a

seaweed derivative which helps to maintain a creamy texture. When we

feed our pet or eat a drumstick, we are benefiting from the use of fish

meal in animal foods.

Oil is only one item for our cars which is shipped by water from

overseas. The raw material s and parts for a single car come from over

70 different nations �: 25!. Consequently, the production and cost of

land transportation are closely tied to the water transportation system.

Because of Lake Erie's effect on weather, the residents of Paines-

vil'te, Ohio, have to shovel more inches of snow than the people living

in Toledo. Even our language reflects the impact of water. Today' s

meanings for "making ends meet," "mind your p's and q's," or "skyscraper"

bear little resemblance to their original maritime contexts.

The Limits to 'Water

A lack of awareness of our daily ties to water would pose little

problem if we had unlimited quantities of water for domestic, industrial

and agricultural use. But we do not. We are deceived by the vastness

of the water world. Long before photographs from space showed the earth

as a bluish marble. children were learning in school that three-fourths

of our planet is covered by water. Few learn, however. that oceans,

ice caps, and glaciers constitute 99.35 percent of that water  8: 11!.
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While the frozen water and the oceans are important in our lives, it

is the remaining 0.65 percent which we use more directly for day-to-

day activities.

Here lies another misconception, The limited amount of water

would pose little problem if rain and river s brought new water. But

the earth is a closed system. There is essentially the same amount of

water today as there was three billion years ago; we continue to use

it over and over again. As we turn on the faucet in the morning to make

a cup of coffee or mix orange juice, we assume that the water is safe to

drink. Although we may know that it came through the local water treat-

ment plant or filtered through the qround to our well, we seldom think

beyond our local resources; yet, we should. As Anderson explains,

The water you drank thi s morning fel 1 as rain on Lake
Hichigan two weeks ago. Three months prior to that the
~ater was evaporating from a lake in central Asia. Two
months prior to that it was part of the water a Korean
mother was using to bathe her infant daughter. Now you
have used it to satisfy your thirst. Two hours from now
it will leave you as urine and two months later it may be
part of a summer rain fall ing on the streets of Paris �;29!.

Where was it before Korea and where will it go after Paris' ?

~pushin the Limits

We live in a global society which is pushing the limits of water

through growth and demand. Increases in population, shifts in population

from inland to coastal areas and rising consumption have led to increasing

demands for water and water resources. Since water is limited in quantity
and recycled, efforts to keep up w'ith human needs have often resulted in

detrimental impact on the water environment.
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For example, increasing demands for food may lead to water shortages

due to irrigation. Lowered water qual ity because of soil, fertilizer and

pesticide run-off and the depletion of fish populations due to over-

harvesting also produce negative impacts. This in turn will affect the

physical, sociological and economic we11-being of people in the future.

Other demands for water and water resources  e.g. energy, recreation,

natural resources, transportation, defense! lead to similar repercussions.

Hhen the negative effects appear obvious or dramatic, some people

may only express concern whi le others may take action to correct the

problem. This is often the case, for instance, when people see oil

covered birds dying as a result of an oil spill or blowout. However,

the gradual deterioration of the water environment goes unnoticed by

most. For example, more oil enters the oceans from improperly disposed

waste oil from automobile crank cases and machines than from oil spills

or blowouts. �:286!. The run-off of petroleum chemicals from automobiles

and other land sources is approximately 24 times as great as petroleum

pollution from offshore drilling �: 1 3! . In addition, this less visible

pollution often impacts more on the water environment since it usually

affects the most productive area of the ocean, the coastal zone.

Pro~ectinct the Li imts

Our existence depends upon careful, planned use of oceanic and fresh

water resources. However, we are hindered in our efforts to protect and

responsibiy use the water environment by a 'lack of awareness about our

daily dependence on water, 1 imited knowledge about this important life

support system and lack of understanding about how society affects the water
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environment. lhe quality and quanti ty of future water resources depends

upon correcting these deficiencies. Marine and aquatic education repre-

sents one effort to address this very difficult and complex task.

AN OVERVIEW OF MARINE AND AQUATIC EDUCATION

Marine and aquatic education evolved from the science education

movement which was spurred by the launching of Sputnik I and the envi-

ronmental movement which was marked by Earth Day in 1970. The scope and

goals of marine and aquatic education encompass much more than its roots

indicate.

Dimensions of Marine and ~A uatic Education

art, music, literature, heri tage
oil, coal, wind, waves, tides, hydro,
solar. thermal, nuclear
pollution, development, over-use
lakes, ponds, rivers, swamps, estuaries,
seas, oceans
explorers, wars, shipbuilding, shipwrecks
wind, waves, currents, tides, erosion, coastal
processes, crustal evolution
physical, chemical
fishing, boating, swimming
shipping, world trade, canals, ports,
imports/exports
domestic, industrial, agricultural
temperature, preci pi tation, wi nd directions

Culture:

Energy Sources:

Human Impact:
Marine 8 Fresh Water Ecology:

Maritime and Naval History:
Physical Forces:

Properties of water:
Recreation:

Transportation and Commerce:

Uses of Water:
Weather and Climate:
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Much of our daily life is dependent upon water. Marine and aquatic

education must reflect this fact. The following list indicates some of

the various dimensions of marine and aquatic education. It is not intended

as a comprehensive outline but rather as a stimulus in thinking about the

broad scope of marine and aquatic education.



Efforts to educate people about the world of water should include

these and other elements and how they relate to ecological, political,

economic, sociological and technological concerns.

Definition and ~Ob ectives

With the foregoing material as a background, the question becomes,

What is marine and aquatic education? Goodwin and Schaadt �:6! wrote

one of the most accepted definitions:

Marine and aquatic education is that part of the total
educational process which enables people to develop a
sensitivity to and a general understanding of the role
of the seas and fresh water in human affairs and the
impact of society on the marine and aquatic environments.

The primary objectives of marine and aquatic education are:

* to develop a public which is aware of and knowledgeable
about the proper use, protection and conservation of
the oceans, coastal zones and fresh water resources
and,

* to motivate people to take part in decisions affecting
the sea and fresh water.

The major intent, therefore, is not to produce a nation of marine

biologists, oceanographers or hydrologists, but to develop a citizenry

which is "marine literate."

The above explanation raises three important points. First, by

using the term "marine and aquatic education," the definition addresses

the total water system. The popular term "marine education" fails to

explicitly include fresh water along with salty  marine! water. In

reality most marine educators include both; however, the major focus

usually remains on the marine environment.
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Second, the emphasis on the "total educational process" indicates

that this is not restricted to formal education. Aquariums, zoos,

nature centers and other environmental education centers offer many

nonformal opportunities for the general public as well as students to

participate in marine and aquatic education experiences. Organizations

and governmental agencies provide programs, materials and assistance.

In addition, the mass media help to increase awareness and knowledge

through news coverage, television serials, feature articles and pro-

ductions, public service announcements, and specialized publications.

Finally, the use of the word "education" emphasizes that this is

not a course, subiect area or discipline. Within formal education,

marine and aquatic education must shed its image as science or marine

science and become a theme which permeates the total curriculum.

Students who read Mobs D~cb. or Pagoo, write a report about the War of

1812, create their own fish recipes, estimate the average number of

organisms in an estuary, sing sea chanteys, draw their favorite marine

animal or investigate the effect of Lake Erie on climate are all

involved in marine and aquatic education.

FORMAL EDUCATION

Although many individuals and organizations support marine and

aquatic education through nonformal approaches. most of the emphasis

and efforts focus on formal education, beginning in kindergarten and

continuing through post secondary work. llarine and aquatic'
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education does not take the form of a course but rather that of a theme

which draws upon appropriate methods and materials to complement and

enhance existing educational goals and curricula. The following

discussion first demonstrates how marine and aquatic education helps

to meet the goals of environmental education and general education and

then describes ways in which it can be incorporated into the existing

curriculum.

Environmental Education

The basic aims of environmental education are to help individuals

understand the biological, physical, social, economic and political

dimensions of the natural and built environments and acquire the knowledge,
92

skills and values to make responsible decisions related to the future

quality of the environment. As one component of environmental education,

marine and aquatic education helps to meet these goals in two ways.

First, water-related issues of concern to marine and aquatic edu-

cation cannot be separated from concerns of other major components of

environmental education. For example, the alternative energy sources

studied in energy education all deal with water either directly  e.g.

tides, waves, ocean thermal! or indirectly  e.g. nuclear, wind, solar!.

When world hunger is discussed in population studies, the misconception

of the oceans as the future panacea for food and water shortages must

be corrected. Pollution-related activities must indicate the limitations

of ocean dumping and the dangers of improperly designed landfills.

Second, marine and aquatic education focuses on one of the major



life support systems- water � and its interrelationship with the other

systems- air, soil and life. Environmental education addresses all

four equally.

General Education

In a similar way, both environmental education and marine and

aquatic education help to achieve the goals of general education.

While people do not always agree on what constitutes these goals,

the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development published

the following list �:9-12! which represents one view of current thinking

in this area. It may be used to demonstrate how marine and aquatic

education contributes towards meeting many of the educational goals of

general education.

Goals of General Education

8asic skills
2. Self-conceptualization
3. Understanding others
4. Using accumulated knowledge to interpret the world
5. Continuous learning
6. Mental and physical well-being
7. Participation in the economic world of production

and consumption
8. Responsible societal membership
9. Creativity

10. Coping with change

These goals, or similar ones suggested by other educators, are

inherent in the primary objectives of marine and aquatic education identi-

fied in the preceeding section. In order for individuals to become aware

of and knowledgeable about the water environment and its related issues,

they must learn and practice basic skills, use accumulated knowledge to

interpret the world, and cope with changes in the water environment,
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especially those that result from human impact. In order for individuals

to take part in decisions affecting the sea and fresh water, they must

understand how each person' s decisions affect everyone else, exhibit

responsible societa'l membership, and understand how their participa-

tion in the economic world of production and consumption affects the

present and future water environment. Both of these major marine and

aquatic education objecti ves require lifelong learning.

In thi s way, the goals of mari ne and aquati c education correspond

closely to those of general education. Consequently, marine and aquatic

education efforts may readily complement existing curricula designed to

meet the goals of general education.

Because of the interrelatedness of marine and aquatic education

with general education and environmental education, it is reasonable to

ask if we need another ki nd of education, especially when the field is

already deluged with so many others  e.g. consumer education, global edu-

cation, citizenship education, career education!. The answer would be no

if any educational efforts were adequately meeting the need for marine

and aquatic education but they are not. Presently, schools appear to

emphasize the importance of land over water as evidenced by a notable

lack of water related examples, acti vities, units and courses in

the exi sting curriculum. L/ater seems to be taken so much for granted

that we fail to perceive the importance of it in the curriculum.
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Narine and aquatic education uses a variety of approaches for

incorporating water-related information, ideas and concerns into the

curriculum. These may be broadly identified as the example approach,

activity or unit approach, multidisciplinary theme approach, and

specific courses. Since teaching styles, curriculums, and philosophies

differ, educators may find one method more appropriate than another.

In the end, a comb~nation of these may lead to the best results,

With the ~exam 'le ~a roach, teachers use water-related examples in

place of or in addition to some of the land-oriented ones to teach the
same skills or concepts. For instance, instead of adding and subtracting

bushels of apples math students may be asked to add and subtract baskets

of fish. Or they could solve story problems about fuel efficiency or

distance-time rates of water transportation. For English, gramnar exercises

could contain sentences about water. Reading selections could inc'lude poems,

stories, books and other pieces with water themes or settings. These

kinds of substitutions and additions can easily be made in many subjects

to increase awareness about marine and aquatic ideas without detracting

from the teaching objectives of the discipline.

With the ~activit or unit ~a roach, the teacher uses one or more

marine and aquatic education activities or lessons to enhance and expand

upon an existing water-related idea or topic. As students study transpor-

tation systems in Ohio and their impact on the state's development, they

might construct a model of a lock system or use a water drainage map to

decide where they would have located Ohio's canals. In a world history

class, they could complete a unit on the role of the oceans in the spread

10
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of civilization. The activity or unit approach increases awareness,

knowledge and understanding by deliberately teaching about water as

it relates to the subject area.

With the ~a roach, teachers and students use

Finally. some schools and teachers prefer ~s ecific courses on a marine

related topic  e.g. oceanography, literature of the sea! or a one-time

marine education week. While these contribute to the efforts of marine

and aquatic education, they fail to include it as an integral part of the

skills and content information from several disciplines to investigate

a theme or topic. This method lends itself well to both individual

and team teaching. Students studying an estuary, for example, would

draw upon science, math, social studies and English as they use a

water testing kit, calculate averages or percentages, read a topographical

or aerial map, interview local people  hunters, fishers, industrialists!,

uSe diChOtOmOuS keyS and field guideS, read lOCal newSpaperS fOr eVidenCde

of land use conflicts, and observe and record signs of animals. An

individual teacher can lead this kind of study or a team of teachers

might coordinate a study of the oceans. For example, students in an

English class could read Pearl Buck's "The Big Have" as they study the

physical forces of water in a sci ence class, debate coastal zone manage-

ment i ssues in a social studi es class, calculate the rate of erosion

along the coastline in math class and draw seascapes in art class. By

drawing upon several disciplines, students not only use a variety of

skills and information but they also gain a more comprehensive understanding

of the world of water.



total educational process as is possible with the example. activity.

and multidisciplinary theme approach.

Regardless of the approaches used tp incorporate marine and aouatic

education into the existing curriculum, the success of any effort depends

heavily upon teachers. Most educators have neither the time nor the

resources to develop their own programs in marine and aquatic education.

Fortunately, Ohio has many resources sp that teachers do not have to

"reinvent the keel."

PEOPLE, PLACES AND MATERIALS

Ohio has many organizations, agencies and institutions which provide

a variety of services to educators including resource and curriculum

materials, planning assistance, teacher education programs and field

trips. Some of these relate to water in general while others empha-

size places, topics or issues of special interest to Ohioans. For

addresses and other sources of information, assistance and resource

materials nX listed below, see the appendices.

Ohio Sea Grant

Ohio Sea Grant is part of the National Sea Grant Program, which is

a federal program committed to the better understanding, use, management,

and protection of the resources of the seas and the Great Lakes. Similar

to other st te sea grant programs, Ohio Sea Grant has three components:

research which investigates resource and management problems of Lake Erie

and other water bodies; advisory services which convey these research

findings to the public; and education which provides resource informa-

tion and assistance to educators.
12
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The Ohio Sea Grant Education Office directed the development and

production of Oceanic Education Activities for Great Lakes Schools

 OEAGLS--pronounced "eagles" !. These 23 classroom activities for

grades 5-9 cover a variety of topics including world shipping, oil

spills, erosion, and the Great Lakes triangle. While many activities

are science oriented, other subject areas included are geography, social

studies, math, language arts, history, art and music. These allow students

to better explore the economic, political, social, scientific and techno-

logical dimensions of the role of the Great Lakes and oceans in Ohio.

Acti vi ty uni ts usually take two to three class periods to complete.

Materials include a teacher's guide and a student workbook which may be

duplicated. In addition to the OEAGLS activities, the office distributes

a quarterly newsletter entitled Middle Sea, conducts teacher workshops

and courses, sponsors resource centers at three locations  Ohio State

University, Bowling Green State University, University of Cincinnati! and

provides consultation services.

Similar services are available from other Great Lakes sea grant pro-

grams. In particular, the Michigan Sea Grant Curriculum group has developed

materials titled "Great Lakes Curriculum for Middle Schools." These are

comprised of five individual units: The Sea Lamprey in the Great Lakes,

Great Lakes Fishing in Transition, Water equality, Great Lakes Urban Com-

munities and Great, Lakes Shipping. Complete units may take 10-30 class

periods but most of the individual activities take one to three class

periods. Materials include filmstrips and tapes, slides, simulation

games, board games, wall maps and student materials for duplication.
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ooio ~oe artment of Education, Office of Environmental Education

For over 41 years, an environmental education consul tant has provided

assistance to Ohio teachers in elementary, secondary and teacher education.

Curriculum and resource materials, consultation services, and pre- and in-

service teacher programs focus on one or more of the interdisciplinary

themes included within the broad scope of environmental education  e.g.

energy, population, food, land use planning, ecology, conservation!.

Since marine and aquatic education is also a component of environ-

mental education, the Office of Environmental Education consultant has

been federally designated as the marine education coordinator for the State

of Ohio. In addition to the previously mentioned services, this person

also co-directs several of the Ohio Sea Grant projects.

State ~Aencies

Two state agencies directly influence the use and management of

water and water resources in Ohio, The Ohio Oepartment of Natural Resources

provides information and assistance about a variety of water-related topics

including coastal zone management, f~sh~ng, watercraft safety, ground water,

pond construction, glaciers and endangered aquatic species. The Ohio

Environmental Protection Agency distri butes brochures on public water

supply and waste water. It also responds to ~nquiries about water regu-

lations and their enforcement. Similar information is also avai lable from

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Center for Environmental Research

Informa tion located in Cincinnati.

14
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Universities and ~Cntle es

Local institutions of higher education have two kinds of offerings

useful to teachers. The first are content courses such as fresh water

ecology, oceanography and marine biology. A directory of marine and

aquatic content courses offered by Ohio colleges is available from

the Ohio Sea Grant Education Office. The second are graduate and

undergraduate method courses or workshops in environmental educa-

tion and marine and aquatic education. In addition, university

personnel and facilities may serve as a resource for teachers.

s and PlacesOther

COliC LUS ION

Ohio may not be located on the ocean but we are directly connected

to the Atlantic and the rest of the world by the Great Lakes and the

15

Numerous other resource people and places exist throughout the

state. Some of these focus on features which are special for Ohio. For

example, The Toledo Port Authority, the Great Lakes Historical Society

and AmShip  American Shipbuilding Company! could be used to teach about

Lake Erie, the Great Lakes and their connection to the Atlantic Ocean.

The lock system on the Ohio River and the Ohio River Museum could also

help teach about water transpo~tation and ocean connections. Roscoe

Village focuses on canals. Local zoos, aquariums, museums, parks,

historical sites and environmental education centers may address local

as well as general water-related topics. For more specific information,

see Appendix C.



Ohio River. In addition, we are indirectly connected in countless ways

on a day-to-day basis. Our lives are dependent upon water and the future

quality of our lives is dependent upon how well we understand, protect

and conserve our water resources. Ohio has the people, places and

resources for meeting the need for marine and aquatic educati on.

16
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APPENDIX A"

Sources of Information and Assistance

Educational Resource Information Center, Clearinghouse for Science,
Mathematics and Environmental Education  ERIC/SMEAC!. The Ohio
State University. 1200 Chamber Road. Room 310, Columbus, Ohio,
43212. A microfiche computerized collection of research and
resource documents of use to educators at all levels. ERIC is
located i n most universi ty libraries. Over 1500 documents have
marine education significance.

Marine Education Materials System  MEMS!. Microfiche computerized
collection of marine education material which is constantly
being updated. Obtain "The Guide to Marine Education Materials"
from Sea Grant Publications, VIMS, Gloucester Point, VA. 23602.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Department of
Commerce, Washington, D.C., 20230. For meteorological and
oceanographic information, contact the Office of Public Affairs.

National Marine Education Association, Virginia Institute of Marine
Science Education Center, Gloucester Point, VA, 23062. This
office can direct you to regional organizations and individuals
who can provide assi stance. NMEA publishes Current: Journal

cation art~re es.

20852. The Maryland office can give you information concerning
the nearest Sea Grant program and relevant Sea Grant supported
educational projects, The Sea Grant program is located in
thirty states; supported by federal/state funding it promotes
the wide use of marine resources through research, education
and advisory services.

Department of Education. The state marine education coordinator,
appointed by the chief state school officer, is available to con-
duct workshops, provide information and consult with educators.

Ohio

Office of Environmental Education, Ohio Department of Education,
65 S. Front Street, Room 811, Columbus, Ohio, 43215.

Department of Natural Resources. Fountain Square, Columbus, Ohio,
43224. For general information or educational ass~stance, contact
the Office of Public Information and Education. For specific
information, contact one of the divisions.  Geological Survey,
Natural Areas and Preserves, Parks and Recreation, Soil and Mater
Districts, Water, Watercraft, Wildlife!,

Ohio

+ Some of the information in this appendix was adapted from 5:5.
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Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, 361 E. Broad Street, Columbus,
Ohio, 43215. Contact the Public Interest Center, the Office of
Public Water Supply or the Office of Wastewater Pollution Control.

Ohio Sea Grant. Three branches provide research and education infor-
mation and assistance to Ohioans.
1! Ohio Sea Grant ~rorrram, Center for Lake Erie Area Research,

484 West T2th Avenue, Columbus, Ohio, 43210;
2! Ohio Sea Grant Extension ~Pro ram 1ocated at the above address

with Sea Grant area extension agents at three locations:
a! Lorain County Extension Office, 1575 Lowell Street . Elyria,

Ohio, 44035,
b! Lake County Extension Office, 99 East Erie Street, Painesville.

Ohio, 44077m and
c! Fremont Area Extension Center, 1401 Walter Avenue, Fremont,

Ohio, 43420; and
3! Ohio Sea Grant Education Office, 1945 N. High Street, Columbus,

5liio, 412~0

U.S. Coast Guard. For information on boating and pollution control,
contact Boating Safety. Ninth Coast Guard District Headquarters,
Federal Office Building, Room 2061, 1240 E. 9th Street, Cleveland,
Ohio, 44199.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Center for Environmental Research
and Information, 26 W. St, Clair, Cincinnati, Ohio 45268. Address
inquiries to "Public Information."
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APPENDIX 8*

Resource Materials

Childrens' Literature-Passa e to the Sea. N. Bagnall, 1980. Sea Grant/
~exas XSSM, Co lege tation, Texas, 77843. Gives ideas for hands-on

activities for learning stations which focus on three children' s
books � one for primary, one for upper elementary, and one for middle
school.

Coastal Problems and Resource ~Mana ement: A ~Secondar Social Studies
Course. Curriculum Research and Development Group, University of
Hawaii, Honolulu. 1979. Materials include a book Of readings,
student worksheets and a simulation game called Ostrich Bay.

Great Lakes Curriculum for Middle Schools. Michigan Sea Grant Curriculum
Team, cToar. aul liowak, Schonoao Natural Resources, Dana Building,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Michigan, 48109. Contains multi-
disciplinary units on the sea lamprey, fishing, water quality, urban
communities and shipping.

~Hi h School Marine Science ~Stud ~pro'ect  HMSS!. Curriculum Research and
Development Group, University of Hawaii, Honlulu. 19779. contains
10 chapters of activities which focus on three themes: fluid earth,
living ocean and technology.

Investi atin the Marine Environment: A Sourcebook. H. M. Weiss and
.1

Point, Groton, Connecticut, 06340.

t' t' the Marine Environment and Its Resources, V. Lien, 1979.
M Sea Grant Universsty Program, ~Co lege tation, Texas,

77843. Two volumes of interdisciplinary activities and information
on the Gulf Coast.

Marine Or anisms in Science Teachin . J. D. Hunt, ed. Texas A8M College
Program, oileg~e tation, exas, 77843. Contains supplemental,
hands-on investigations for a laboratory-oriented science program
for grades four through twelve.

Marine Science Education ~pro'ect. University of Maryland Sea Grant
Program, H JJJa.tterson Hall, Room 1222, College Park, Maryland.
20742, Three titles are avai lable: Food Webs in an Estuary, The
American Oyster, and Tides and Marshes.

North Carolina Marine Education Pro'ect. UNC Sea Grant College Program,
iDS DD9 1 Buildsng, 11CSU, Ra esgh. North Carolina, 27658. Five
volumes covering specific topics like coastal geology and history.

* Some of information in this appendix was adapted from 5:5.
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Northern New ~En land Marine Education Pro'ect. 1929. Sea Grant/College
of Education, Unsversity oaf fasne, rono, Maine, 04469. Over
fifteen volumes covering interdisciplinary topics like whales,
art, aquaculture, ships and aquariums.

Ocean Related Curriculum Activities  ORCA!. Sea Grant/Pacific Science
Ceneter eeaara~t, POO Inn Avenue~orth, Seattle, washington, 96109.
Over eight volumes covering specific topics from navigation to
Indians to beaches.

Oceanic Education Activities for Great Lakes Schools. Ohio Sea Grant
Education Office, lhe IChio State University, 283 Arps Mall, 1945
N. High Street, Columbus, Ohio, 432IO. Collection of twenty-three
multidisciplinary activities for grades five through nine on topics
like climate, erosion, pollution, shipping, and fish.

Pro'ect COAST. Sea Grant/University of Delaware. University of Delaware,
0~sard Hall, Education Building, Newark, Delaware, 19711.

Series of over 125 topic-oriented packages covering various topics
such as dune dances, marine stories and oysters, 1974.

"Sensing the Sea."  Grades Two-Three! E. Odell-Fisher and R. N. Giese,
1978. Virginia Institute of Marine Science, Gloucester Point,
Virginia, 23062. Contains hands-on elementary activities which
focus on the characteristics of the coastal area and the life
which exists there.

Smithsonian Estuarine Activities  SEA!. S. P. Gucinski, edfe 1979.
.. n

A series of activities investigating marshes and estuar ies.

The Source Book of Marine Sciences. S. Dobkin, ed., 1980. Florida
13ceanographsc Society, lYIY192iverside Drive, Stuart, Florida,
33494. Laboratory experiments of the oceans.

Met, Wi ld and ~Dec , the Ph sical Ocean. Institute for Marine and Coastal
Stusties/Sea Grant, C, Unsversrty Park, Los Angeles, California,
90007.
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APPENDIIf C*

Ideas for Field Trips and Other Educational Opportunities

Boat Rides

Canal Fulton: The St,. Helena I I, a full-size replica of a mule-drawn
Ohio freight barge  in town on SR 93!.

Cincinnati: Delta queen and Mfssissippi, steamboat tours of the Ohio
and Mississippi Rivers.

Cleveland: Goodtime II, sightseeing cruises on the Cuyahoga River and
and harbor  departs from E. 9th Street Pier!,

Coshocton: Monticello TI, canal boat rfde near Roscoe Village  on
SR 16 and 83 at jct. U.S. 16!.

Pi qua: A mule-drawn canal boat ride at the Piqua Historical Area  off
SR 66, 2'q miles north!.

Zanesvflle: The Lorena Sternwheeler, a replica of a turn-of-the century
sternwheeler on the Muskingum River  Putnam Landing dock on
Muskingum Avenue, ', mile from south end of 6th Street Bridge!.

Hfstorfca 1 Sites
Co~s octon: hoscoe Vi11age, a restored 19th-century Ohio-Erie canal town

 on SR 16 and 83 at jct. U,S. 16!.
Garrett,svil le: Hopkins Old Water Mil 1 �804!, an operating mil'I with

authentically reproduced water wheel  in town on SR 82!.
Put-in-Bay on South Bass Island in Lake Erie: Perry's Victory and Inter-

national Peace Memorial, commemorates the Battle of Lake Erie during
the War of 1BI2  reached by automobile ferries from Catawba or Port
Cl f n ton! .

I ndus t.rg

Lorafn; American Shipbuilding Company  AmShip Division! Lorafn Yard,
tours of shipbuilding and repair facilities �00 Colorado Avenue,
44052!.

Painsville: Morton Salt Company Fairport Mine, tour of facilities
 near mouth of Grand River!.

Toledo; AmShip, see Lora in, �245 Front Street, 43605!.
Locks

Musk ingum River: For information about locations, facilities and tours,
contact Muskingum River Parkway, Parkway Office, Box 2806, Zanesvil le,Ohio, 43761,

Oh>o Rfver: For information about locations, facilities and tours, con-tact U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Box 2127,
Huntington, West Virginia, 25721.

* Some of the information in this appendix was adapted from the 1981American Automobile Association Tour Book for Ohio.
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Museums

Cleveland: Cleveland Museum of Natural History  Wade Oval i n Univer-
sity Circle!.

Cincinnati: Cincinnati Museum of Natura 1 History �720 Gilbert Avenue
near the entrance to Eden Park!.

Columbus: Center for Science and Industry   280 E. Broad Street!,
Columbus: Ohio Historical Society  jct. I-71 and 17th Avenue!.
Dayton: Dayton Musuem of Natural History �629 Ridge Avenue!.
Fairport Harbor: Fairport Marine Museum �29 2nd Street!.
Marietta: Ohio River Museum and the W. P. Snyder, Jr., one of the first

all-metal, steam powered towboats on the Ohio River  Washington
and Front Streets!.

Vermilion: Great Lakes Historical Society Museum �80 N. Main Street!.

Natural Areas, Preserves and Parks

Many organizations own properties which contain lakes, streams,

marshes, bogs, estuaries ar other bodies of water. Some of these

organizations provide opportunities for individualized exploration

while others make available naturali sts or other personnel for guided

tours. For speci fic information contact:

Ohio Department of Natural Resources, the Divisions of Natural
Areas and Preserves, Parks and Recreation or Wildlife,
Fountain Square, Columbus, 43224.

The Ohio Historical Society, Interstate 71 and 17th Avenue,
Columbus, 4321l.

The Nature Conservancy, Ohio Chapter, 1504 West First Avenue,
Columbus, 43212.

Local Parks  city, county, metro!, nature centers, camps, environ-
mental education centers, school land labs.

Ports

Ohio has ports at five locations: Ashtabula, Cleveland, Conneaut,
Lorain and Toledo. Guided tours may be arranged at Cleveland
and Toledo Part Authorities.

Zoos

Aurora: Sea World, family entertainment, school programs and teacher
workshops � miles northwest on SR 43!.

Cleveland: Cleveland Aquarium, mari ne and fresh-water plants and
animals  off I-90 at E 72nd Street exit in Gordon Park!.

Cleveland. Cleveland Metroparks 2oo  in Brookside Park with entrance
off W. 25th Street!.
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Cincinnati: Cincinnati Zoological Gardens  exit 6 off l-75, following
signs to Vine Street and Erkenbrecher Avenue!.

Columbus: Columbus Zoo, with aquarium   at O'Shaughnessy Dam on SR 257
at 9990 Riverside Drive!,

Sandusky: Cedar Point's Oceana, performing dolphins and aquazoo  reached
by toll causeway off U,S, 6, 1O miles north of Ohio Turnpike exit 7!.

Toledo: Toledo Zoological Park, wi th a large fresh-water aquarium �
miles southwest on 0, S. 24 at 2700 Broadway!.

Youngstown: For Nature Center, semiaquatic terrarium and aquariums with
indigenous fi sh, p'fants and crayfish.

Miscellaneous

Casta'lia: Blue Hole, artesian spring of azure water of unknown depth,
trout exhibit, and fish � mile north on SR 269!.

Kel leys Island in Lake Erie: resort, grapes, quar ries, glacial grooves
 by ferry from Sandusky or Marblehead!.

Marblehead. resort, fishing center, light house, quarries.



OCCAS IONAt PAPERS

This is the sixth in a series of papers designed to provide

interested people with some current information about environ-

mental education. The occasional paper format was chosen because

it provides for rapid production and, therefore, timeliness. The

varied topics of these papers wi 11 allow them to be distributed

to different and specific audiences.

Other topics now being considered for publication are:

An Explanation of Appropriate Technology

School Land Laboratories: Their Use and
Development

Resident Outdoor Education: Some Program
Guidelines

Responsibilities of a School District
Coordinator of Environmental Education

Suggestions for other topics will be welcome.

Authors for these papers will be Ohioans both in and out of

the Ohio Department of Education and, therefore, the views eW-

pressed are those of the authors, and not necessarily those of

the Ohio Department of Education.
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APPENDIX G

Comprehensive Evaluation Form

for Awareness Workshops
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Marine and Aquatic Education Teacher Workshop
Evaluation Form

The leaders hope this has been a beneficial experience for you. We tried to plan It so it would be
the most useful in your present teaching responsibility. Please give us information that wIII
improve the workshops we are planning in the next two years for other teachers throughout Ohio.
They will benefit from your candid responses. Thank you.

Your grade anchor subject

!

helpful, relaxed, enjoyable, or the opposites. What should we do to change or improve it?

2. Please teli us if we have helped you increase your knowledge about and understanding of Marine
and Aquatic Education and the need for it in the curriculum of Ohio's elementary and secondary
schools. What else would be helpful?

BKIU8GEE
preparing future marine and aquatic education activities you will want to do with your students,
What else woukf be helpful?

4. What else did we do well? Not so well? Your comments wilt help us to do a better job for
teachers from all over Ohio.

5. Do you feel that Lake Erie is an appropriate topic for incfusion in your curricula? Has your
opinion on this changed as a result of this workshop? Explain.
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APPENDIX H

Sample Syllabus

for Implementation Workshop
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ED 727P01

3 credits
Workshop in Marine and Aquatic Education

COURSE SYLLABUS
Sprf.ng 1983

Instructors

Dr. Victor J. Mayer, Professor of Science Education and Geology, OSU
Portner, Assf.stant Professor of Natural Resources' OSU

283 «ps Hall, 194' N. High St., Columbus, Ohio 43210
�14! 422-4121

~Ob ectives

Participants will:

1. learn information about Ohio's waterways and the world's oceans;

2. participate in activities useful for teaching water-related concepts
in the arts, science and social studies;

3. study the current status of biological and physical resources of
the seas and the beat Lakes;

4. design classroom activities that lead to an understanding of the
importance of water in the history, culture and economy o4 Ohio and
the nation;

S. particf.pate in field experiences along the Lake Erie shore.

A. The World's Oceans

1. In f o rmat ion

a. Origin of the ocean basins and contfnents
b. The water of the oceans

c. The influence of the oceans on weather and climate
d. The life of the oceans

The influence of the oceans on art, history and culture

2. Teaching materials

Materials of the Crusral Evolution Education Project
Materials developed by agencies such as National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Adminstration, Project ORCA and Project COAST
Audio visual materf.als
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B. The Great Lakes

l. Inf ormat ion

a. Origin of the Lakes
b. Characteristics of the lakes
cd Effects on the lakes on history and culture of the area
d. Economic importance of the lakes

2. Materials

a- Naterials developed by Michigan and Minnesota Sea Grant
b. Selected materials of Ohio Sea Grant
c. Audio visual materials

C. Lake Erie and Ohio Rivers

1. Informat ion

a. Lake Erie

l. Its development and characteristics
2. Its effect upon the State's history
3. Its economic importance

b. The Ohio River and Its Tributaries

l. Origin and characteristics
2. Their Uses

2. Materials

a. Teaching materials developed by Ohio Sea Grant
b. Other teachi~g materials

Text Materials

Ohio Department of Education, "Marine and Aquatic Education," Environ-
mental Education Occasional Paper II6, August, 1981.

Ohio Sea Grant, Oceanic Education Activities for Great Lakes Schools,
a series of 23 activities and teachers'guides containing background
information on various topics and teaching strategies.

Selected articles from current literature.

References

Goodvin, Harold L ~ Americans and the World of Water . University of
Delaware Sea Grant Program, Nevark, 1977.

Evaluation will be based on

Attendance and participation

2. Compler ion of an activity

70X
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Lafferty, Michael B., editor. Ohio's Natural Herita e The Ohio Academy
of Science, Columbus, 1979.



ED 727P01
Schedule o f Classes

Spring 1983

Date Activities~To ic

3/29 Overview of Marine
and Aquatic Education

Introduction to Sea
Grant

Geography of the Great
Lakes

KP-14

4/5 EP-1Effect of large water
bodies on weather
and climate

Water level change in
Lake Ex'ie

EP-16

4/12 No Class

4/19 Film
EP-3

CEKP

Origin of the Great
Lakes

Formation of Ocean
Basins

4/26 EP-11

discussion
ORCA

Life in Sea and Lakes
Economics of fisheries
The great whales

5/3 Problems of oceans and
Lakes

Polution
Acid rain
Sea lamprey

5/10 Impact of the seas on
cultural heritage

music
arts
language

Film
songs
Discussion

EP � 15

EP-13

The Rule of Lake Erie in
the Nation's History

Shipping on the Lakes
and oceans

5/17

Field trip-Cleveland
Lake front

5/21

5/24

slide presentation EP-4
meal

5/31 Marine Resources

Seafood Smorgasboard

105

Law of the Sea
Whaling

Slide

presentation
Film

EP-23

Minnesota S.G.
Michigan S.G.

EP-21

slide presentation
EP-17

KP-20

KP-22
slide preseqtation
ORCA

Environmental
Education f6

EP-2
"Lake Erie and

the Islands"
215-223

KP-5

Project Paragraph
EP-6

KP-7
EP-10

EP-19 WJ
EP-9

"Life of the Lake 6
Islands" 224-235

KP-8
KP-12
"State of the

Lakes"

EP-1.8
"Images for a Sea

People"



SUGGESTED ACTIVITY FORNAT

l. Title

2. Instructional Goal: the main concept or idea.

3. Objective: the behaviors the students should achieve.

4. Introduction: reasons why students should do the activity;
interest grabber.

5. Procedures: steps the students perform in order to accomplish
the obJectives.

6. Evaluation: how the students will be evaluated; did the students
achieve the objectives?

April 19: a paragraph summarizing your activity and appropriate
grade level.

Nay 31: completed activity due

SUGGESTED TOPICS

1. Water Sports

2. Legends of the Sea

3. Sea and River Paintings

4. Literature of the Sea and Rivers

5. Songs of the Sea

6. Human Life Under the Sea

7. Problems in Uses of the Coastal Zone

B. Life in the Sea and Rivers

9. Transportation on Seas and Rivers

10. Sea Battles; Lake Battles

15. Settlements along Coasts and
Rivers

16. Others by request

11, Uses of Water

Types of Ships and Ship Building

13, How Seas and/or Lakes were Formed

l4. Sea and Lakes as Energy Resources

106

7. Resources and Ref erences: for students and teache r s.

8. Extensions: additional assignments and enrichment sc tivities  optional! .

DEADLINES
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OHIO STUDENTS' KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES ABOUT THE
OCEANS AND GREAT LAKES'

ROSANNE %' FORTNER, School of Natural R sources, The Ohi ".arc Univcrairy, Cot i ribs. OH
432 lo

VICTOR J Ii4AYER. Science and Mattrrmarrca Education, The Ohio Srare Uniivrarty, Columbas, OH
432 l0

A8STlMCT, h program co develop instruccional materials For implementing marine and
aqu i:ic education in Ohio middle scho,.'s was beoun by Ohio Sea Grant in 19 i, This
«as followed 3 years lacer by a grant to dissemrn che materials ro schools in 0"..io, To
derermine the effect veness of che dissemination process a baseline scudy was <oh.ucted
in che autumn of 1980. The survey obcained information on atcicudes and kno» ledge of
the Great Lakes and oceans from fifth and ninth grade students in ran.,'r mly selecced
schools within 3 arbitrarily determined zones: the lake region, the cenrral region and che
Ohio River region. In addition, students responded co iceins to determine their percep-
tions of' che sources of cheir knowledge,

Students exhibited lo« levels of kno»ledge oF marine and aquaric coi.ics, «ith ti..c
poorest performance in those topics related ro the humanities. The ninch graders s' ared
significantly higher on all copies, Knowledge scores were relaced to acticudes and nigh
scorers had more positive attitudes than low scorers. Students in the lake region d:d not
have appreciably more»ater re!. d exper ences than those students in the other
2 regions. In both grades television was rated the most importanr source of
aquatic information.

A similar survey was begun in September of 1983 . -.~on cornpleticn of the dissem-
ination project. Any changes in r .nth graders' kno» .e and at'.irudes can in part
be accributed to the program. p: .vided t:frh graders behaviors have noc changed
appreciably.

  iHIOJ. SCI. 83 i ! !: 218-22'. 1983

'Manuscript received ! November l982 and in
rcviied form 28 Starch l983  it 82-"!
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INTR ODUCTIA V

The OAice oi' ~ ~ errant, «~thin the Na-
cional Oceanic anu Atmospheric Adrni.:.-
cration, supported a study resulting iri u
paper published in 1978 on the need tor
marine and aq 'i. education in the na-
tion's schools  Goodwin and Schaat l9 8!.
The paper provided a definition of' marine
and aquaric education as a component of
environmental education. The con<ensus
oF those contributing to che study was chat
since Earth Day, environmental concerns
have resulted in an increased awareness of'
our air quality. mineral resources, dr nk-
ing»ater and landscape. buc too oFten thc
critical role of the oceans has been ignored,

iX'hat do our children kno» abo -. the
worlo's oceans.' %'hat are their art;tudes
to»ard them.' These quet iona mwt be
answered for educacors tu be able t; sup-
p irt the need for programs in .-. arinc
and aquaric education and to effect sell
design such programs Fortner and Teates
�980! conducted a study of childrtn in
Virginia. a coastal state, and <on;!uded
that "... some improvement in tht level
of srudenr knowledge about che ocean is
desirable, and specific ocean study co rses
have not been sho»n to be signific ntf!
related to marine kno»'ledge or arti: ries.
Given chis information. ir is recorrmended
thar subject matter rica iing» ith the ocean
be inFused into existing <urricula ..

The 06<e of Sea Grant funded Oh: Sea
Grant in 19 to develop teaching rt aterr-
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als for studencs in grades five through nine
oF Ohio's schools, The need for this devel-
opment project was in part based on the
results of a survey conducted by Howe and
Price �976k The survey was completed by
about 30 students from each tenth and
each twelfth grade class m 40 selected
Ohio high schools. % hile results «liffered
within and between schools, the data indi-
cated that most studencs had positive atti-
tudes regarding the oceans, recognized the
importance of rhe oceans in the future of
che United Scates, and were aware of re-
lated environmencal problems. On the
ocher hand, most lacked factual and con-
ceptual knowledge about the oceans and
other bodies of warer

In designing the development prolecr,
Ohio Sea Grant staff tele chat high qualiry
teaching materials, focusing on factual and
conceptual information about the oceans
and the Greac Lakes, isould bc a first step
in facilicating increased learning among
Ohio's school children about the marine
and aquacic environments. Consistent wirh
che recommendations o.' Fortner and Teatcs
�980k che macerials 'eveloped were to be
supplementary, 2-5da> modules, and in-
fused into exisring curricula, Because of'
che srructure of Ohio schools, it caas felr
this could best be accommodated ac the
mtddle school or jun:or high school level.
The modules were collectively ticled
Oceanic Education kcttvities for Grear
Lakes Schools  OEAGLSL

None ol che studies previously cited
dealt «ith documer.'.ing studen~ back-
ground in marine anc aquatic education
during the rniddle school years, nor did
they attempt to derermine changes in
such knowledge and actitudes over a
period of tilne.

The scudy was desianed to ansiacr che
following quescions: i 1> W'hac do Ohio
Fifth grade and mnth grade childten know
abour the oceans an-' the Great Lakes.'
�! Hoca does cheir knowledge change over
the intervening four years of schooling?
�! 'X'hat are che artitudcs of Ohio cirrh and
ninch graders coward che oceans and co-
ward Lake Erie? �! H. tt do these arritudes

change over the intervening four years of
schooling? {5! %'hat do children perceive
as their sources of knowledge regarding the
oceans and the Greac Lakes? �! Do these
perceptions change over che intervening
four years? Fortner and Testes   1980! found
thac students who lived in close proximicy
to the coast had higher knowledge scores,
h Further quescion to be answered in the
Ohio stsrvey was whether chis "proximity
effect" was found also in relation to the
Lake Erie shoreline.

SURVEY DEVELOPhf ENT
Each of rhe survey instrumenrs consisted of

3 parts' a knowledge componenr, an actirudc assess
mene, and an experience inventory. A pool of 86
knowledge irems wai developed from those used in
rhe earlier Ohio scuds.. che Eortncr and Teares I 19RO!
scudy in Vrrginta, and a study conducted by Dela-
ware Sea Grant ILeek 19801 Addinonal gems were
developed by staFF ot' che Ohio cea Granr OEAGLS
prolate The encire ~l was reviewed by a panel
at 12 expects in marine hisrory, fisheries. and geog-
raphy lcems vere revised based an the experts'
suggesrions The pool was divided inro 4 cescs
and administered io i3 fifth grade srudencs and
Rtl ninrh grade students from a suburban Coluinbus
school sysrem.

Students were asked ro mak«ommenrs on each
item relating to che language used and its difficulty.
In addition. a random sample ot fifth graders was
selecred and tnrervreaed about irems Teachers were
also asked to commer.: on each irem These informal
comments were used ro modify irems ro make chem
undersrandable co fi. h graders ln addicion, item
analyses were performed on each of che 4 pilor
versions of che curvet A Final irem pool af 63 irems
survived che piloc procedures These items aero
dividecf among 3 forms 5tx items were selected as a
core and were included on all 3 forms. These items
were of a broad. general nature and appeaced m be
of greater iugnificance chan most of rhe orher irems.
The remaining 5 acre caregoriaed by cancenc
area and chen equa'!v assigned from among che
3 areas ot science, sa ial studies, and humanicies to
each ot che 3 farms. making a cata! ot 23 knowledge
icems on each

The semantic difrerennal formac was selecred for
the assessmenr of art.mdes. Tao reierenr concepts
were used. "TIte Ckeans" and 'kake Erie" Ten
adieccival pairs we:t selecred t'or use wirh the
2 conceprs. The pairs represenred che 3 dimensions
of' pocency. evaluation, and acrivicv h panel of
6 individuals crtrtqued che scale. and minor re-
visions acre made The third romponcm of chc
sursry was a series c; items ta derermine srudenc
percepciaru of cheir somces ot knowledge regarding
the oceans and the Great Lakes Th. items developed
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by porrncr and Testes �980> «ere slightly modi-
fied and used with this survey. The same ~ rtrtudc
nems snd cxpenence items sere used on each of
che 3 forms

Additional informacion sbour each school's geo-
graphic and economic sctcing snd about the class in
which the survey «as conducced eras obtained
chrough ~ questionnaire completed by the teacher.
This inFormation ass used to verify wherher in-
structions acre  olloaed in rhe selection uc classes.
lt alro provided dsca on che soci~onomtc scarus o 
the groups involved Jn this survey,

ln identifying rhc sample for chc study, che State
o  Ohio was split inco 3 regions. Those counties
located aiithin 50 nulcs of rhe Lake Eric shore com-
prised the "lake region;" those within 50 miles of
che Ohio River, rhe "river region," and the re-
mairung count~as, the "cenrral region." Two liars
«ere compiled by tegion, one wich schools having
filth grads classes. and onc «ich schools having
ninth grade classes, A 4% random sample of che
fi ch grade schools was selected in each region. Since
chrre are fe~er ninrh grade schools because of cheir
genetally larger site, a I0% random sample was
chosen from rhese schools. Thu rcsulced in a sample
o  120 Fifth grsdi schools snd 110 ninch grade
schools. A lerter a at sent io rht principal of each ol
rht selected schu>ls explaining rnc nature of che
srudy and o tenng sn invicarion io participate. Each
pnncipal wss asked to Iisc che teachers in the school
~ c thc Fifth ot iiiiicll grade lc'ieI iri alphabetical order
and to select rhe ttachcr st rhe middle oF the Iisr to
bc rhc adminisirsror of the crsr. The teacher s name
«as rheo icni ro rh«nvesrigsrors Thc suriei mate.
risls «ere sent rO hai ceachtr airh a requtcr rO ust
chem in tht reav ui s Iasi ciass of che dal snd on
of befort' s terrain date.

Each 'tcacller rcL iivcd siitfle icni survey forms for a
class o  nudenrs They acre arranged sequentially
by form within ihe ser receucd by rhe teacher, so
rhai a third oi rhc students in each class received

forn. A, a rhitd form 8, and the remainder received
form C.

hNALYSLS OF DATh
Results were received from 79 of the

originally selecced fifth grade schools, a
66% response, and from 68 of the origi-
nally selected ninth grade schools, a 62~sr
response. Torals ol' 1,887 fifch grade
students and l,yg'- ninth grade students
parricipared in cl . s rvey.

The proportion of non-responding
schools was relatively high despire tht' f'act
chat inrenaive eflnrtS uvre mOunted ta Ob-
tain responses re~in the original sample.
Original respons rates varied between a
low of 59.0% Irocn ninth grade river
schools ro a high of 84. 6% from fifth grade
central schools, lt appeared chat re-
spondents differed in some respects from
non-rcspondents. For example, ic was
morc likely thar non-respondent schools
were from urban areas. This was partictt-
larly rrue of the river region. One factor
+as the strike of Cincinnati teachers ca hich
occurred during rhc testing period. Some
caution tnusc be exercised, therefore, in
generalizing the results ot the study, espe-
cially rhose from rhe river region.

Table 1 indicaces che number ol' par-
riciparing schools represencing each com-
municy cypc and whether the funding
source was public or private. hfost of
thc sch ols in both grades were public
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schools. hll types oF community settings
were»ell represenced in che samples for
each grade, although the proporrions of
schools in each setting varied bet»een
grade level and area.

hmong the responding teachers, about
60% of the ninth grade teachers indicared
that they complied with che request ro give
the survey in their last class period v ithin
the range of dates allo» ed. Determination
of the time of day used by mosc of che fifth
grade teachers could noc be cnade since
mosr had self-contained classes. In ap-
ptoxirnately 14% of ninth grade classes,
ceachers or principals noted that che survey
«as given in the class in which it could
best serve as a learning experience co sup-
plemenr the curriculum. Most apparently
saw this experience to be relared co science,
and accordingly the most commonly re-
ported sublect area for survey adrninis-
cration was the science class �6% oFninrh
grade l.

Five non-white racial categories acre
represented among scudtncs reseed.
Eighty-rwo percenc of the non-white filch
graders and 90% of the non-white ninth
graders wert black. Because of' the predorni-
nance of one race, the 5 categories»ere
collapsed for analysis into a single non-
white category.

Since response to che survey was divided
over 3 forms of che knowledge resr and
rherefore obtained from 3 differenc groups
of students, it was necessary co assure the
equivalence of the groups in order co com-
bine results across cest forms. The Cross-
cabs analysis of' rhe Statistical Package ior
che Social Sciences  SPSS! «as used co gen-
eratt a chi-square analysis of response fre-
quencies by grade on the 6 items common
co forms h, B, and C. No significant dif-
ferences occurred  p < .05! between che
means of the 6 items on the 3 Forms, con-
firming che equivalence of the 3 groups.

The Item hnalysis program of che Sta-
ristical hnalysis System  SAS!»as used co
tabulace response frequencies for each
knowltdge item by grade b> region, and co
produc~ total test statistics, Since the

items var~ed greatly in their content, sub-
cest scores were calculated for che . subject
areas of science, social srudies, and humani-
ties. The KR-20 reliabilicies for cht fifch
grade respondents on rhe 3 versions ol the
test ranged from 0. 3$ co 0. 47. Because of
che low reliabilities, no analysis of the
fifth grade data beyond means and stan-
dard deviacions was performed, For ninth
grade respondents the reliabilities ranged
From 0.56 co 0.69.

To assist in analysis of accirudes a panel
oF reviewers was selected from among indi-
viduals involved in marine educacion in
formal kindergarten through college set-
tings and informal education programs.
Panel meinbers «ere aslced co indicate
what they considered to be che most posi-
tive response co each attitude item The
items»ere then recoded for anal>sis so char
"posicive" would al» avs be ac che high end
ot the scale of possible responses. Descrip-
rive staciscics were calculaced for each item
and for total atcitudes about Lake Erie and
the ocean.

The first 32 questions in che experience
portion of the survey dealt «ith the wide
range of experiences thought to i''Iuence
knowledge or attitudes abouc water envi-
ronments. Frequencies and means were
calculated by region for the ind:vidual
items co determine «.herher proximicy co
water was related co the frequency ot each
experience. h stepwi se multiple regression
analysis «as conducted to determine
whether any of the experience vanables
could serve as predicrors for kno»ledgt
scores. For those char appeared to be re-
lated, Tukey's tesr oi che mean was applied
co assess the direction and strength of
che relacionship.

The final item in the experience profile
asked for the type of inFormation sources
students felt was most important in ceach-
ing chem about the oceans and Great
Lakes. Studenc choices of information
sources were compared by region. race.
sex, knowledge score, and attitude mean
using Pearson's correlacion, This series
of correlations was designed to indicate
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firs~ whether students «ith different de-
mographiC CharaC~eriS~~cs were utt!izing
diffcrcn«nforrnation sources, and second,
«hich source was re!aced to higher knowl-
edge scores and more positive attitudes.

An anal ysi s of'variance indicated che si-
niftranCe Of differenceS amOng knnwieo>r
scores according to region, race and sex of
respondents. Pearson's product-moment
correlation «as used to decermine «.hether
there was a relacionship between knowl-
edge scores and atticudes. This process was
repeated tor high scorers � R 6,'%! and
!ow scorers � s 33'; i.

RESULTS

Fifth graders answered 38cx oi' che ques-
tions about the oceans and Great Lakes
correccty, and ninth graders ans«ered 48',r
correcrly  table 2! When subtest scores
were cakulared, It «as found that ninth
graders' kno«'ledge' of aquatic co.;cepcs in
MC a! Studiea ia abnut the Same as rhar in
science. about 509 correct. kno«ledge of
warer-related !iumaniries conceprs,
ever. is considerably lower ''. e!. Among
fifth graders, the highest scores were made
on the science subtest   ! ~r f and the low-
est on hum ani t i vs   32 r f.

K no« ledge scores «. rc sho«n to .
niticantly re!ared to art«udcs  p   .Itvl I,
and the data in table 3 illustrarc thar high
scorers have more posirive attitudes rhan
!ow scorers.

VVhen specific aitirude items «cre ex-
amined in relation to knowledge scores, it
«as tound that those «:ho scored higher
were also those who felt that Lake Erie and
the oceans were important and valuable.

KtteL rrdtri tt/ veatai aad Ger Lrkri far tata ' tait
aad b! kattt 8 ',i .at<rit-,

Taecs 3
Rrlatrttrtihtp rf tttartar attd aqtrartr kava tsdgt aad

aniradsi a hnrradi rxttaat bk katttt lrdtx let«'

High Io«
A f srorers sea rers

Grade sr dents  x E 6'=- ~  x < 33 !

5 349 l 6 349
N 0 a 20 688

9 l,29 3.3< 3 20
N 496 20 289

'Maximum positive attttttdt

Overal!, attitudes toward the oceans were
more positive rhan those co«ard Lake Erie,
even among residents of the !ake region.

An analysis or' variance «as per!ormed
co idencirv rc'.. r;onshtps cet«ecn de-
rr,ographic fact. - and kno«ledge scores.
lslain effects «ere significanr  p < .001!
for region and race in grade five and for
region, race and scx in grade nine. Speciri-
cal!y, white students in coascal areas scored
higher in txr.'. grades ln the ninth grade,
males outscored females. For rhe ninth
grade there «as also csidence of an inter-
action ber«een region and scx  p < .05!
suc h that regional differences occurred pri-
marily among males.

Students in the lake region did not ap-
pear to have appreciably morc experience
with water related activities than .'-;- river
or cenrral groups Fifth graders gc.- ally
reporrcd lo«er frequencies or such; c;ivi-
ties except for chose  hac ir:i ed re
books or magazines. The fir:oi graders �
expressed a grearcr interest in learning
more about the oceans and Great Lakes.
QueS ion .'3 Of the experienCe Inventor5
collapsed thc preceding items inro 5 cate-
gOries. RespOnSeS On thiS Item .',;rade are
reported as figure l In botn . -des the
category ref movies and television «as sc
lecced mcist frequently as being the most
importanr sour.e o  information about the
oceans and Great Lakes. Classroom experi-
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ences «ere more frequently chosen by fifth
graders, as were non-formal inscicutions oF
learning such as museurns. lt is incerescing
to note thar fifth graders, though they
claiined to have been frequent readers of
magazines, did noc select chat category as
a major knowledge source.

Because Forcner and Teates �980! re-
ported chat 3 experiences were sho«n to
have a particularly scrong posiciie re-
lationship to marine knowledge, the same
3 experiences, the nuinber of Cousteau
programs seen on television, frequency of
reading Xarronul Geographic, and ability to
swim, were examined in this study. For
the ninth grade data a scepwise mulriple
regression analysis identified nearly che
sam e variables, subs ti cut i ng im ari anaf
Wild/sf> as che magaxine, as accouncing
collectively for 13% of the variance in
knowledge scores. Using Tukey's tesc it
was found thar knowledge scores «ere sig-
nificantly higher with more experience in
each of the activities.

DISCUSSION

The scudencs tested had low levels of
knowledge regarding marine and aquatic
topics. The magnitude of this problein is
illustraced by che responses of students
when asked to identify Lake Brie oo an
outline map of the Great Lakes. Oriiy 60@

of the ninth graders and 46% of che fifth
graders correccly identified Lake Erie.
Other questions indicated a lack of knowl-
edge abouc the presence of PCBs in fish
�9% correcc in grade nine>, how much of
the «orld's food comes from the ocean
�0% correct!, and «here energy comes
Frocn for life in che sea �5% correct!.
These topics are among the basic concepts
thar Picker   1982! compiled as the experts'
concensus on a "Conceprual Scheme for
hquacic Studies,"

Ochecs of chose concepts Fared «ell. In
the ninth grade, 54~i knew what plankton
are, 65% chose ships as che cheapesc crans-
port method for certain routes, 75% were
aware of reasons «hy marine fossils are
Found on some mounraincops, and 60%
could identify the binding inrerest of
OPEC countries. Such information is irn-
portanr as a basis for responsible decisions,
and the levels of kno«ledge indicated are
encouraging.

The poorest performance occurred on
items related to humanities, indicating
char students are not encountering, or at
least not remeinbcring, informarion on the
seas' and lakes' importance in our culcure.
While such informarion is perhaps not as
important in the building of informed
decision-makers as is the scientific, his-
toric and economic value of waterways, ex-
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posure to the cultural aspects can be a
life-enriching experience. Exposure to this
information also helps in inforcning stu-
dents of the pervasive impact of the «orld
of warer in all aspeccs of human life and
therefore can have implications in demon-
stracing the importance ol decisions on
water-related politics.

That ninch graders scored significancly
higher on knowledge than fifth graders
may be cause for opcimism. This study has
demonstrated a correlation between higher
knowledge and more positive atticudes
about the imporcance and value of'»ater
systems. Formal and intormal experiences
over che 4-year period between thc grades
are apparently producing desirable changes
in the school population. If we can identify
which of those experiences are the most
effective information sources, then their
use can be maximized to improve kno«l-
edge about the water»'orld.

Thus, an important aspect of chi:; port
iS a COnsiderariOn Of wher- tne sut lects'
information might have ur:inateci. The
largest percenrage of the suble:cs Felt they
got their information from movies and
television. The demogra=hrc factors shotvn
co be relaced to knowle.,e scores «; c re-
gion and race in grade fisc, with sex also
relaced in grade nine. An opportunity
factor may be involved in che regional
"proximity effect," with more aquacic ex-
periences available in the coastal region,
and a historic factor of dominance by «hire
males in water-related careers may also be
related. Combining these possibilities
»ith the additional related f'actors of
» arching Cousteau programs, reading
~Vzrrorrral rivi ldli jr and being able ro s« tm,
it is nor difficult co surmise che influ-
ence ot socioeconomic factors on aquaric
knowledge. Better clues to socioeconomic
influences «ould bc measures of family in-
come and education level which were nor
collected in this srudy but should bc
included in fucurc research,

This scudy has served the Ohio Sea
Grant Educacion Office as a baseline of
mannc and aquatic kno«ledge and atti-

cudes and therefore as a guide to whse in-
forrnation should be provided in curricu-
lurri materials and.or teacher training. It
has shown that «ater-related knowledge,
actitudes and experiences in a midwestern
stace are very similar to those in a coastal
state such a.«'irginia, It has also suggested
ocher mecharusms besides kindergarten
through h.gh school educacion as inl; rrna-
cion vehici .' and has thus served as lusti-
fication for projects involving radio and
museurns as dissem:nation media. Finally,
the survey will be treated as a pretest
which preceded a 3-year program of
teacher education in marine and Great
lakes educat:n, grades five through nine.
Repeating tne survey in che 1983-g4
school year, »ith a ne«. sample chosen in
the same way, should indicate «hecher this
information has been passed on co the
teachers' classes to che extent that ninch
grade scores are substantially higher than
the pretest scores. In the posttesc the fifth
grade «'ill serve ai a comparison group,
since chat grade level and belo» will be
mtnttnal'.y impacted by the teacher educa-
tion p .gram and OEAGLS macerials In
chac regard, this stuoy «ill serve as a
summative evaIuation for boch projects,
ncKNOKI.FDGMs>Ts This study was supporced
by Ohio Sea Granr through t' nding from the 'Na-
cianal Oceanic and Armospheric Administration.
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F'1LUT c3F A bYbTEM k'QR CALLI.'r'TING DAIf.Y
r.LA~".~ROOM DATA r'!N LEARNING BY USING MI CROCUMPUTKRB

ver'.i 1 stlid ies 1'r<ive reported on the devel opmerit of the
>ritensive time series desigri which allows monitoring class
a C 1'i i e v e ni e rl t a n d a t t 1 t u 6 e S O r'i a d a 1 1 y b a S i S   Mayer a n d M 0 n 1C
198.5! . The sy.,teni l nvolves the administration to each student in

lass of a few objective items ori each of the characteristics to
l>e measured. Total administration time takes less than fi.ve
rniriutes ar>d t,ypical ly occurs at the end of the class period. It
has beeri used t.o m<on1 t or coricept achievement in six studies. The
resul.ts hav . beeri consisterit, indicating the validity c>f
design by showing no effect of frequency of testing upon the data
 May~r and R<ojas, 198~!. The discriminati.on of the design has
also b en demonstrated; that is its ability to yield dat.a that
dis<'riminates between the learriing patterns of two dii'ferent
grviips o f' ..hi 1 d r' n   Farn swor th arid Mayer, 1 984 ! .

Ka=h of the studies has yielded information on learning
patterns <-t>rrsi;iterit with current understandings of learning and
s. me iritrl gui ng new iiif ~rmatir ri suggestive of .,<>me post- treatment
improvement i» uriderstanding, In the Far»sworth and Mayer study,
for exampl i, ach i r. vement in urir3ers tariding of plate tectonics by
chi ldreri i>perating at the formal cognitive level continued stable
or ac elez aCed several days into the post-treatmerit phase. This
was not tru -. f those children at the concrete cognitive level.
Kwon and Mayer, 198.', reporte<..l on a meth d f r identifyirig and
des ribing what they have called the "rnomeritum effect" . The
desi gri has a 1 sv prioduced interpretable data on att itudes .

Thus lar, data have been colle .ted through the use of paper
arid p.neil instrurner>ts. This has beeri very unsatisfactory
because of the time r>ceded t< i assemble the instruments and to
admi nist r them, st,uil «ts err ors in c ding their respcrise and
ornber.- ome methods c>f handi irig the data. To over< orne these

>bst,«cles the iise of micrt>computers for. collecting data was
irivest ig;-it.ed, Tlris i s a report of two pi 1~>ts of the microcom-
!>ut er svst.em that. was itev<,;1<. ped i' or use iri <so 1 le<�'ting c1assrooln
d <f a f or 't hj s d<", igri,

1><.s<'ri ~>t i on <o f Micro<'omputer System
A . >y s terri wa -. d< ve 1 oped wh i ch u st s seve ra t microcomputers f c>r

j>i'".>ent i rig tli' <guestiuris and cr i. 1 er tirig the response dat a. It.
»::i st:; -. f t wo <computer programs. The f irst i s an auth' r irig

<ji:",1. f oi pr>-.par'i rig up ti> two i tern pools of 80 it.em eac h. The
j I < ir>'-, iri r a -.!> p ><o l cari he < ategori Red ori t w > dimensi. >ns, g,, by
taxor><>n}i < 1 evil 1 i ten> and by iri;t.ru<' tiona1 >1>je.:t.ivy The

i>d disk i s i study irgani;.ation program, it rar<d<rmjy assigns
j r ilia t. i st iid i>t s f< r a h day f the study, ens>~rl rig an equal
r~ strit <it.i<or»f items by dimensi ori and also erisuring that
it«<jerit. w i I 1 get t !>e same item more thar> orlce du ri r>g the tudy,

resu l t s> and:-< st>idy m.inagement pr >gram ar theri transfered by
<i<ly < rgirii:.at j c>n prr gram tr> disks f or eacli ot t he computers
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that, will . ~lie t. the data, The study rnangernent program wi.l,l,
preserrt t;he quest.i or<, allow up to a minute for response, record
the strrdent r'esponse, and also record the am~ unt of time taken by
the student t<> respond.

:lix t.o eight. Commodore 64 computers, each wit,h a disk drive
and green scree~ monitor, were used in the two pilots. The
t.eacher was requi red to boot. t.he program disk in the morning and
L>ack up data at the end of the <iay on a si.ngle back-»p disk. The
back-up procedure automat,i<.ally resets each iisk f~ r the next
days questions, The two procedures take no more t,han ''u mirrutes
of th« tea =her ' s t,ime:ach day, ether> a student t.y pes in an
iderrt.if i <.-.ation < ode, the program presents the question s!
assigned the student fc r that. day.

Upon complet;ion of the study, data is t.ransfered to a data
f i le on the university' = mair> comput.er where it is analyzed. Ar>
added fe«ture al lows the teacher to summarize the dat.a on each
computer at, the end ot each day. Teachers, therefore, can
monitor the performance of their .lasses on a daily basis,

I<esigr«of Fi lot. Studies
The two pilots were conducted ir< two dif ferent,junior high

s.ho<>ls in the central Ohio regi.on, Both were performed with
eighth grade ear th sc.ience classes. The studies were to run for
40 days, with 10 days as a bas;line, 2A days for t,he ir>terventic<n
and ln days as a fol low-up. An earth science ur>it was designed
f<~cusir>g on the ge<>logy, lirnr>ology and weather of Lake Erie and
the Great. I.akes. This comprised tire intervent ion. A p<>ol of 80
n<u'ltiple .hei =e items were s le=ted f rom those used in previ nus
studies, ln the f irst, pilot half of the items directly related
to irrforrnatior> contained in the unit ~hereas the remair>der were
related t,o Great Lakes topic. but not to thr>se contained in the
unit. In the second pi lot al l. eighty items related t» topics
taught ir> the unit. A pool of at t,i tude items usir>g the semantic
dif ferential format wer'e al so selected f rom those used ir>
previous studies. There were four cor>cepts each with l~ adjec-
ti ve pai rs used as di stra<=t. ~rs . The f cur c .>n<"=pt s wer =; Lake
Erie, to<3ay' s s<.ience class, tc>day I f<-.ei, ar«1 ar>sweri r>g ques-
ti<. r>s using the computer . Ea h st<rdent respc>r>d d to one n>u lt.iple
oh<>ice item and or>e attitude itenr ea< h day.

At the er>d of the intervention, a1l achievement. items were
administ,ered to all studerrts in each of t.he pilots to obtain
inf<.rmaticn for item analysis.

Results of Pilot rrl
The first. pilot study was cor>ducted wit,h four classes

totalirrg 80 students, all taught by the same teacher. It was
expect,ed that t,he performance or> the unit,-specific achievernerrt
it,ems would improve following the beginning of t.he intervention,
whereas performance on t,he ot,her mult,iple-choice it,ems would
remain constant.. It was also expected that attitudes toward Lake
Erie would improve as studer>t kr> wl dge of t,he t. pic ir>cr ased.
Such changes would be consistent with other studies reported in
the literature. '1'he r mainir>g attit ud:orrcepts were xpe te 1 to
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vary <jai ly ir> r -sporise t<> a var iety of coriditions
turiately, the study cc u ld riot be completed. Because of
year s =h diiling problems, it. started with only about 30 days lef t
iri the schc>c.l year. 'ieveral of these days were lost because <.f
s< Jioci1 everits, Only a6 days of the study were completed
addi ti. i'i, the teacher nioved through the uriit, much more sic>wly
t!iari origirial ly planned. Theref ~re less thari orie-half of' the
ui>i t had been complet,ed w!ieri school ended.

When data for th two types of multiple choice items were
plotted, rici t.rerids were apparerit   Figure I !, Al so t,here were
tr"rids f r ither of the four attitude oncepts. Only or
res! c>rl' e tiine was there a s igni f icarit arid c<>risistent trerid,
Resp inse tim» drc<ppc d as the study proceeded  Figure 2! .

TJi<. >ria j<>r berief it. f rc>m this pilot, c.f t,he system were to
d=b ig the study management program, improve the documentation
used by t.lie tea<'her, mc di f y the classroc>m setup and student
ideriti f i cati ~n pr .edures to decrease any pr >blems with stud-nt
»:. e <>f tI>e system, devel<.>p data analysis procedures, test the
iristructi rial »iiit, arid obtain iteni analysis informatiori on the
tteni pc< J s.

Results .f Eil t N2
The earth scierice unit was used with all of the students of

an eait,h s< ien e teacher, This included six eighth grade lasses
tc tall irig lt'>b st.uderits. l'igure three displays the data accurnu-
lat; j c an< errii»g student kn<>wledge of the unit. objectives as
ref'lect ed by periormance c>ri the multiple-choice items taken every
day over the 44 days of t.he study,

The first l1 days of the data i' the baselirie. The data
:xhibit a pattern of decreasing perfcirmarice, This has been found
iri each of tJre studies usir>g this data ccl lect.ion system. It
appears that students begiri to reserit having to respond to
questi<!ns on irifc>rmat,iori that t hey J>ave not been taught. As a
res>ilt, they tire of trying to ariswer the ciuestions correctly,
arid tliiis therr perforniar>ce fail.. Ttie posit ive irif luence of the
iin i t. <>ri student kriowledge is apparerit f rom the gradual rise of'
th» < urv>' during the next p1iase c>f t,he data collection, t}ie
ii!t=rv rition phase  wher> tt><s unit was being used! . Zt is
apl>sr<.nt t hat s t.udent. kriowl>=dge iricreased gradually as the uriit
pr digressed. The highest lass aver age was ori day 36 �3. 7
per c =nt, <rrr = t !, the day t!>at the uriit, postt,est, was given
fo1 lowing the end:if tt>e unit, The meari per ent correct. rn the
iiri i t p. -' L t.est. was ~H. 4 percerit   f>0, 4 > ve> age r aw score out of 74
i.t"ms; standard d"riati n >f 9.98!. !t. als. appears that the
st.>id< rit, per f orms nce remail'ied Jiigh f c>lit>wing the end of tJie unit,.

TJiis is the same pattern of performarice as reported wit J.
prf vz<ius stud ie.'-»ising this design with the paper and pericil

  < >r>c lus i or>
L n prev i <. iis studies tlie i ritens ive t,irne- series ciesi gn

shown pr >m is.: f . r mon i ter irig concept. growth arid hanges
ti r iid<'s . 1]<iwever r Jl< cumbers<>inc nature <>f t 1>< <1st i ':<.'l lect grig
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pr >cedures made it impra<=ti<-.al for most classroom studies, The
two> pilot studies using the microcomputer based system have
demonstrated its feasihlity. Using the Commodores makes it
re l atlvely cost, e f f ective . The total investment f or equipment,
was about. $6u 'ju. The first, pilot demonst,rated that students soon
became accustomed to responding to the items as they were
presented by the computer. This i.s indi<"ated by the rapid
decrease of response time. The first pilot also revealed bugs
both i.n the software and hardware permit. ting them to be worked
out, No such problems occurred during tlie second pilot,. although
one computer did cease t,o function and was replaced by a back-up
placed at. th~ school for that purpose. Results from t.he second
pilot indi =ate that the data generated by the micro<.omputer
system is comparable to that gerierated by the earli er system.
Theref<ire it, should be equally valid.

Using the microcomputer system, ari iritensive time- ~ eries
study can he developed and administered in a short period of time
assuming t.her» exi ts a suitable set of' multiple < hoice items.
Using such a system it i.s conceivable that researcher s arid
t,eachers may soori be given access to irif ormat.ion, ori a daily
basis, which will indicate the growt,h oi' concept understanding
and the fluctuations of attitudes within a class. Frr the first.
time it will be possible to as ess the impact :>f teaching
behavior. general classroom erivironment, and student charac-
teristics of learning on a day to day basis.

Now that, an efficient arid easy to use data -.>11ecticn
syst.em has beeri devised researchers can design studies to examine
t,he impact. of a vari.ety of t,caching environments uprn learriing,
not merely at single points hef >re and after intervening but
duririg t,he interverition, and ori a constant basis, over whatever
time interval seems appropriate to the study, Future research
with this system will examine the types of variables that can be
used and ways in which they can be measured. One of the next
studies wil l f ocus ori adapt.ing it to col 1 ecting wor'd asst>c iati on
data permitting its use with concept mappi.ng studies.
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APPENOIX K

Ohio Sea Grant Proposal



GRADUATE PROGRAM IN AQUATIC EDUCATION:
A SEA GRANT MODEL FOR TEACHER PREPARATION

E /CD-2

First year of a three year project

rtner, Associate Professor
School of Natural Resources, The Ohio State University

Dr. Victor J. Mayer, Professor
Department of Educational Theory and Practice, The Ohio State University

The development of 'educational programs to increase
application of marine sector research" is one of the national
needs identified by the Office of Sea Grant for l987 and beyond
 Federal Register, l986! . This offers additional evidence for a
trend that has been noted by many others in the public and
private sectors in the 1980s, namely that the nation is in need
of more individuals better trained in science. Aspects of the
trend, documented by studies by the Office of Education, the
National Assessment of Educational Progress, the International
Study of Science Education and others, include a decline in
student enrollments in science courses, low levels of student
achievement in sci.ence, demotivation for careers in science,
negative attitudes toward science and scientists among the
general public, and the vagueness of national policies on science
and technology  Task Force on Precollege Science Education,
1983!. Our own studies among Ohio students and adults indicate
that knowledge levels about marine and aquatic topics range from
38% correct responses among fifth graders to about 49% among
adults  Fortner and Mayer, 1983; Fortneri 1985!.

Countering the negative publicity about education in general
and science education in particular are the results of efforts of
professional associations, such as the National Science Teachers
Association, to identify exemplary science teachers and science
programs. Many have been found and documented. At least one,
the Hawaii Sea Grant Education program, was among those identi-
fied as being excellent. Analyses these programs provides clues
as to the characteristics of excellent teachers and programs. At
the same time, colleges involved in teacher training have recog-
nized the limitations of many existing programs and of the poor
incentive system that deters many well qualified individuals from
accepting the challenges of a teaching career. From awareness of
these problems has arisen a group of influential educators to say
that the time has come to enact sweeping changes that will remedy
some major ills of the present system.

In 1983 a group of Deans of Colleges of Education and chief
academic officers from several of the major research universities
in the U.S. began meeting to consider means of improving teacher
education. Dr. Donald Anderson' Dean of the College of Education
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of The Ohio State University vas a member of this group. They
decided to establish a consortium of educators and their institu-
tions representing the primier research institutions in each of
the states. It vas named the Holmes group after a prominent
professor of education at Harvard uni.versity. The goals of the
Holmes Group are to

l. make the education of teachers intellectually more
solid,

2. recognize differences in teachers' knowledge, skill and
commitment, in their education< certification and works

3. create standards of entry to the profession � examina-
tions and educational requirements � that are profes-
sionally relevant and intellectually defensible,

4. connect their own institutions to schools, and

5. make schools bett,er places for teachers to work and to
learn  Tomorrow's Teachers, 1986!.

Over 130 research universities, the top 10% of the nation's
teacher training institutions, have been invited to join The
Holmes Group in its move to restructure the training of teachers,
and to date about 80 have indicated their intentions to accept.
The Faculty of the College of Education voted in May, 1986, to
endorse membership in the group. Discussions are nov being held
in the College regarding the design of programs meeting the
Holmes objectives. As it has done in the past the Science
Education faculty of the OSU College of Education is expected to
assume a leading role in designing the innovations. Close
association vith the Environmental Science and Management faculty
of the School of Natural Resources, and science faculty of the
Colleges of Biological Sciences and Mathematical and Physical
Sciences enhances the potential to develop the necessary educa-
tion-vithin-science links that will make a new system function.
The program area of Science and Mathematics Education has
received an Academic Challenge Grant from the Board of Regents of
the State of Ohio that is resulting in the development of new
laboratory space and the purchase cf science instructional
materials and equipment that will make it the leading such
science education facility in the nation. The grant has also
established a joint appointment between the faculty and the
College of Mathematics and Physical Sciences to enhance the
communications and cooperative efforts of the two colleges . This
grant vill contribute greatly to the success of the project
described in this proposal and is an indication of the strong
committment of the University to the Science Education program.

Since the beginning of the Ohio Sea Grant program in 1976,
its education program has made continued strides in melding the
results of Sea Grant research into formats that are useful for
education of precollege students and teachers. The reputation of



Ohio Sea Grant Education rests on correct science information/
current scientific research, usable formats for classrooms, inno-
vative approaches to teaching adults, application of educational
research in all program phases, and continued leadership by
internationally recognized professional educators.

This proposal puts Sea Grant research information into the
direct training of science educators through development of
parallel graduate level programs in the School of Natural
Resources and College of Education. Development of new graduate
courses, revision of current courses, interaction with Sea Grant
scientists, and continued curriculum progress vill accomplish
these project objectives over a period of three years:

l! Design and test a model for a 5-quarter series of
courses to serve as the graduate education and zesearch
application training for prospective teachezs who
already have a strong science background in their
baccalaureate. Well trained scientists can thus become
well trained educators.

a! The courses will i~elude components that address
the certification requirement of the State of Ohio
for multicultural education, field experience,
reading in the content area. audiovisual mater-
ials, etc.

b! The courses will have aquatic sciences specific to
Lake Erie, and aquatic research specific to Sea
Grant< as their content basis.

2! Develop an initial cadre of Careez Professional
Teachers to serve as mentors in the teacher training
program.

3! Design a parallel and complementary program leading t.o
the NS in Natural Resources with aquatic education
emphasis, for already certified teachers

4! Initiate new aquatic curriculum development efforts
among both the preservice and certified teachers as an
integral part, of their professional training. A Holmes
priority is the transmission of current subject matter
through innovative methods. A Sea Grant national need
is education programs to increase application of marine
sector research.

5! publicize the Holmes/Sea Grant aquatic education track
and its Natural Resources counterpart through well-
established program outreach mechanisms.

This approach vill help the Ohio State University to meet
the first two goals of the Holmes Group. Other goals such as 43,
the creation of standards< are currently being worked on in
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College-wide efforts. These vill be integrated into all teacher
education programs. The forth goal, ties vith local schools' has
been a tradition in the science education program. In fact it
von a national award in the l970's for the quality of its school-
based teacher education program. This tradition of good and
close relationships with teachers and schools will form a
foundation of efforts to establish quality school-based aspects
of the new program. The fifth goal, changing school climatei is
beyond the capabilities of a single programmatic effort, indead
beyond that of a single institution. This goal can be accom-
plished only through the concerted efforts of every institution
in the Holmes group acting collectively.

The model will illustrate to other Holmes Group institutions
one means of keeping subject matter fresh and foremost while
pedagogy is taught and teacher certification requirements are
met. It will also enable Sea Grant to take a lead in educational
innovation that is national in its scope.

Approach

A three year project is proposed, with timeline provided in
Figure l. This time period is divided into periods of develop-
ment, implementation and evaluation. The proposed program is
designed around the following elements:

The resource base and technical expertise of the Ohio
Sea Grant Program.

Experience in formal and nonformal educational
settings.

A sustained experience vith an exemplary science
teacher.

The nature of science and the role of research in
science.

Enhancement of aquatic science and management back-
ground information.

Applications of the results of research in how students
learn science concepts.

Experience in the development of educational materials.
Selecting and sequencing instructional materials in
existing science curricula.

The integration of educational technology into science
teaching.
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The various certification requirements of the Ohio
Department of Education.

XKL~ tasks include l! development of the institutional
structures necessary to support the program, 2! announcement and
recruitment of an initial population, and 3! implementation of
the first quarter of trainrng. Dates are Autumn l981 through
Summer l988.

Institutional development. Implementation of The Holmes
Group recommendations will include the elimination of baccal-
aureate programs leading to a degree in secondary science educa-
tion and to cert,ification for teaching. Instead, undergraduate
programs vill he pursued in other colleges for development of a
strong subject matter background. In other words, the Bachelor' s
degree give the student WHAT to teach. This proposal and others
arising from other sources will offer options for learning HOW to'
teach by taking a Master's degree in education that vill also
fulfill certification requirements in secondary science. A
tentative outline of course components appears as Figure 2 ~

The mechanisms for changes of this magnitude have never been
defined, and great amounts of faculty energy have already been
focused on means by which to accomplish the Holmes goals. Much
of Year l will be devoted to establishing the interdepartmental
liaisons, the scheduling sequences, the credentialling require-
ments that must be built into courses to satisfy Holmes inten-
tions. Reallignment of faculty responsibilities, development of
new courses to fill gaps, and identification of appropriate
teaching techniques and materials must be done. There must be
external activities as well, because vithout the support of the
school systems that will place graduates of the nev system, a
reward structure vill not be in place to recognize their enhanced
capabilities.

Some of the teaching materials to be used in the program
will be the Oceanic Education Activities for Great Lakes Schools,
curriculum packages developed by the Ohio Sea Grant Education
Program throughout its existence. The program is nov in the
process of updating. revising and adding computer applications to
the existing OEAGLS as well as adding new topics based on current
Sea Grant research- This process will continue through Year 1 so
that incoming participants for the aquatic education program will
be exposed immediately to examples of products developed through
cooperative efforts between scientists and educators. The
participants themselves will develop such materials in Year 2 for
use in a dissemination program in Year 3 ~ The model of success-
ful curriculum development, evaluation and dissemination has been
the strength of the Ohio Sea Grant Education Program, and this
proposal offers the opportunity to extend the effort into class-
rooms following real research experience.

Recruitment. Two types of recruiting efforts will be done
in Year l to identify an initial population of ten new science
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graduates for the Holmes effort and ten experienced teachers for
the Natural Resources parallel effort. First, undergraduate
programs in science throughout the Great Lakes regioni and
especially in Ohio, will be notified by mailed poster that the
program is beginning in Summer 1988, Pollov-up will be through
contacts vith respondents as well as through Sea Grant scientists
region-vide and state Academies of Science. Candidates for the
program should have a genuine desire to become a classroom
science teacher, have a grade point average of 3.0 or more, have
~ biology, geology, earth science or natural resources major< and
agree to remain at OSU for the entire five-quarter sequence of
courses. In addi.tion their science coursevork must meet the
National Science Teachers Association  NSTA! recommended stan-
dards, or be no more than tvo courses short of meeting those
standards. Ten participants vill be identified by these criteria
by March I> l988 ~

Another ten participants vill be recruited through school
systems in the Great Lakes region, again focusing on Ohio, forparticipation in the Natural Resources program that will parallelthe Holmes program. Emphasis vill be on state science teachers
associations and recruitment at the regional meeti.ng of NSTA ~Candidates attracted in this vay vill be screened for science and~ ducation background courses, and those chosen will be the onesthat sr ~ teaching science vithout a strong science background.Professional activity level, grade point average, and intentionto complete the program and remain in teaching vill be theselection criteria.

I'rograa quarter Ol, Summer of 1988 vill be the firstquarter of both graduate programs, and all participants will beon the Lake Kri ~ Islands for that experience. Bath groups willbegin at F. T. Stone Laboratory on Gibraltar Island for coursesrn Natural Resources/ Education 6141 Marine and Aquatic Educa-tion. and Natural Resources/ Education 6ll: Norkshop in GreatLakes Education. These courses are team taught by the projectdirectors using OEAGLS and a nev reference text funded by theGeorge Gund Foundation of Cleveland  Portner and Mayer, inprogress! .

After these courses the groups vould take at least fivehours of additional COu raeVOrk in aquatiC SCienCeS, then enrOllrn courses for the study of learning. These would be taught incon!unction with structured experiences in the summer Sea Campprogram on Kelleys Island and other informal and formal educationexper>ences.

~~ tasks involve completion of Quarters 2-5 of theinstructional sequence leading to the Maste ' d
s er s egree and certi-scot. on, development and testing of participant-constructedcurriculum packages. introduction to instructional technologiesand preparation of classroom teachin id d

g a s, an experience in aresearch setting with a Sea Grant scientist. This aeence will serve as a c n is . is last exper-capstone for the program in Summer 1989-
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The ten Holmes participants will be paired vith researchers to
participate in data collection, analysis and interpretation. A
seminar vould continue throughout the summer, in which the Sea
Grant investigators would discuss the background and issues
related to their research.

Some Sea Grant researchers who have indicated that their
projects would be available for this capstone experience are
Dr. David Culver  Effect of phosphorus loading on zooplankton!,
Dr. William Mitsch  Ecosystem approach to l,ake Erie coastal wet-
lands!, and Dr. David Garton  Impact of the introduction of

!. A pilot project will be conducted in
summer of 1987 with the placement of an intern teacher in one
researcher's laboratory.

Xe~ activities include finalization of the curriculum
materials developed by the newly trained teachers, presentations
at meetings of The Holmes Group institutions to relate the
project's success and invite similar programs by others, and
follow-up evaluations among both the participants and the Sea
Grant scientists. For the Holmes participants this will also be
a supervised induction year as required by the new state certifi-
cation requirements. Arrangements vill be made with the hiring
schools to provide a quality experience, in part supervised by
science education faculty. Certification and the Master's degree
will be granted upon the successful completion of this induction
year.

lt is anticipated that a number of new activities will have
been developed by the program's participants. The investigators
will work with the participants closely to assure a valuable
product from each, and final writing and manuscript production
will be completed in Year 3. All materials will be published and
made available through Sea Grant.

Benefits

A number of different groups vill benefit from this project:

1. The strength of The Holmes Group recommendations comes in
part from their originating in research universities. This
project will signal to those institutions that the innova-
tions they are seeking can be facilitated by building upon
existing successful programs within. Building upon Sea
Grant can happen in other institutions in this way and bene-
fit, Colleges of Education in their outreach to the cognate
collegese

2. Scientists at OSU and in other universities can benefit from
interacting with educators  Task Force 1983!, since the
scientists learn about the mechanisms that are used to train
individuals before they enter science programs in college.
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Empathy for precollege educators can lead to greater
involvement of scientists in schools.

Prom 42 above, greater involvement of scientists and better
trained science teachers will help to reverse the negative
trends that science education has been experiencing in this
decade. Science teachers will learn about science f'rom the

inside," and be more prepared for teaching the process of
science and its importance in all aspects of human exis-
tence. The teachers will also experience the applications
of education theory and practice in a science context, with
all parts of the training experience relating to each other.

Sea Grant'B r'csearch focus has traditionally been an applied
focus. This project off'ers another application of Sea Grant
science, one with an exceptionally broad potential for
reaching large numbers of resource users.

New curriculum materials can flov from teacher to teacher,
emanating from the fresh science experiences of project
participants into the classrooms of others in need of new
approaches.

3.

4.

5.

6. Project results will be presented and published for use by
scientists and by professional educators. The investigators
are active in both types of professional organizations.

7. Sea Grant support for education in Ohio has always yielded
dividends to the entire national program. This project has
exceptional potential for visibility and outreach in times
when Sea Grant needs them most.

Budget Explanation

Year 1

Nuch of the time for the investigators is
donated because of the importance of this effort to their
respective colleges. The funds requested of Sea Grant include
l8% time for Or. Portner to direct the preparations for the
program, including curriculum revision and development of re-
cruitment efforts for the Natural Resources program components.
The School of Natural Resources will donate an additional 22% of
her time for continuing aspects of the Education Program. Por
Or. Mayer, l0% release time is requested, matched by 40% from
Educational Theory and Practice because of the importance of the
Holmes effort as a model for other college programs being devel-
oped. Dr. Mayer will be primarily resonsible for the course
modifications and recruitment needed for the Holmes component.

Other project personnel include two graduate students, oneat the Ph.D. LeveL and one at the Hast'.er's level, and a part-time



student secretary. The intensity of development needed in Year l
necessitates the assistance of these individuals.

Funds are budgeted for a Level 3 Videodisc
player with computer interface and authoring software. Partici-

ants in the program will learn to use the system to develop
nstructional programs using existing commercial discs, and

production of an Ohio Sea Grant research disc will also be
explored.

Trglxal- The investigators will travel to regional science
and science teachers' meetings to promote the concept of the
graduate aquatic education curricula. Instructor travel for the
summer program is also included.

in addition to travel are budgeted to
include the cost of production and distribution of announcement
posters and follow-up for responses.

The OSU Department of Residence
Halls and Dining has been approached as a co-sponsor of the Stone
Lab portion of the training experience, and a proposal for
support of the fifth quarter research experience is being
developed for submission to the National Science Foundation.
Nevertheless, this program will be an expensive one for the
participants< who will not only be paying tuition and living
expenses, but also having no income. A number of funding sources
are being expl.ored, but at this point it is necessary to include
in the budget some individual assistance with the year's expen-
ses. Approximately $225 per participant has been budgeted.
Except for this incentive, open to both Holmes and Natural
Resources participants, no funds are requested for support of the
Natural Resources program, since it will require little adjust-
ment in current operating procedures.

Because the University's costs
for the Summer 1988 program are all included in the grant, the
University will waive tuition for the participants in the program
for that quarter.

Tears 2 and 3

The budget for Years 2 and 3 will have the same personnel
needs plus an equipment request for a level 3  programmable!
videodisc player. Recruitment expenses will be deleted, but
travel will begin to promote the program in Holmes meetings and
to set up research experiences for Quarter 5  Summer, Year 2!.
A major expense in year 2 will be stipends for each participant
�0! in a Sea Grant research project. Sea Grant scientists have
indicated that they would like to be able to pay their assistants
for the summer's work.
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Estimates of Year 2 amount to $70,500, with an additional
$100,000 contributed, and for Year 3, $65,300 with $50 000 con-
tributed. Funding sources are being sought for specific compon-
ents of each year's pro]ect to make complete use of the opportun-
ities afforded by initial Sea Grant investments. It is fully
expected that folLowing Year 3 the program vill have proven its
potential so that the College of Education vill proviae support
for continuation.
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